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cessfully, and you and I. together

effort, act' in unison and leaves an unmistakable impress of its character on the life
of the school.
It ha' been a time honored custom of the
out-going class to exploit their high attainments, and we would like t^ feel justified in
followiug that precedent, but our consecration to truth forbids. As some wise one
has said, "The world never looks for brilliant achievement in the shy and unobtrusive." Yet the centuries have proven that
sometimes the quiet and conservative by
incident or accident have reached high
places. It is a consolation to think that a
brilliant school reeoid is not an absolute
necessity t" insure success. But we think
has maintained a good averthe class of
age standing in class work, and we are not
entirely lacking athletic prowess as the
record of our Junior year shows.
V' comet blazed across the heavens; no
forked lightning rent the sky; no convulsion of the earth's surface was remarked
when the class of '06 made its first appear-
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with
several other Yankees from our part of the
to
China
country, have been shaken through
according to schedule, though I never published that part of the program. If you feel
able to take a little walK perhaps we may
ruu across some of our compatriots.
For
my part I have always been most anxious
to* visit China, but never really felt as if I
could afford it: so you may imagine how delighted 1 was when I first foresaw this occurence. Of course to you and the others,
it may seem a trifle abrupt, but—“Oh Mr.
Hicks" 1 interrupted, “there is a lady
whom 1 know well." This was only the
beginning, but I must not stop to tell you of
the establishment of our little American
Colony and of the pleasant year we spent
in China, sight-seeing, teaching and being
Rather it is my purpose to tell
taught.
you of one pleasant afternoon, the tenth
anniversary of our graduation from the
High School, when Mr. Hicks consented to
revea’ to me the whereabouts of my former
cm-'-mates, partly as he saw them himself
and part y by allowing me to look into his
wonderful crystal, the bequest of a great
uncle in India. “Whom wui you see fiist?”
he began, and after receiving my reply bade
me look into the crystal where 1 saw a large,
plate glass window decorated with a most
iavi>hing display of Parisian millinery,
and above the door the sign Kliza Frances
Abbott. “If is a Chicago establishment”
said Mr. Hicks, “and your friend is very
iieai 11 e top round of rim ladder."
“Who next" “Wouldn’t it be more fun
f«• r me if you should choose from this iist
Imre? 1 began alphabetically for the sake
nf being 'trickly impartial." “All right,"
said Mr. Hicks. “Look." And 1 beheld a i
beautiful ballroom,down the centre of which
dressed in satin, sparkling a.til i.amoiids j
and surrounded by hei go..ants l’k-e a
swarm of bees around a flower, came ibatt;ng the bel.e of tim ball, Maud Herri k the
famous tom-boy of ‘od. “You know ti. it live
years ago Miss Herrick inherited a large ;
fortune, and has since become a great society i
bid} "added Mr. Hicks. “Perhaps it would ;
tie better .or me to tell jou about the next j
oim" 1m continued, “for the scene upon j
which I am gazing is anything but pleasant, j
There has just been a horrible fire in the |
tenement district of New York r ity, and j
that among the most j
to say
suffice it
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■sophomonc bl:>> \va> a myth and
work continued as strenuously as in
previous year.
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and aft ice workers is a certain !
Last year was the most enjoyable, though
•a ;;h green and gold, with
red-cross nurse, whose very presence seems
not the in-• -t wismv spent period
perhaps
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to the suffering and order
comfort
to bring
v,
i he lugran
of our career. We were allowed to go to
it is Lucy Hickey. “It is a
out of chaos,
somethe laboratory ostensib!} to stud}
noble work" I >aid to myself “and just like
Beethover times 1 think we did. I don't remember Luev to choose such a life of helpfulness.
now ; but more often it was a time wherein
Just as the contrasts of life are great, so
Rev. I>. L. Wilson to relax the fevered brain and consume it was with the next picture. 1 could scarceMaud Jeannette Herrick chocolate pie. In the last term some enjoy- ly repress a smile. An old fashioned snowEliza Fiances Abbot; able rides were taken, the first to swan storm was raging and ploughing through
chanwenka Lake, in teams loaded to overflowing with the snow,
1 lance."
already badly drifted, were two
lunch baskets and hilarity. The day’s out\\ \ aona Frost.
horses drawing a coach elaborately decwas attended by the usual excitement
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e FJia Patterson
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orated with white ribbon. Suddenly the
and novel incidents, but we w ill merely say
igeU- Kdgefnnib Thomas
coach heeled over and from beneath the
Gounod in passing to the male members of the party ruins two
iii Angel,"
people extricated themselves.
that we trust before entering upon mature
>ehool.
Thev were Gertrude Banks, our valedic1
ventures they will have acquired the necesfts,
and
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torian,
their crart into port.
forth- j
>horey and Hugh Hay- sary skill to bringnumber
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nriette A’abeila Shuman
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■nn 1>: r-ezes,"
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onthus
vice for her.
presenting
j
tlie
^• eat deal, in fact, by one member of
ark *
the appearance of a human seesaw.
Near the en I d the year one buck- ; looker
•: nd- Mudgett Bank?
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my thoughts
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-rn Maaie Seaport Ka iioad.
VeazU
Water,”
Mr Hicks began to describe to me a most
With the b ginning of the Senior ye
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fascinating antique store, presiding over
K-v. Harry Luts there was another change in the c >rps "f I which wa- a tail, slender. small-headed,
j
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about un.
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so
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as, as u-uad one of tilt
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o: t i
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the -iin.-lc teacher. gave our confidence
us in Agronomy, Chemistry and French
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clothes."
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an} thing.
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| day was dul\ celebrated with a holiday for
-rings me to the minis- •
1 ha: natural!)
th- >cnior ciass spent in nnding a tree,
our honored Miperiuwould
< i
but
member
terial
cla.-^s,
your
you
1
;.»rH(le'-e>si*r, Mr. Hun- digging it up. and rep'.auting it, which wy.'
never connect fasting and long vigils with
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est fur three
accomplished with appropriate though de- him
When you go back to America it j
in
The
tree,
exercises.
we are indebted, wt j imhtfully informal
would nay you to make a special tiip to ;
weleuine. You have honor of our .‘senior assistant, was nunmd Portland to hear their Unitarian minister, ;
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as wed a> at our best ! the Field Maple.
the
I
f.
v.:.< rh-H:VH
hv • a slick, well-bred, curiy-headed cherub,
•hun anyone except oui
idol of tlie feminine portion of the emigre- ,
:
many temptations wt I our principal which caused great, rejoicing j gation and not sufficiently energetic to disj
;d the difficult tasks we ! in the school ami among its well withers, turb fhe
easy goin_ consciences of the nmn, j
je .striving to reach oui i You who do not already know it wi i learn I who
Thomas a ;
Kev.
the
Eugene
pronounce
with pleasure that the Helfast High school |
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we owe many thank?
good fe: ow. Fihola Frost played in Ills
.risfel and timely advice. : has been approved for three years by the I church foi a short time, but .s now .n Italy
<
emembet also the othei Yew England College Entrance ertilicate
studying th*1- organ and substituting dur"cliool board and to then. i iJoard, which means that during that time I
the foremost
! ing the summer months for
our graduates who in the estimation of our
"Ur thanks for the many
in Florence.
organist
good wiii v, hich they have ! teachers are prepared for the work may be !
Blanche K.mbaii, too, has just such a poentered without examination at any of the j sition as she has
the improved facilities
always wanted. She is
and
Harvard
New
Colleges
except
ded.
England
Only recently
pro
matron of the largest Douse in Bradford
with great pleasure thai ; Yale, which do not belong to the Hoard.
Academy, and ha.~ shown great ability in
Some of the affecting detail and episodes |
.--is .s to Lie reinforced by ;
managing a large retinue of servants and
|,ird assistant, Miss Harr | of class life we will omit: such as the
tact in dealing with the young ladies
with us throughout the j cordial courtesies and favor* teceived from great
Ethel Davis teaches
under her charge.
the other classes, which were always fully
the time a?
,i y part of
cal'ure in the same institution.
-e* hat each year see- ■appreciated and will long be remembered; physical
She has organized a pedestrian club, which
•mi."i : and in view of the ! also Tim peculiar lapse or natural lack of
is very popular. After getting h*-r>e!f into
to label
it
madthat
necessary
ms of our city
intelligence
govern
practice by aer six mile walk every day
trust that it may no1 | the faucet so that ail inquiring chemists
while attending the Belfast
O for four ’.ear?
might know where the ipp* >ed acid H
"i e our greatest need vs il
High school, she said that >he did _i.nl ini! eyes will be gladdened ; was t<> be found.
tend to forget the gentle art of walking.
>o far I have given !io class statistics, as
new and well appointee
“This picture doesn't seem to have any
h as the city oi Helfasl i f.• the un-St pan they emild interest only
reference to your class," said Mr. Hicks, as
ourselves; but J wuil >a> that four years a small eountiy store with McKeen A <>.
id be quite incomplete i ago we entered the Freslnnau yea: with a
“show me the
over the dooi appeared
number <*f thirty-time but unfortunately
L ilt a special word t<
companv," I replied. “I rather think that
wine t" pronounce that ! sustained a large loss in ne mbership which
sure
enough the picture
it is all rightand
Only our has reduced the class t*» the present nuin- changed to ar interior view and there byips our mute.
* uir a^es var\ quite widew oil id
seventeen.
we express oui
her,
hind the showcase stood Bede Mayo, sinn:
.i d
iv and there are two sixteen > ears of age.
also to Miss down
ing down inti the face of a smal child,
Our position as pupils in the Helfast High whose
mi last y ear caused us
curl) head just showed above the
••g:et. Many and varied school becomes tonight a matter of history, counter.
;
:eolations of your sym
but tlie results ot our illations there affect
is queer,'’ thought J to myseif
“This
.v e been in trouble yov
all the future years.
May we evei hold in when
first fei on the picture of a
eyes
my
stretch forth your wil- love ami respect the memorj of our school
young man entangled in a mesh of crimson
id cuiinsei us. Time and
life, ami may the vaiue <>f <-ur efforts here and
ribbo is, a? much a captive as was
be ii"t diminished but assume !ie\v worth in ; the gold of Jjherlott when caught in the
d up'‘il the rules of the
Lady
; a t> ranuical king look
the clearer vision and r.p-r thought of
web "i her own weaving, ilis back was
time.
:
j-, but your gent a
toward me, blit when 1 saw the two girls
til us has ever led u?
who were tugging at the two ends of the
iw and the wisdom
TheoMiss Frost "bowed marked musical ability
ribbon. I understood the allegory.
'Imii be better am
dore spure) was still halting not only bein tlm selection \vh cli sin* gave with much
./•
for tile lesson:
and
Ju
ia
but
between
tween two opinions,
grace and tinish.
LotPeq the twi little sophomores who .aid
schoolmates w»
deal
was
Patterson's p:.qimc;Miss
very rival c aims to his affections ten years ago.
•in
I s;iV In V oil bettei
original and clever, and tlie many hits it Would lie go on halting ’'ms until he was
a
\\ '-,Ih while ;
a !
as old as Methuselah
contained were much appi-elated by the
•.hi -h your High
“As to Hugh Hayfoid4" said Mr. Hicks,
In those day
ou
.-I
audience,
“he is a good deal* of an inventor, and a
armosl the leasl
ll^F making lots of
CLASS PROPIILOY.
very smart fallow.
with. 1 know tha
g
about him
One beautiful afternoon while I was sit- money, too. I'll tell you more
t«i give you th*
a
That was all I thought of
ting at iny piano singing some of my favorite some other tine."
_,ii ■! to note writing
a
later
a large,
a.most
year
by a tremendous the matter til
songs I was starth-d
at. out to you th*
,
followed b\ an awiul crash, and fine-looking air-ship, with Melvin Knowlrumbling,
a
as
stud;
..i-Miatory
tou at tli*-* lie 1 in, came steering down in the
in-im-ai uung
letlien total uaiKiie>>.
.;o tlm
|
We all
superiority of
of o n American colony.
member, 1 found myself Mtting <*u the vicinity
ii-.ua.te cream over the
went to meet it, and you won’t need to be
unfamiliar
and
most
forgi,,und in a wholly
•u peanut
for a ligh
that the laughing, enthusiastic, handeign looking place, m> clothes torn, my hair told
iate the complication:
young man who
disheveled, and every bone in my body ach- some and prosperous
a. bringing your pet dot
alighted from it was its owner and inventami fifty years
l.nt you could almos ! ing as it I were one hundred
11
ford.
ay
Where could I be ? Glancing around or, Hugh
m.--honored category with i1 old.
home letters of
Hugh had heard through
my eyes met those of a stranger, an Ameri.....I V**i/l
r.nntfui'
I led more disposed t<
in
a
dazed
and
like
like
can
myself
myself,
>ou, whether you hav
of
his
to such of us
the
air-ship
hospitality
and shattered condition. I was thankful
go to school, or two, o
grown hungry for "our own, our naenough to see one of my own countrymen, as had
laitlifui, loyal member
I
is
how
happen to he
for .passing to and fro along the thorough- tive land.” And that
-i m’
your school, friend
fare were only people with long, black pig- here to-night.
h-i, advocates of all tru
and the unmistakable costumes of the
wry worthy cause, tha [ tails,
The oration by Mr. Thomas was interAlmond-eyed women were sitting
•T11 * -1 with all graduates o i Chinese.
and fanning themselves under spreading esting and mpressive and was as follows:
both past and to come
mulberry trees or riding through the streets WHY THE UNITED STATES IS THE BEST
-i our indebtedness to
in their jinrikishas. While these impressions
■! >how its worth by becorn
PLACE TO LIVE IN.
were photographing themselves instantan-gent and more patriot!
Supposing a young man preparing to go
eously
upon my mind 1 became a ware of a
in
of
the name
th
again,
the
world should come to you and
into
out
I
of
service
to
can be
voice saying, “If
any
; tnd > ou one and all a mos i
shall 1 go to spend
you, Madam, in this most unusual situation, ask, “To what country
I beg you to command me. I am the Rev. my life? What country furnishes the most
Of
econimic?”
and
natural
the
At
I
llicks.”
once
advantages,
K.
Iri
recognized
course if you are a patriotic American you
was the next speaker ail 1
name to be that of the man whose accurate
Hut
States.”
"The
.United
will
answer,
weather forecasts and earthquake predic-rented everybody,
tions had brought him so much local whether from patriotic sentiment or not
e niK class of *06.
there is no
celebrity. Of course he would be able to jou may say it truthfully, tor
••due of history is its fide!
tell me where I was and how I happened to other country in the world that furnishes
as.- history if truly tol 1
be there; but before I had a chance to say the advantages to the great mass of the
the United
"f distinct individuals wit
anything, he continued, “No doubt you people, the working people, that
:,s. ambitions and struggle s
would like to know how this all came about! States does. If this seems a strong statethe spirits that chanc 3 One of my earthquakes that I have been ment. just consider the thousands of immi’i et the class, by combine 1
predicting has just taken place very sue- grants that pour into this country every
covered
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How welcome to us the ne- r fading remementers otir ports milliner, and our prophet reveals you ten cause it is the flower to which we have
week.
Every liner that
brance.
coming years hence still occupying that humble pledged our loyally. It is the “Queen of
Which e'er will remain though th- past h*
brings its consignment of foreigners
Then
accept this steamer pass, Beauty" whose monarchy is most absolute,
to this countrv to better their conditions. position.
denied.
for five hundred return trips to Ban- whose throne is most ancient, and whose
Why Should 'these people leave their good
Ban- supremacy has been acknowledged like that The scenes of our school days, how nun h w remother country unless they were sure of gor, including admission to the annual
gret them:
of truth itself.
be
happier gor fair, and to the circus, July 4, 1906.
where they would
finding a place
Pnfaaed their memory will dwell in our breast.
If
we all had one-half the hustle to us
think
that
Why even back in the t'.th century, before Though
*
of
you
you
and richer
Do am
sad and deserted, we ne'er an forget
at
the very dawn of history, Sappho,
them,
would leave home, friends, family, and that is concealed in this slight bit of hu- our era,
The pleasures will still be in memory possessgo into a strange manity, there is no doubt but that we would the celebrated Greek lyrist, sang:
everything dear to you, toand
ed.
language un- get somewhere, although I won't attempt to “If Zeus should choose us a Queen of the flowers
iand'of strange manners
But if through the course of the years which
in his mirth.
less you were certai n of a great recompense ? say just where. In the class-room Maude
await us
call on the rose and
He
would
crown it.
she
Herrick
to
chair
never
fails
obtain
any
hear
of
royally
These people do it because they
Some new scene of duty should open to iew
For the rose, ho, the rose is the grace of the earth.
that great land where the working man is desires, for when Maude gets started the
We will say, while with rapturethe thought shall
Is the light of the plains that are grow ing ipon
elate us,
the equal of the noble, where he may help rest get out of the way, or get pushed out
it.
When there is work to be For the rose. ho. the rose is the -ye of the flowers
Still "Onward and I'pward" our course we’B
to make the laws that govern him and not very gently.
to go
Is the blush of the meadows that call thempursue.
where his children may be educated. They done she is always ready, as ever,
she does
selves fair
come from
nearlv every quarter of the I ahead, and when buys are lacking
Thegraduates were: Eliza Frames AbIs the lightening of beauty.”
hesitate to undertake any kind of man’s
globe; from Russia's bleak and barren not
the
Bailey, Gertrude
feel
when
work.
Miss
Herrick,
you
Even in the early days of Greece the rose bott, Marion Holmes
plains, where the peasant ekes out an
one of your foot-ball
was as well known in "the flower market at
Mudgett Banks, Sarah 'lark Collins, Ethel
existence b, tiding in the few summer necessity of making
to perform some Athens as now in Covent Garden.
Cleo- Enna Davis, Lucy Ann Dickey, Ethola
months on farm- or .n the cities and then rushes, or feel called upon
masculine task, adorn yourself with this patra had the floors of her palace covered
through w inter lives on the remainder of
Maude
with rose leaves a foot and a half in depth, Wyno.ni Frost, Hugh Hayford,
his wages after pavi; g taxes and rents, the pair of overalls and go ahead.
When I first learned through our prophet, and Nero is said to have expended £.’0,0*m Jeanette Herrick, Blanche Eloise Kimball,
From Norway,
share of the nobilityIn Nor- Miss Mayo, that you were going to enter in roses to adorn the table at one o:‘ his Melvin Clarence Know lion, Isabel!*- Sarah
Sweden and Denmark they come.
into the groet: y business, I thought of pre- feasts. In those times they made wine, perway and Sweden the richer a man is the
Arthur Rodney Murch. 1-aphine
senting you with this cigar, done up attrac- fume, oil and medicine from roses. Im.eed, Mayo,
Some of them reckon
more votes he casts
E. Patterson, Theodore Newell Shorey.
to'hang in your show window as an they were quite a necessary article.
tively
From
hundred.
their votes in the
opof
busiadvertisement to that branch
your
This flower, born in the east, has beer dif- Annette Arabella Shumar. Huge! e Kdgepressed Ireiai.d am, i:oin England, Fiance,
But, on recalling the self-indulgent fused like sunlight over ail the world. The
also they come, ness.
vcdiib Thomas.
i-Termany, spa;n and Italy
nature of your partner, I was about to
adorn their hair and their raiis
there
that
Esquimaux
countries so crowded
hardly
The change my mind, knowing that one dull ment uf deer and seal skin with the rose
room to breathe, M alone to move.
would be the finish of it. Then again, which grows abundantly upon stunted
below
The closing exercises in the gradbarbaric states «»i Eastern Europe and Asia day
that when your partner had finish- bushes, the Creoles uf Georgia twim the
furiii.-h their quota. Everywhere they are I thought
the High school were carried < ut much as
him
ed
the
induce
cigar,
you
might
perhaps
rose in their sable locks, tlie parched shores
eager to exchange tin yoke of oppression
usual. The efforts of both tc.ici.oi> and
to save you the stub, which would after all. of Bengal are covered in th>- spring with a
and of igii..; anc- for the freedom ami enbe the part which would naturally interest beautiful white r>->e. touml also in china, pupils transformed their respect v-» rooms
lightenment of America.
the most. Therefore, I have decided to and so likewise in every part of the globe into attractive
duceinents to come to you
One of the
places where, for tin- most
this, trusting that you will be per- we And tie* rose much belowd.
America i-th- Met that here the working give you
the regu'ar programs were carried
fectly satisfied with the Stub.
June, the most beautiiu month in the part,
man is paid much h -her wages than elseMr. Ilayford. is it necessary for me to year, is known as the month of roses. Eng- out before an audience id interested friends.
where. 1:. Dei many, for instance, the averwarn you of the dangers involved in kisland has chosen the rose as its nati >nal Although measles have been raging
r tin
age wage is liny cent.- a day, skilled workThe greater ones I w ill not mention, .lower: and we all remember the notable
sing?
men rect ’■
less than one dollar a day,
past three weeks, and the attendam-- :n tinof the minor ones, is that
but
others
among
in
the
rose
that
congreat
trom
one
one
receives
part played by
\vhile in this count \
Now if test between the houses of York and lain- j lower grades has been great.\ iPmin -lieu
A hard proposition of the communication of disease.
to five do lavs a da\
one kiss is sufficient to communicate a discaster, known as the War of the Ihses. thereby, a utiifon.il> sm'c»*>sfi:: mT;
:• ear
tj support a fa mil/ oil fifty cents a day.
we wonder that you are alive today,
Again it is the emblem of love and in this is reported.
Some person*! put f« ward the argument ease,
and if you didn't contract any slight dis- capacity tigures very largely in literal ire.
that it is .-heapei living in Europe. They
last Ma\ night, it is a prett\ sure Tennyson's Maude is not the only “Queen !
do live cheaper in Europe, that is a fact, temper
sign that a certain young lady of this town rose in the rosebud garden of girls." From
but niubabiv an Amer cau would not con- —Katherine
by name—is enjoying excellent time immemorial it has been the custom of 1
THE CHURCHES.
sider tlml lie was living n ne nau 10 exi>i
that perhaps you might
health.
the year around on coarse bread and pota- not be so Thinking
lucky again, how ever, 1* have pre- this sweetest ami best of flowers. The in- j
toes as the Irish do t«- a great extent.
this disinfectant in the form of Tulip spired author of the “>ong of Songs" can
Out of this scant} wage of fifty cents a pared
(two-lip» salve, which I trust you will find express his sentiments in no more appro- church at 10.45 a. in. v.nhn -dou,
2
day perhaps the ro\a' family and its con- very pleasant to apply.
priate words than these, “1 am the rose of o'clock.
nections have to ‘be supported, and a
when
he
would
and
11
lord
then
took
the
Mr.
rapt Isaiah,
floor, and con- Sharon,"
ay
mighty lot it takes to support some of them,
prophesy of great good to come, says that j Kev. •). W. Hatch wil' preach at Poor's
too.
The Czar of Russia extorts $2”>,000,000 tinued as follows :
“the wilderness shall blossom as the rose." Mills schoolhoi.se next >v.nda\ at lr
annually from his subjects. This monster
p. in.,
We have
Theodore Newell Shorey:
Many a humbler poet, too, who has learned |
starves and oppresses his people that he
noticed with much regret for some time to see “sermons in stones, books in the standard time.
of
GerThe
Emperor
may live in luxury.
past a tendency on your part to divide your running brooks, and good in everything"
Kev. K. s. Philbrook will preach at >atur
many is 'paid Sid,00n.«»u0 u year and the affections among several members of the
to him as it hath. ;
other rulers of Europe proportional sums. female sex. How many times we have has heard the rose preach
da\ Cove, Noithport, next Sunda> afterWhen you come to think that our President thought that you were safely moored to j said “to the dewy morn,
noon at o o'clock.
is paid ou!\ s .”>0,000 a year it seems strange Maude, Lottie' or .Julia, and alas! how "I am most fair, yet all my loveliness is born
Upon a "thorn."
that the services of these monarchs should many times we have been doomed to disapThe Unitarian
State confeier.ee met
be worth so much, but they have the whip- pointment!
Lovely as the rose is in its natural condi- in Castine
Far be it from our intention
yesterday,and the helfast church
hand and therefore they set the prices. In to accuse you of fickleness or flirting. We tion, it has been deemed worthy of great
.1 > e use
Every year in the | was well represented. The
America no such conditions exist. Every- do not, we can not, feel that you are lack- \ care and cultivation.
one has a chance to make a Jname for himin constancy, yet we do know that large cities of the United Mates there are today.
ing
self. The poorest laborer's son may some something must be wrong in your make up, rose exhibitions on which many of our milMorning service at the l n.taiaun church
dav become President. Caste does not count and to supply this need as best we may we lionaires spend thousands of dollars.
j Yet when all is said and don*-* what have
dud with preachhere. If you are an ofiice seeker it is not a present you'this can of LePage’s Liquid
next Sunday at !v:4.‘
question of who your great grandfather Glue with this brush to apply it. We trust we more beautiful than the simple garden ing by the pastor, Key. liar?: I.ut/. Sun
fill
the
to
our
we
anew
t"
which
position
rose
of
ability
loyalty
was but
pledge
your
that with the assistance of these two arday school at 12 o’clock
that counts. The poor peasant immigrants ticles you will endeavor to get finally stuck to-night.
Hoses, always roses are.
that have come to this country have made on some one and remain so.
will
“Tall People With short Memo:
What with roses can eompa e?
some of our most prominent citizens. Every
at the
se arch the garden
be the subject of the morning >eru
Gertrude Mudgett Banks:
religious creed is tolerated and every
Search tlie bower
.on
Methodist church. Hible -dioo,
Schools, We may live without poetry, music and art:
branch of learning encouraged.
Try the charm of every flow-r,
live with>ea:- f:v
libraries, churches, hospitals uud parks We may live without conscience ami
sermon at 7.ao
I'r’y them l»y their beautous bloom.
Kveiling
out
heart;
serve to elevate and preserve body, mind
Try them by their sweet perfume.
We may live without friends we may live with•; the
Try them by what ever token,
Keiigious services wip he he!
and soul. Let us hope that the Stars and
out books.
the same response is spoken.
St
wave over our land, the
will
-1
long
live
cooks.
at East Northpor; >umia>,
man
cannot
without
civilized
But
Stripes
chapel
Nature
cr< \\n< the roses' Mt-m
unsullied
emblem of liberty and freedom,
With her choicest diadem."
at 10.oO a. m.. with senium b> tie pastor,
He may live without book- what is knowledge
p\ the hand of the tyrant, and that Amerinut grieving?
'•a
1
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will continue the Mecca of the downtrodden and oppressed, forever as it is toca

...
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Be may live without

He may live without love—what is

The school sang a selection and i;esponded to an encore, and the gifts were then
presented by Mes-rs. shorey and Ilayford.
r.oth speakers were very happy in their
selection of articles, and they received the
applause they merited from the audience.

But where is the

pining?

man

Kev. G. G. Winslow

hope—what is hope hut de-
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banjo solo by Miss Collins was a school: at 2,h> p. in.. -•
unique feature, and helped to g.ve a pleas- school lu iuse.
Miss Tanks
ant variety to the program.
Services
followed her with the valedictory, which,
■'
s la:
as always, was heard with interest.
Thui sda;. at 7 •• p. n
V A1 1:1 1CTOKY.
Sunday at 1« 45 a m..
A

passion but

live without din

ing?
A good wife should be a helpmate for her
husband in all respects and should understand ail the domestic sciences, such as
sweeping, du.-ting, washing, ironing, etc.,
but above ail shou d she be a good cook.
We have no doubt but that you are skilled
in some degree in this gentle art, still lest
your nusband become like Shakespeare’s
immortal < assius and “have a lean and
hungry look” wv recommend to your attention this -mail booklet entitled “50 ways
of ( ooking sausages,** by Hamilton.
Lucy Ann Dickey: Your future will be
As a
one which
any one might envy.
mu se your gentleness and endurance will
be shown to a far better advantage than
elsewhere. A good start is the foundation
for a profession, therefore, 1 hav*- been to
the expense ot purchasing this simple outfit com-i.-ting of tills bolt.e of liniment and
these bandages. Be careful of the iinimenr
for economy is the beginning of inches, and
as it is costly make it go a long way.
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In accordance with custom, Mr. Ilayford
and myself will endeavor, in the name of
Vo
preaching at 2. o and 7 o\ d- p n
the class, t" present to each member Thereillgs during the md; \\.u!e-da\. 'hillsof, some appropiiate parting gift. When
as
at
t<
nigl t,
:
n
Mich is out stat of mind
7
our teacher- had be-towed the two part- of
da\, Frida > ai.-i >.itui ..i;
the end of a l.tisq y cruise oj lour y. ar> to- j
honor upon tlm-e worthy member-. Misd p ..11*
Even bod\ a- ir.v
tl
he:
we,
got
this
Miss
enlightened
Herrick,
Hank- and
ttid prepare to ;
sa-. farewell : • on- .moth'*:
1'
class of l’.'oil lh't awoke to the fact that t
Thyatiia aa tie >!•••-. -start out on a \e:\ ui uei
wa- up to them to make up the remainder
1
efforts to drive our
had ih v. i.
vaioroiis
our
upon
topic
tli^
spire
ungrateful
of the program.
Theieiipon
thoughts oil to the futur* tln*> _o rushing, ; sp« ak at the 1 apt st d u h
<’;•>
creatin'es, unmindful of the honor, to -ay
streaming hack m the say iu-t _om- by. | at 10.45 a. na
d
>
<■•>..
;
nothing of the benni; if has been to the
we
remember with |
In these retrospect
class ju-t to have us in their midst, thrust
! 1
>»::
make
gratitude vou who hav- he p-dso tosweet a meeting at o' a i.
upon Mr, Ilayford and myseii this disa
}
the “past with its dear history’
Pei p -■’> sen
agreeable task, which is almost certain to
held lor Young
;; h
memory, because of a. th.
a
t • >
m.
offend at least some of them ; for we all
meeting at *
pel
"l
evei -moi
li
ieml-hip.
of
Us
happiness,
know how utterly impossible it is to do
A
lls*
tree.
for ei e ising know ledge, uul
vcr\ difficult task to choose a
present
without
displeasing
other people’s shopping
W-• realize that the id\ i: tages
.-in
I »
H
you, for as you are t" he u school teacher pi rat ions.
(
n an v.:
them.
Bishop
sorted
are many things which would be apwhich we have had have a :va
Through our High -chool course, Miss theie
ni.uenee
day. June 17th, ;uiv;;._ irr.nm J to held .1
The question has been in every ami w ill continue to exert a grea
tenpropriate.
-hown
a
decided
have
Patterson, you
to provide presents not only ornamen- oh our lives; that our interests a;-- oro.ide,. service for tileeommna cantsof th Brotest
dency to try to run tilings, especially class case
am’n no
but useful, and on thinking over the our purposes higher, ami <*'it
ant Kpiscopal Church ami all thus* mteraffairs; not always without opposition, how- tal
of articles suitable tor the peda- greater than they would have .been tin v.
The B;slu»t
ested m the undertaking.
ever, for on most occasions there has been multiplicity
\.
T>»
I
tind
earlier
could
ah
at
period.
nothing
school
feft
someone eise who wished to have a hand in gogical profession,
nine
which l thought would come in handier the citizens of Itellust. we are ind'-lced, celebrated the Holy Communion at
litNow
I
have
here
a
also.
them
running
career than this bundle of
oped
ami to those to whose w ise supervision \oti
tl.uty on Sunday morning, ami. : ;>
tle article, which one alone can run very throughout your
1 switches. Keep them constantly with you. have intrusted the affairs of our sclioo
on
sen
w il
n ake provision lit re foi
easily, by attaching a stout string.
trains are wreck- Mr. K! 1 is, gentlemen of the school board
would suggest, however, that it would be \ ou know how frequently
in which case«thr ib-v. uissel!
a
month,
ir
for
a
we
thank
Never
allow
switches.
yo
you
ed
citizens,
ami fellow
by misplaced
well to have a brakeman, in case of a hotWoodman of Kocklarul will be in charge.
human sou! to be wrecked for the same every effort in our behalf and \\>- sincerely
box; and as long as you have the train on reason.
Spare the rod and spoil the ciiiid. hope that the future may h<*Ul for yu even
the string, it would be prudent to keep the
Mr. Arthur 1!. l’age. a graduate o' Colby
'lo
w.uk.
noble
m
success
know.
your
gieatei
you
brakeman on the string too, if possible.
Murch: You are a great you especiali> Mr. KUis, u hose departin'e College ami of the New ton Theolog cal InArthur
Rodney
the
takes
class
of
our
One member
always
extend our stitution, w as ordained to the gospel minis
your great
wc so much regret, we wish to
He has
off side.
displayed his love of prevai ie.itor. It seems to befriends
with cordial good w ishes.
In ambition to entertain your
wordy controversy on many fields.
try by the Baptist church of Bock port,
name as
we
also
tales of adventure and hair
lnai teach i>, whom
class-room, class-meetings, at home, and on your thrilling
Monday, June isth. Mr. 1 tge has received
O! course no one doubts
fiiends. and among whom we include that
the street, he is nothing if not a wrangler. breadth escapes.
labors in our school an appointment from
e Amervan Baptist
but if any one sloui'd.
o: e Whose until ing
Nor is this all! Not content with his ow n your fabrications,
owe
we
to
t.
is
you
can easily satisfy them by showing
ended one >ear ago to-night,
Missionary l ni.m as o-aclier in the tlieolog
disputes, he loves to mix into those of you
new: have gained lor
a
could
which
license
wealth
v,
liar's
gives
you
periect
hat
Mr. Thomas, fearing that your
which,
others.
hum, l'
Swataw,
ica. Seminary
to stretch the truth to an\ reasonable ! us tiie shaping of our careers, the guiding
argumentative disposition may, sooner or right
while we tie Id of la bnr lie will sa ii the hmt t•; • 'ctober
of oni footsteps ill the right path
later, lead you into trouble I have provid- iength.
Ethola Wynoiia Frost: Our prophet has j were yet unable to guide tlmm: and tl.at The welcome to the nuiiMry wasg vui by
ed for you this license to butt in, made out 1
the exalted position as a great ! secret of all our success the iimei\ warning
v
Mi
in due form, and correctly signed and seal- given you
l’hilbrook, w!
Rev. K. S.
church
organist ten years hence, and of to grasp opportunities while >:nl w;ili.n
ed: which seal, 1 wi.l now take the liberty
hirst
e\Y. laud, ...
Maurice
will gain last- our reach,
ion have pointed the w t;
1
course
sincerely
hope
you
the
to
pubto break, in order duly
impress
J'dijia
ing renown in some manner or other. Rut much that is both good ai d beautiful ami Baptist church of B.eifas' m
lic with its importance.
should things go wrong, and failure not we know that you will consider it your tion council.
LICENSE.
to walk
success attend you, you will tind this piece
highest reward if we slum learntherein.
V\ uli such an i m that go. d way and lead others
h
Know all men
of black crayon very handy.
hildren’s Day was obsei ved at He s"
at
article in your possession who would dare 1
\s experienced sailors w ;.o have stood
by these presents,
1
In tic :m u
17th.
June
Cl
inch
Sunday,
have
who
and
that
prophesy that sometime or other you will ! the helm ill longer servo-.embed an
not make your “mark” in some way. These ] passed salely through the calm and troubled the pastor, Ibv. A. I. Wilson, pi
Kugene Edgecombe Thomas
is hereby entitled
; words of advice accompany tins, mark i waters would make known to seamen who
appropriate sermon, and .it 4 o clock tic*
so
of
Hie
we,
Rolloff,
course,
to
Mark
! sail behind the dangers
straight, mark well,
>< land gave the following pr< gram
Putt In
i
Eliza Frances Abbott: It is with great to-night, dear .schoolmates, alter our lour Sunday
Processional, “Brightly tIc-ani < Mir
on all occasions,
regret that I hear your talent is to be wast- yearn- cruise, wish to give you a time!\
Banners,'
ed m adorning ladies heads and I am not ! wavikng. Stretch your sails to tie- favoring
public or private,
M iss Amy b. M. ddard, 'M a.m st
Signed ) John R. Runton. j alone in my regrets. The past winter’s breeze and steer your crafts aright, l! ihe
Recitation
and Song,
hidden
of
the
rocks,
events seemed to indicate that your future <kv b- overcast beware
had
of
how
tale
you
We all know the sail
i."uise Clemeiii, iiiace Mitchell, <o ic-'.a
| would be that of a missionary’s wife and 1 but Mill look for a blight, r da;.. On th,
tu tight to protect the proceeds of our dance
sn \enson and Selciol
sudden resolution not to become one shore with beckoning hard that enchanter
j
your
from the itching palms of tlie male portion has astonished not a few in our class. Can
call out to you. I b ed not his Scripture. -J.*-; 1 Tsalm lepeuted in conceit..
i)eia\
may
j
with
It
is
Miuman.
Miss
oi the class,
Rev ! *. 1 A i!mh
Rra\c!.
it oe possible that our Frances is to bean calls nor the billow's wild roar, but steer
Margie i’aysor,
heartfelt sympathies that 1 bestow upon old maid
milliner :’ it certainly appears so, | eve; onward in your course until \ou have Recital on, “Greeting,”
|
I
trust
and like us ; Kxcici't, “1 u. of !I:' <>o• *dic• >s,”
you this home savings bank, which
I and to solace you in your loneliness, and i linished your four years' cruise
» lass
iss
!
M
vou will have need uf when yon have sucl’ilsbury
I comfort you at’all times, and even to keep are better prepared t<> start out on \our
^’hoo
ceeded in tinding your keeper; that is, if i
H\mn,
the mem .ry of the missionary above I voyage o’er iite s broad sea.
green
c
as
treacherous
and
1
be
\aiu lind all men tu
( lass-mates, the memories of -ur school ! Recitation, “Mai e B .-m for the
! mentioned I have selected as a gilt tor you j
1htr!
J""
troublesome as the masculine associates id this
i'hi dren,"
lovely kitty. That.you will cherish life ill the dear old Id U S. shall ever he
your schooldays.
! this goes without saying, for, Miss Abbott, among the happiest memories <-i our me-. Kxereisi “>unboam>.
Mar< n
U
i.
it
!>b(
In casting your lot with the nuns, Miss it is Thomas cat.
Margaret Craig,
; Whatever opportunities we hav.» hitherto
1 .* UlSI
Ml Veils**!
Hailey, there is one tiling that is going to
gllel 1! e ‘Well, (it
It is strange to j failed to make use oi, et us resolve that
.Sirah Clark Collins:
and
for
cause
you
make it especially hal'd
Clement, Hrace M itche
what heights son e people aspire. In our these be wholly linked with the past ; that j1
That is, leaving behind
Yuli much grief.
class, for instance, Gertrude Ranks has al- we w ill never be disciples to tin* Past or to Song,
mse.s
Mr. Aih- n'- aid M >s 1 ’ilsbury ’>
your many closefrienus, undone in particu- i ways aspired to high rank, Isa l’aterson
mss
1 ‘rin«;ii
“1 nks,”
lar. With this in view, J have had a to be a musician, Maude Herrick t<> be a (H eat
To-day and let us make a silent t «•- ! Kxercise, “1
j
idue.
rue
Kxercise,
whatever
J'eavey made to order for you, which you tomboy.
It is well known, fcadie, •solve in our minds to-night that
it
will certainly
can pack in vour trunk,
Ra\ l.imigren, 1 laude (i.pson. Harry
Your ideal has i paths we may choose to lol'ow we will eaeli
to what you aspire.
he very comforting to have with you in j seemed to be to do
McTaggart, Dana Soulhwoi th. Harold
your hair on a higher I hold the noblest aims in view, that we may I
Jones, Harry Bowker, Milton Ste^-nson
your secluded life, this article bearing the j rat, or framework, or whatever you call it become men and women of whom on. townsj
friend.
Whenever
iiame of your closest
i than Eva Grady of the Junior class does, people may wei! be proud. Kind friends Reading and Recitation,
you feel homesick, set this up in a corner W e have sometimes thought that “l liicken” I and teachers, again we bid you a good night
“Helping, Helping,”
Jessu
of your room and you can easily imagine whs tiHMtiiiir you out: and lest through you
Margaret Craig ami Ruth Kimba
and good-bye.
Mabel Craig, Hester Brown
Hart,
yourself in Bailey’s kitchen.
of our class should suiter, 1
the
the
reputation
Itev. Ashley A. Smith, representing
Schoo',
Mr. Knowlton, for a long time we have
to
Hymn,
have
you with this wire hoop
viewed with great concern the alarming comb provided
school board, awarded the diplomas, giving Recitation and Song, “The Children May
your golden locks over.
Mabel Craig, Ruth lumbah
disappearance of the luxurious growth of
Come,''
a few well-chosen words of adviee to those
we
all
reAs
have
Eaton:
Mr.
tonight
We
hair that once adorned your head.
useful
to us in the about to receive their passports into life’s Offering.
choice
some
ceived
gifts
that
the
miswitli
noticed
regret
have also
Brief talk to the children,
not want to forget the old
school. The class ode was sung, and after
fortune does not appear to concern you in future, we do
Rev. I> L. 'N l«»n
to you in the
School
the II Mini.
the least, as you have made no move toward school. Allow me to present
and
chorus
school
the
selection
a
by
name of the class this statue, Cupid the
were
but
then,
you
always
it,
preventing
Rev. llarry
in- benediction, pronounced by
rather slow in moving. Now the modern Conqueror, to place among the yearly
room.
Lutz, the graduation was over.
doctors aud scientists have proved so many creasing decorations of our school
The Contents of To-Day’s Journal.
ills to be caused by germs, that I have come
Mr. Eaton accepted the gift with a fewThe class motto was “Onward and Upis
the
root
to the conclusion that the germ
words.
and
colors
white,
the
class
yellow
ward;’’
P age 1 —Graduating Kxereises B. H S ..The
With the Arm belief that the appropriate
of all evil.
Churches.
and the class flower the yellow rose. The
falling out of your hair is caused by the
2—Probate Court New York Fashions
Miss Shuman's essay on the rose, which
action of this microscopical form of life, 1
teachers were II. R. Eaton, Caroline W. Page
Commencement at F.of M.
have selected for you this box of bugdeath. is 1906’s class flower, was much enjoyed
Field, Annie L. Barr, Melvina V. Barker.
Page 3—Mrs. Ward's Letter. Belfast Homes.
The directions are—apply in the morning and was as follows:
The class ode, by Miss Davis, is as fol- Page 4—Editorials..A Chapter of Crimes..Per
while the dew is on.
soual..Yachts and Boa*s..Obituary.
“What’s in a name? that which we call a low's :
Miss Davis, I didn't imagine anyone in
name would smell as
other
rose,
of
a
by
any
such
Page 5—The News of Belfast.. Wedding Bells.
to
be
uttering
this class
capable
CLASS ODE.
whose
in
words
the
poet
Page B—Maine Politics.. County Correspond
falsehood 1 have discovered you to be guilty sweet:’’ so sang
for the The thought of our school days, that loved recolcnee.
of. I find, by means of a little Mterlock general purport is quite true, yet
is a magic in the name
lection.
Volunteer Navy...Transfers in
Holmes work, that you have been inform- class of liiOti there
Page 7—The
and endears the past;
the
Enlivens
of
the
present,
all
the
which
arguments
Keal Estate Obituary.
ing us, with a straight face, that you were “rose,”
Then knowledge first dawned, and the power of
If
forced
could
not
dispel.
while
in
philosophers
reality
i Page 8—Searsport Locals...StocktonC. Springs..
reflection,
going to be an old maid,
Convento the most at length to submit to their logic ours would
Secret Societies.. W. C. T.
And friendships were formed that forever shall
you were actually engaged
“convinced
of
the
the
be
the
case
tion...News of
still
Oranges. .Ship
man,
who,
Now
it doesn’t
last.
superb violinist of Bangor.
News...Market...Births...Marriages...
his will, is of the same opinion When fancy yet tries to recall the resf-mhlanee I
to
Belfast
to
against
from
Bangor
take many trips
Deaths.
this persistency? you ask. BeOf comrades in friendship ami mischief allied; J
consume the monthly wages of an assistant still.” Why

VKF.SKNTATION OF GIFTs.
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NEW YORK FASHIONS.

PROBATE COURT.
Following is an abstract of business of
the Probate Court for Waldo county, June
term, 1906:
Estate of Eaurett V. Knowles, late of
Troy llufus I! Stone appointed executor.
Kstate of Alonzo Shute, late of Belfast;
Margaret J. Shute appointed executrix.
Kstate of sarali v Mierman, late ot Belfast ; Flora M. >herman and Emier A. Sher-

WHITE

AND

GRADUATING DRESSES, MATERIALS, BLACK

HANDS TOUCH

HUMAN

NO

COMBINATIONS,

BLACK SILKS, LINGERIE HATS, LEGHORN FLATS.

Correspondence oi

u

lie .J.»ui c.U.j

man appointed executors.
Estate ot Lizzie S
Hall, late of l uty ;
Amander Backliffe ot l n:ty and John \\.
Hall of Beiitoi appointed executors.
Estate of Julia T. ilatch, late ot Jackson;
executor.
Mahlon s. Hatch
Estate of Thomas E. Grady, late of Bel-

treme ornamentation that the costume
entirely unsuitable to the oc-

taffeta

is often

appointed'executrices.

on

Estate ot Martha E. Brown, late of Belfast. iarence I>. Brown appointed administrator.
Petition of Kate M. and Clarence J. Downs
of Wmtei port to adopt Earle Elwell l’attee;
granted, and child's name changed, to Earle
El well Downs.
Estate of Joseph K. Barker, late of 1 rov ;
petition for allowance granted.
Estate of Lucy A. Leadbetter, late of
Lincolnvilh-: petition for probate of will
filed.
Estate of Lydia A. Spring, late of befast: petition tor probate of will tiled.
Estate of Lucinda Harden, late of searsnnmt pet it ion for probate id' will filed.
Estate of Sarah E. Clement, late of Senrsport: petition for probate of w ill tiled.
Estate of M;n\ E. W eaver, late of w inho for administrator and de-

used to

such as

strip-

contending

Reaches Your Pantry

each charming in its
style. In the former, the

for supremacy,

are

great

in

! own

peculiar

FLOUR

*

Enters the Elevator Until it

common.

LINGERIE HATS AND LEGHORNS
are

TELL

®

FROM THE TIME THE OHIO GOLDEN GRAIN

wear—rich

bons threaten to overthrow the

trimmed with dowers,

embroidery

grade,

the heavier

ed, which have become very

XKT, ORGANDY

English

WILLIAM

uie

A new and pretty mixture of black and white, is white silk
stitching on open ,mesh black silk
gloves. In millinery, the dotted rib-

end.
or

u.v

and lustrous.

is at an

yoke and sleeves, simplicity

or

grandmothers

our

casion. Nothing is sweeter or prettier
than dotted Swiss, plainly made, two
or three tucks in the skirt, a full baby
waist and tucked yoke of sheer lawn or
Mull is another appropriate
muslin.
material, but with lace insertion in
points, square or on ruffles, and massed

fast ; Frank E. Grady appointed executor.
Estate of Mary E. Cole, late of \\ interport; Amos F. Carleton of Belfast appointed executor.
Estate of Ulmer Turner, late of Liberty;
Mary F. Turner appointed executrix.
Estate of William O Folsom, late of Belfast. Mary M. Folsom and M. K. Folsom

jusuneu

remarkable demand for the Bonnet
black silks controlled exclusively by
Lord & Taylor in all their varied textures, whether taffeta, surah, chiffon

present

appointed

somewuai

is

opinion

Correct taste indicates a simple dress
for the graduate, but unhappily the
vitiated taste leads to such ex-

and
favor, the latter, however, is a conspicu- [ inside, brim is of shirred chiffon,
with two or three lace-edged
ous material, especially when a skirt is I together
a foundation, over
of three wide, open-work ruffles, with ; chiffon rutiles form
of English emwaist, full bertha and elbow sleeves j which is laid a frill
with cap crown to match.
also of embroidery. Sashes have given ! broidery,

terport: petit
gree, :;led.
t-Mapt, gu r
real estat*
]•

....

Tainter, of Wmterfor license to sell

E
iled.

Gardner, late of 1 alermo,
j; ; a.lowance tiled.
Freeman, late of E.noat
,•
•:
En
v:.
pi-*.;; on b\ heir or devisee filed.
i\
-•
;
min M. W o«.d.‘, late of Belli-iiibu;ion tiled.
a*
r
\
:tiii i;ite of Palermh, f. : .i;>tribiunm filed.
A ( aili, late Ol PaleiI!' {•'a;
is mi: account filed.
h.1 a i.
\ia:d*-\ Ellis, late of Monroe;
-.tare
; >1 a’ •; liiiai an cant riled.
i.ivai !hd f!. late of Monroe :
v- :,i ij ;;:;a
mcount tiled.
Am-> <
Lamph-r, :at''of Stockiud rinal account riled.
n W. Lew is, iute of Lib: 11
;x account tiled.
<
A: •.
<iil Its. late of i; rooks ;
:
.,-s
,*•.»uni ami private claim of
Ann--

.,

Jorner-stone ot the $50,000 Carnegie LibraHonors to Waldo County Stury Laid.

_

dents.
The commencement exercises at the 1 nirersity of Maine were of special interest
his year, owing to tie- fact that on i uesday,
lime 12tli, the corner-stone of the >.->0,1.100
Carnegie Library was laid with very impressive exercises, in whiyli President
Fellows, Hon. Henry Lord, President of
he board of trustees, and State Superin-

■

tendent of Schools M, 11

«

unt all;-wed.
loidiiu, ate Of
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Wed.
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prnh.iie
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stra*
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:i annexe

Most of the fraternities held their annual
reunions in Ihe evening.
Wednesday, June V ih, was commencement day, and deg.. were conferred on
[02. There were live ill tile college of agriculture, In in the college of art and science,

of

appuilitwl

college of pharmacy 51 in tin*
Technology and is in the college
Three masters' degrees were j
of law.
in
granted in arts, two in science, three
two

art A deli, at of Northport :
and i vmitoi \ tiled.
ui .in!) C.
Vose, late of Knox:
•, it. no* :i*id
liventory tiled.
EsT.it- o' .1 n.-s 1. .lackson, :ateof Nortlic
: ran; and Inventory riled
; •.
oi
r.Tisli L. Mrout, late of HrlEst.
v- ;l
; liiiai account allowed.
An
Esta>e:
Hollins, iute of Unity; first
MON ed.
a
.It* •■'ll!.
r \\ 1 iam Kipiey, iute of >ears:coni wa: ran! nod inventor)' tiied.
n;.: i reeman, late of I.incolnE s a;
,\,.
a:.; ,ttiu inventoi > riled.
; ?; !• t,• :j.;i 1». N. • 'olcord, late of
ventoi y tiled
L., Uiittou 1> and Stan ej
warrant and inof Tro>
..

-i-

■

:

place to

white satin belts with

loops or

A

LA

:

V

late

of Tro)

:

and its newest illustration

foulards—black
white

Ti")

;

1

hlaek.

in blue

dots

shop windows,

Plain

on

is

satin

choice, but

ribbon is

a

large bow

generally the
of pompadour

ribbon at tne front, gives an air of dis-

in dotted

white,

and

the

displayed

in the

accordion

plaited

tinction.
a

|

bowl

crown

burls

broidery.
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Dr. Williams'
n>
reeked l,y Apoplexy
f. i.i.il I i.m and Good

is a

novelty,

and also the

vr.H

more

safest remedy for iusonmia is
am-’ Kink Pills.
[j a. Fletcher of "9 Hlodget street,
M
.•■.ester, V
11, is living evident-- "I
>he sa\s: '4I
:... :■ .: 1, of tills statement.
•-d a shock of ar, apopleptic cliaracthe

Wit•■•. e

Ml

was

M-UIir

affected,

Util

Uir

Cliiu

causing

me

to

v

—

>

San Francisco Shaken

Again.

A
Francisco, Cai.ik., June 15.
at ft 40 p.
severe earthquake was felt here
was
It
seconds.
five
It lasted about
rn
jirobabh not heavy enough to do damage,
some of
though possibly it may have caused
Two more
the ruined buildings to fall.
slight earthquake shocks were experienced
at 11.33 to niglit.
>an

IA
CASTOR
Children.
For Infants and

The Kind You Have Always
Bears the

Signature of

Bought

However the former

A Thousand Dollar’s Worth of Good.

I was confined to my bed
irect- double.
-il, ui; four week-, at one time being told by
he doctor that I could not get well. When
i'il leave in■> bed i was in such a ner1
ms state that I could not .sleep at night,
i would get up and sit on a chaii until comjk.ei- tir>-d out and then go back to bed

v

beautiful.

“I have been afflicted with kidney and
bladder trouble for years, passing gravel or
stones with excruciating pain,” says A. II.
Thurnes, a well known coal operator of
Buffalo, 0. “I got no relief from medicine
until 1 began taking Foley's Kidney Cure,
then the result was surprising. A few doses
started the brick-dust-like substance and
now I have no pain across my kidneys and
1 feel like a new man. It has done me $1,000
worth <*f good." Foley’s Kidney Cure will
cure every form ot kidney or bladder disuse.
R. 11. Moody.

111,,
see

and -*-ep from exhaustion.
••] bad ’-hi under tlte doctors care for
six weo,<- alien my sister, Mrs. Loveland
r.v-i -! t,
persuaded me to try Dr.
I be.,*• i’.nk Pi:Is for Pale People.
\Y
;;_•’!■*.
_r..
pills with the result that 1
L
One night soon
x|'*• i;eiiceil relief.
J la;, awake only a short
xl night 1 rested well. From
ii.■*;...
|
night and soon
i:
,.t wo!I evoj
1 have recommended
,j '.'[((i;o
Dale
People a number of
has taken tlrnm for
|-.
:ii**,i;i(1 poor blood and found
thein .o; \ beneficial.'’
\\ ‘i aius’ Pink Pills are not a curelo
Tiip\ do one thing
■,
i:.j..i.
j
in ;r well—they actually make
a j;
nervous disorders
cure
^eu
b.They
nil
t!ei.edition of the nerves depends
■:
red
h,-i
her (>i
corpuscies in the
bi m M. a ; Pi Williams- Link Pills increase
Hy
Sr of the.-e led corpuscles.
lie i.
on the nerves, through the blood
this :, ’.
the\ have cured n any severe nervous
troubi*-:. Iieadache, neuralgia and sciatica
as
;is \mi a> di.-eases of the blood such
at
in a, rheumatism, pale and sallow comAll
weakness.
of
forms
piexioii.- and many
ilruggi.-ts sell Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills or
on reThey will be sent by mail, postpaid,
ceipt of price, 50 cents per box, six boxes
for $2 .'.0, by the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N'. V.

Ho<»aus© tlio

the other in open emthe front composed of lace-

COOPER & CO., “L
AGENTS

.-

REX FLINT

WORK OF THE RED CROSS.
Organization lias Shown Great Efficiencies
in Decent Disasters.
Appeal for Member*
ship.
“The San Francisco disaster, the Japanese
famine, the eruption of Vesuvius and the
recent typhoon in the Philippines have
given ihe Bed Cross an opportunity to show
its usefulne>s and have demonstrated to
public that a relief organization is just
jI the
a> necessary in peac<* as it is m war.
‘*1» Connecticut the interest in the Bed
j Cross is especially great. Six monthsinago,
the
it had onl\ three hundred members
State, and now the member hip is eight
Massachusetts
I hundred and sixty-four.
and Rhode island are also developing good
!

|

j

i.

larcellu' J, Dow,

j

HKOOKW. SiAINK,

tilled !
anv dcicualion can onlv
Va.- ;n i
by a n-sidcnt .-I tnc city or town where the vaean- j
cie sexist.
be in session at tinTin county committ- e
Court 11onst■ at nine o’elo *k a. tn.. on the day ot j
i !"• j
tin* convention tn receive the credentials
delegates are re<|uestew to present the same
prompt iv.
]\.|- oi d,• of tin- Republican county ( '<nnmitt<-IOH NSON, Chairman.
i; K(>. K
M \ UK I I XlDU K, Secretary.
Belfast. Me., Siav _4. A. I>. lOOid
s

Dry and fancy Goods,

Millinery Department

1
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OUR MILLINER'S-

TO’

VII

Kodol Dyspepsia

«»F£

ri.01*1.1:

I'll 1
I

\ \

F.I

MTV

i)v, 1 mt«> tli-' inert a-m of my
have been tillable t" tak-* care
rit
ilircl
Ml.tieo. \V. IV k'! 1
ami oil- of the leaib.im eye >ii:hT
also am
New York City, ami in
testing depai timuit soim* of tin- la*'
■Mrmnenh and to ad wi the uni in'
«'Uie of t!i
ojttieal w.-rk theill *iii> count y tod:r. we steill tor \.
1 *!•
sell our if. 1 ar >*• no
Mak .<!!
o[a"*•< f ,i on:> 51.no.
ami warrant ill m*ods.
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.1. FRANKLIN H A

A
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1

y_S*’

'iTy'i
!iOPYRfcH1

07 iIi<rli Street, FSKl.K.\
I

G. MADDOCK,

1

hats and this season a small cluster of
a ribbon
bow nestles under

the brim, which is

NoticE

C

Abbott, 11. S., in Civil engineering, Biglrsi vi I
port;.lnhn Percy Simmons, B. S., in <.

OF SALEM, MASS.,

—

Molasses and Sugar Cakes
10c. per lb..

For

Will open

Lunch Crackers, 10c. per lb
3 lb;

TO THE PUBLIC

Optical Railor* at

92 MAIN STREET. BELFAST. MAINE.

> eu

a forceful statement of his conception
; gave
of the duty of the University to the State,
that it might be most useful to every class
of the people it is maintained to serve. In
the evening the commencement concert, in
which Mr. and Mrs. J. Parker Coombs were
the soloists, and the commencement ball
The board of
were the usual successes.
trustees held their annual meeting during .the week, and announced the following {appointments: Head of the Deof Education, ^Charles Davidpartment
15c
lOc and
at
son, Ph. D., now professor of education
Pomona College, Pomona, Calif., and forAre 'or sale in Belfast by
merly of Indiana and for eight years inspector of secondary .-chools of the L Diversity of the Mate of New \ ork ; professor
Carr,
>£ Germanic languages, Joseph W
I’ll. 1 >., professor of modern languages at
have
all
And who by special arrangement
:he University of Arkansas ; instructor in
:he patterns all the time.
horticulture, Maxwell J. Dorsey, B. S., recently assistant in horticulture at the Ohio
Jf XO WAITING to send.
•xperiment station: instructor in civil engineering, Charles 15. Brown, C. E., New
Haven, Conn.; vegetable pathologist in
Lower Taxes in Augusta.
experiment station, Warner J. Morse, M. S.,
of botany, l Diversity of
At a meeting of the Augusta city ! associate professor
June 12th the committee Vermont; Acting Prof. .Jewett as the head

Verona Clarke.

McCall

refraction. The
for tin* correction ot ali errors
human eye is a delicate oigan and understood by
few. Manv a pood eve bus been uined by eheap
glasses. Thinking people do not risk their future
sight and health in III*- hands of ineoinpetents.
We feel the responsibility place. 1 upon ns ami
are prepared to do our work right.
We will open and be prepared to do business
Monday. June >5th.
Reference furnished on application and satis4wgr>*
faction guaranteed.

Best Common Crackers.
5 1.2c per lb. b*

All orders promptly filled, both in and out of city. I
sell by the gallon, in bricks, or in

manufactured.
I

single

creams.

Parlors now open at No. 99, High Street.

if

Borden’s

6. B. MARSANO.

„„

Carriages

Peerless

a„d

Harnesses.
I have a large stock of carriages of all
kinds on hand, custom and Western Carriages from the best manufacturers.
If in want please look my stock over be

1

purchasing.
Repository rear

HAMLIN S

of Windsor Hotel. Belfast.

Insurance A;

ii. C. MARDEY

RAILROAD COMI'.t

UNSWEETENED

j

\

made with scrupulous
for those who
care

IT.KKK'S Ol I I * K,
liru As i. m k.. .lime ii. l.'Oh
_\<it.er i- heven> uiven llmt the anmial meeting
of* this col[.*'iiation will he held at The Court
House in Belfast. Wednesday, duly 1. IWii,
for the following purposes.
Ht 10 o'clock A. >1
Viz:
1st. To hear ami aet upon the reports of the
directors, treasurer ami trustee-.
2d. To elect nine directors for the ensuing

|

the Best

Demand

yv

Co.,

N. Y.

at

j

stylish, Comfortable

eon
\ PPKhC'IATK the advantages of direet
ltisan

tbeii company,
We
average solicitor.
nake a specialty of helping the agent do greater
lungs, and we put into his hands u policy withnit a fee) that will sell.
us tell you about it.
THE NATIONAL CASUALTY INS. CO.
Home Company, l’ortlai d, Me.
4w2*2

j^=‘Call

j (5 00

^ Vill
|

"

at our

an

depository

ttiem.

Let

and reliable. they

overcorrve

Moody.

■

Warranted lirst class in

A tract relations with
nspiration denied the

MQTTg PENNYROYAL pills

by

c*»iuj*

aodai *i

CARRIAGE

Insurance Solicitors

Photographs

R. H.

best

New Custom

rear.

POSTALS

For Sale

st

Telephone Connection.

Call for Townsend’s

weakness, ir\crease vigor, banish pains.
No remedy equa.Is DR.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
(Sold by Druggists and Dr. Motts
Chemical Co., Cleveland Ohio.

t he

SLRETV BONDS fur Casbierand Trustees.

3d. To aet upon any other .business that may
4wj3
legally come before said meeting.
\VM. H. QL'IM BY, Clerk.
Per order.'

Safe

tlit*

tll

—

Direct

forms of

all

Writes

V

wit li

Borden's Condensed Milk

I

STOCKTON SPRINGS *

Cream

j

for 10c

oz.

POOR & SON, Dn

fore

1

I

SWEET PE
4

CARLE & JONES,

government
on finance reported
priation hill for

Soda Crackers, 3 lbs. 25c.
6 1-2c. per lb. 0-

PURE ICE CREAM

Sidney G. Maddock, Doctor of Optics

Patterns

the general appro- i >1' the department of mechanical engineerthe current year, J ng; Acting Prof. Ganong as head of the
State organizations.”
amounting to $157,000. The committee department of electrical engineering. W.
The State of Maine Branch was organized
recommended a reduction in the tax t\. Gilbert, instructor in agriculture, as asin November last, and already has quite a
A
rate from 21 1-2 mills to 20 1-2 mills.
membership and is desirous of increasing reduction was also made in the amount sistant professor in charge of the corresame.
The recent enthusiastic meetings
and
reading courses; Miss
tax
from
to
of
the
$3.00
$2.00, spondence
poll
in Portland, Bangor and Ellsworth, has led
assistant tutor in biFlorence
Balentine,
affects
it
and
which
3,000 persons.
many to send in their applications,
is hoped others will at once do the same,
ology ; I), lb. Edwards, Maine ’Ob, as assisteither to Mrs. Frank II. Briggs, Auburn,
ant tutor in biology; Miss J. E. Dunmore,
A Co-operative Summer Cottage.
Maine, or Frederic E. Bootliby, Treasurer,
Simmons College, was appointed cataloguer
Portland, Maine, the annual dues being
An article in the New idea Woman’s
Cor the University; Miss Colvin, assistant
only one dollar.
Magazine for July, on “How Eight Girls
W. P. Daggett, Brown,
Built a Co-operative Summer Cottage,” professor iu history;
Cured of Bright’s Disease.
suggests a way to be sure of having con- instructor iu English and public speaking;
genial companionship for one’s vacation, so H. A. Emery, Maine, ’(Hi, instructor in civil
Geo. A. Sherman, Lisbon Red Mills! Law- often a disappointing matter in summer
It. S. Seabury, Maine, ’05, inrence Co., N. Y., writes: “I had kidney dishotels and boarding houses. These girls engineering;
and biological
ease for many years and had been treated
had all been spending their substance un- structor iu agricultural
by physicians for twelve years; had taken satisfactorily at crowded resorts and re- chemistry; P. A. Campbell, New Hampa well known kidney medicine and other
solved to try the simple life and get back to
Iowa
remedies that were recommended but got nature for a change. So they bought a few shire College, and M. S. A. from
no relief until I began using Foley’s Kidney
State College was made instructor in agriacres of land on the shores of a mountain
me
and
bottle
relieved
first
half
Cure. The
lake and had a kind of octagonal cabin
culture, Miss J. C. Colcord, ’Ob, and A. C.
four bottles have cured me of this terrible built and furnished. The cabin had two
chemists at
disease. Before I began taking Foley’s Kid- stories, the downstairs with living room, Whittier, ’05, were appointed
ney Cure I had to make water about every dining room and kitchen, the upstairs with the Experiment Station of which Prof. C.
fifteen minutes, day and night, and passed eight compartments as bedrooms for the I). Woods is director.
a brick-dust substance, and sometimes a
eight partners. The w riter gives the items
slimy substance. I believe I would have of cost of the cabin, which amounted in all
died if I had not taken Foley's Kidney to only $606.00, and the whole season’s exOASTORIA.
Cure.” R. IL Moody.
penses, including the cabin which remained
Bear, the
s* ™0 Kind You Have Always Bought
for other seasons, were no more than the
cost of former vacations, which had vaneven
not
ished leaving nothing behind,
health.
Dlgaoto what you oat.

Cure
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dowers or
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Winterin'.!
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From the College of
are as follows:
and Sciences- Joanna Carvel Coloord,
If. >_ ,i hemistry
Sear.-port; F-telle Perry,
!,. A.,
History), Penobscot; Frederick
Johnson Simmons, B. A.. Civics,) Morrill.
College of Technology -Herbert Lester

blue,

j

.....

ti,er-

LHE COLONIAL PAINT

women, all

quite an innovation, engineering, Belfast. College of Law
leghorns,
any and all dowers are F.ben Frank Littlefield, l.L B., Brooks;
j
im:,!
roses com-1 William Richard Unix, 1.. L. !>., Buck-port.
attempted by three or four rows of | employed, preferably large
o) lowed.
11 eattli
bined with foliage and ferns. Wreaths Mr. Abbott and Miss Coleord received :genj
around
; fancy white silk braid run
just
oicuru ;u>o hlv
ana .miss
ir-.ii, sleep'.-ssness too often
of white lilacs, dotted with rosebuds ; era! honors,
r-ioiinii.g drugs :n order to | below and at tire waist.
honors in Chemistry.
special
these
are
a
and
in
all
Put sleep obest.
stylish garniture,
The commencement exercises were fol>C5IK OF Tin: IX1T1ATKD
tes s not reireshbeautiful fancies, one is free from the !
lowed
i-1
by the commencement dinner in the
••••neiif :s hut temporary at
the
the
of
in
black
fall,
predict a wave
wing and aggressive quill.
11 sleep that renews the nmna twhich about 300 were presgymnasium,
advance guard of which is the cordial
■,• nil
vigor, clears the brain and
Thanks are due the McCall Co., ent.
l_.;
The toastmaster was Prof. H. M.
>,od\ foi the work of the day, the
white
mixtures.
its
of
black
and
makers and designers of Fashion, for Estabrooke, '70. Speeches were made by
condition, reception
must
be in notnal
: This would be a matter of regret as
m
ves are not to be obtained by
the handsome illustration accompany-1 representatives of the trustees, faculty,
jjen.
colors and combinations were never
g *h-!ii, but by toning up the neralumni, and the State. President Fellows
ing this article.
The best nerve tonic and
-T-m.
\Y

j

j

->

by President George K. Fellows, followed
by tile conferring of degrees.
Those from this vicinity to receive de-

edged ruffles.
Large roses or small
dowers are almost universal on lingerie

''sun-burst” skirt, full round waist
with white lace yoke, and of course
These are atfrilled elbow sleeves,
tractive to look upon, but a few damp
days, a little wear, and what a change
The princess outline is
takes place'

SfOirol

;

•,

1

''hach'oitY

i poke shape, one of which appears in
This design is also
broad striped mull, one stripe of Pres- grees
silks, and charming
i den
in

costumes of both are
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OMIKA

on

popular

■

Morse, late

l.

j

of black and white is on the increase,

1

ccUunt tiled.
--pli K. Parker,

) Ribbon is draped around the crown,
with a bow placed anywhere that may
be found must becoming to the wearer

Till’ i1 ai:vaj.i:\< i

Alice ]., Jiliid, late of l nit) ;
account i.Vd.
Wentwon!i, late of
Ji..•
-.I
m! jinn: account tiled,
a Freeman. iute of I.mcoln!•: !
:
nd ;ina acconni tiled.
-t
h\ii !;iial-e Wentworth, late of
:
A. ii•. ;.r>T and linn; account tiled.
:
I.1 niw, .at- of S-a.rspcrt:
n
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and town will nc entitled to one deho’,' a'ld on- additional delegate lor every tort}
< ar.didate for Cm
fortlu*
\t’»tes
Hcpnt'lican
bn
,-i nor in 1004, and one additional delciratot the last
Iweuty-t;v- or more votes tr excess
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for
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om*
additioi
forty viatand
and !('*>' ih-U, j
|,,uii licit cast twent\ live
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|ni Tic Ufpnblnan cai ndnle for
m
Upon this basis tin- following allotment ;
lia> be-1! made:
da Morrill
Belfast
I
Nortliport.••
Belmont
Br.Miks .4 Palermo.
;
Prospect
Burnham
1
-i Searsntoi'T..
Kraiikfovt
:: St arspoi t
I j.', ,i111
a St
Toll S]
Jat-kson.. .J s.vair. iMc.'■
\
Tiiormlikc.
Krnt.v.
I
Libc'rix. Troy.
3 Uiitv.
l.inco'iiviiiv

others in the colleges were
demen, except that one of the master's
grees was conferred upon a woman.
The commencement exercises began w ith
ih D., of Banprayer by Henry L. Gritlin,
was by
gor. The commencement oration
John ii. Iluddilston, l’h. I)., professor of
Greek in the University of Maine on “The
Mission (if tiie .Scholar.’’ A statement of
the condition of the University was made
were

..m

>e<

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST ist, 1906,
can,t tn tn o'clock in tlie forenoon, to nominate
S-Miator. Sheriff. clerk "i Conns,
uidaTfs. t.-T
"t
lO'-ndu
Treasurer.
1 ‘,n;mv Attorney. County
It..
ami c..untv Commissioner. Also to choose
busioth-r
ami
transact
any
Committee
,1
a (
iniy
sai l eonness winch may properly come before

graduates

i knots at each side of the front and at
the back, and white silk hosiery, low
i. i-t suan ( la:late of l'ro s
and long white silk gloves are a
shoes,
l
:t:i■! mi,;! account tiled.
of 1‘alerruo; | matter of course.
\; ns <>:ivein Jilt*,

:
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IT IS ECONOMY

!
1

law, and the professional degree of electrical engineer was conferred upon two candidates. Certificates were awarded to three
students who completed the work of the
school courses in agriculture. Five of the
in the college of arts and sciences

■

i

in tile

college

it-

v .4

CONVENTION.!

Tile KeliubiiellO voter- "1 Waldo COUIltv alt'
herein- lliAiti.nl to meet l.v delegate- ill con veilturn at tile t omt House. Helfast. on
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! >10110.
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corresponding secretary, Ralph is.
Hid
Jones, Orono ; treasurer, A. 11. Brown,
Town; necrologist, Professor ,1. b', Hart,
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partici-

imono;

allowed
,.»U- "1 KlinX

:ur»u!i'
pen;
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Stetson

The annual meeting of the l niversity of
Maine Alumni Association was also held
Tuesday ami the following officers eleeted:
President, John M. 'hikes, Bangor; recordrig
secretary, Professor 1‘. I- Bussell,

;el-

i

■

pated.

Palermo;

ed.

o'

iunim ms, 1
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REPUBLICAN COUNTY

COMMENCEMENT AT U. OF M.

petition
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ISAAC S. STAPLES, fin

ttittD.-M’iSS* wSSSK WANTED:

pay $5 00 for telling me who lias one whether
buy or not. Dealers excepted.
R H. KELLEY, Kansas City. Mo.
4w25*

Addr
Manufacturer. Drawer 11
3W24

Quick seller, good profit.

ences.

^A

BELFAST HOMES.

BR4ZIL REVISITED.
Looks in 1906. NearSince Dom Pedro’s

Republic
.c

M

Couldn't Eat—
Even Bread Distressed

cades

r■

aanhao Said to be the Best
::i the Country.

I,

him

■

■

I.-1-—-‘iwrarg»

■■ ■■■

Groveville, Me-. March 20, 1904.
Dear Friends:—
Two years ag" T was visiting my
brother, Jlr. Win. D. Soule, of Strong,
Maine. While there I had a very severe attack -if indigestion, could not
eat even a piece -n bread without causing a great deal of distress. My brothBitters at the
er was taking "L. F.
I
time and wished me to try them.
I had taken half a
did so. and be:
bottle r got reiki, could eat anything

iniieuee of The. Journal.]
Hkax.il, May 12. 1006.
■..•rid is going to the I’an-

cress, which convenes
ip,., ile .Janeiro, we have
faces in that

our

ni

king various stops eu route
ts.
Looking on the map
w ill lind this place about
But I
ween I’ara and Rio.
whether you will find it

and

1 have given.
upon the map, as the
aider a v ariety of titles.

put it down

e>

RESIDENCE OF F. M. LANCASTER.

sail

as

\\ hat s the good 01 keeping trom him
Any good things you may see.
That will lift his load of labor
Like Rocky Mountain Tea.
R. II. Moody.

of the atmosphere
everything you
touch is clammy with moisture, green
witli mold, musty ot' odor and sticky to
the touch. The houses are substantial-

viuranium. others XarunMaiauhan and others
.gunmens together 111
whole, 'the French
-•it;- .1 fin- tow n in 1612,
,c

compliment to the windows. All of them have mossy, redi
royal family of tiled,.overhanging roofs, under whose
an i named its bay
caves swallows breed in great numbers;
i>u;ch. vv !io gained posai! are surrounded by odorous gardens
■

e

iater and held it

.i-ars

where myriads of tiny Brazilian humming birds, that look like living jewels,

my. dubbed it Maran..ran. " h 1 captured it

dart

the dowers.

forever among

grow.

Lord

alter

tlieir

repair

shoals to

The

northward

ought to
tilings pertaiu-

mi

insist

countrv.

■, a

F.\n

spelled Maii-ran-yow,
,ii syllable.
s

It

a
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Following The Flag.
soldiers went to Cuba and the
When
Philippines, health was the most important
consideration. Willis T. Morgan, retired
( ommissary Sergeant l\ s. A., of Kura,
route 1, Concord, N. H., says: “i was two
years in Cuba and two years in the Philippines, and being subject t*» colds, I took
!>r. King’s New Discovery for Consumption,
which kept mein perfect health. And now,
in New Hampshire, we tind it the best
medicine in the world for coughs, colds,
bronchial troubles and all lung diseases.
Guaranteed at K. 11. Moody's, druggist.
Price 50c and £1.00. Trial bottle free.

ac-

place tu
of the big,

It is

the same name.

;

city in size, formerly
n commercial importhe the very best built

to

mainland,
York city occupies an
miles long by
\t.antic
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bill his
timore

Mated from the rest of

daughter's graduation essay."—BalSixty Years.

bays ot •'an Marks
VM>
Wet.i.-Triei> Kf.mei»y.
Ax (in!>
encircled by the small Mr> Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used I'U over sixty years by millions of
l'rancisco and Marunmot lie > i'li their children while teething,
rise and fall with
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays ail pain, cures
lauth of these
iu

only

-ssih.e

rivei'g
high tide

at

wind colic, and is the best remedy for Piari.
is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
druggists in every part of the w;<>rld.
Its vaiue is in1Wenty-tive cents a bottle.
calculable.
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May Manton for Home Dressmaking.
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RAIN OR SHINE.
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UP-TO-DATE
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MILLINERY

a full line of
Ladies’ Ridimi Caps

Goods

******

15 THE TIME

MOW
iNUVY

to BUY YOUR

I
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I

SIGN OK THE RED Avv KING
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PIANOS and SHEET MUSIC
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Easy
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Burnham, Maine.

IN S EARS
In connection wit1

PORT,

my lumber

yanl

Consisting

BUILDERS’

I luive added a line of

of

NAILS, SHEATHING PAPER, PAINTS

and

Mdsonic^Temple,

Belfast. Me.

fact,

a

general

line of hardware used for

building

Camphor

M y stock is

purposes.

Call in and look us over.

Yours for business,

14

....AN

A. E.
in Maine,

TRUNDY^

Hampshire, Vermont, Massa**
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Farms Far SalG
Delaware and Maryland.
•
»
describes hundreds in detail, with cuts of buildings;
Strout’s List No. 15
one to 1000 acres, $600 to $20,000; many have stock and tools included; il is the most
complete book of real farm bargains ever issued ; with traveling instructions to
'reach property. Send today for free copy to nearest office.

3000 Monev-makina
*

335 Water

Street,

w. n.

OILS, CARPENTERS’ TOOLS,

NEW and CLEAN" and I’RICES 111(1111".

Cottage for Sale.

s

Situated at Mechanic's Hall.

——

In

1-a.

IIAKI-KS A.

;

Fashion,

HARDWARE

Telephone, Burnham

<

Dry

|

HIGH STREET,

l

for information.

F. F. LIBBY,

Styles
Spring
r
&

OR ANYTHING YOl

The subscriber offers for sale a cottage on
;■ venue, cailed
by many visitors “an
summer home,” and occupied for many
The house is
vears as an all-the-year r»*sidenee.
one and one-half stories and conveniently ar
ranged, with plenty of closet room. There are
three rooms besides the Kitchen on the first floor,
with a handsome fli c place and hard wood floor
in the sitting room; steel coiling in the hall; well
and city water in the kitchen; closet. On the
second floor are three bed rooms and a large
storage room. There is a 7-foot veranda on two
sides, affording shade at all times of day and a
line view of the bay. It is on the telephone line
and electric lighting may be had if desired. The
grounds contain fruit and shade trees, shrubs, i
vines and flowers, with ample room for a vegetable garden. Call on or address

New

I
»

...

For Putting 4v\av Furs

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest in the World”
150 Nassau Street, N. Y.
£8 Broad Street, BOSTON
Augusta, Me.
Local Managers,

l>

Moth Balls
Fin:

>

\LE (

III.

W AT

Till

Cily Drag Stole

M. S. ST 14 1>, It rook-, Maine.
EDWARD K\ AN>, Waldo, Main**.

PILSBITUY,
VI nine

FARMERS

“The

About putting in a Gas
Range fur the summer
Let

K. F. 1). No.

j.

oil nil*

Liberty. Maine,
17-.IS

——

This statement,

merely from cm selves and
without corroboration, might stin somewhat
sweeping ai d extravagant, but w lien tlf statement is substantiated by «*ur customer* youj-an
put it down .ts the plain, unvarnished truth.

Foreclosure Notice.

IV HE UK AS. WILLIAM w. MOMMK of Liu>*
colnvilh*. in ih-- County of Waldo and S ato
!
5350 Shirt Waist with Elbow Sleeves,
of Maine, by his mortgug*- need, dated tin* thirty34 to 44 bust.
first day of .March, A. I> 1902, and recorded in
“I’.ebcen readii. alum: an extinct vol- ;
the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, hook 260,
isn’t
Cain> that .-'till suit.-..• ju•
S1IIKT WAIST Willi EI.ISOW SLEEVES.
page 4;:.', conveyed to me. the undersigned, a cerfa Ionian. She gets
I'ep Remind.*
tain lot or parcel of land, with the buildings
level go ng to spea
to
mad and say s sue
thereon, situated in said I incomville. and known
you again, and then k-vps right on talking.”
Elbow sleeves have become so popular j as the Horace N. Monroe estate, and bounded as
—Detroit Free Press.
by land of I'. .1. Higgins and
that their usefulness lias extended evei: to | follows: Northwest
C. A. Frol nick on tlienortheast by hind of ThomThe sworn .statement of the nianufactur the plain waists, and the very latest are as Monroe and S.J.Dean on the southeast by land
shown with such and the roll over collars ; Hiram Heal and T. .1. Momoe; on the southwest
ers protects you Horn opiates in Kennedy’s
Laxative Honey and riar—the cough syrup j that mean slightly open necks. The model by land of J. Adams, I- F. Richards, and also
more or less.
that drives the cold out uf your system. * illustrated is an admirable one, including Freeman lot, containing lift> ofacres,
said mortgage has
In the illustration And whereas, tile condition
all the newest features.
Sold b> 11. Ii. Moody.
reason of the
now
therefore,
been
broken,
by
if is made of the old bleach linen that is so
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreMr. Washington Jackson —Wharabouts j durable and so handsome but is appropriate closure of said mortgage.
did yo’ git dat tine hat V Mr. ‘Rastus John- ; for Madras, percale, pique, duck and all
Dated this eighth day of June, A. I>. 1900.
WILLIAM S. KNIGHT.
son—At de sto. Mr. Washington Jackson similar fabrics and can be utilized both for
suit.
and
for
the
entire
3w24
the
waist
I».
separate
—How much wuz it ? Mr. ’Rastus Johnson
ah don’know. De sto’keepah wasn’t- ! It will be a favorite for tennis, golf and all
similar sports, the elbow sleeves allowing
dai !—American Spectator.
the necessary free movement without the
The sincerest tribute that can be paid to J carelessness that comes of the iong ones
superiority is imitation. The many imita- rolled up.
lions of DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve that
The waist is made with the fronts and
are now before.the public prove it the best.
back, the back being plain while the fronts
Ask for DeWitt’s. Good for burns, scalds, are tucked, and is finished with hems at its
Surveys and estimates for railroads,
chafed skin, eczema, tetter, cuts, bruises, front edges. The collar illustrated is of the
wharves, water works and sewers.
to the neck
recommended and soft
boils and
sort and
no

RALPH

H

ROCKWOOD,

Civil Engineer & Land Surveyor.

piles.

joined
negligee
reliable.
edge while the sleeves are simply full and
A regulation
cuffs.
with
roll-over
finished
“Do you think that wealth brings happi- stuck can, however, be substituted if better
ness?” “No,” answered Mr. Dustin Stax. liked and narrow bands can take the place
But it gives a of the cuffs if a plainer finish is desired.
“It doesn't bring happiness.
man a little bit of option about the kind of
The quantity of material required lor the
will
take
he
on.”—Washington Star. medium size is
worry
yards 21, 3j yards 27 or
lg yards 44 inches wide.
The pattern 5350 is cut in sizes for a 34,30,
Don’t be fooled and made to believe that
rheumatism can be cured w ith local appli- 40, 42 and 44 inch bust measure.
Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea is
ances.
the only positive cure for rheumatism. 35
It’s a mistake to imagine that itching
cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
piles can't be cured; a mistake to suffer a
Doan’s
longer than you can help.
Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar day
Ointment brings instant relief and permaCures all Coughs, and expels Colds from
At any drug store, 50 cents.
nent cure.
the
bowels,
the system by gently moving
j

STOCKTON
Gill 13*

SPRINGS,

MAINE

II K

I

ATMJl'A KTKl.'S FOK

j

HOLLISTER'S

Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health aud Renewed Vigor.
A

A specific*for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles. Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
aud Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form, 35 cents a box.
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOB SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. Moohl.

33, 35, j7

Front 5t.,

TELEPHONE

COPPER GOODS,
ENAMELED WARE,
LAMPS and FITTINGS.
STOVES,

Belfast, Maine

Attorneys
Savings

bank

FURNACES.
PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

MORSE,
Law,

at

Building, Belfast,

Office hours 8 to 12

RANGES and

a.

to

m.;

Onen Evenings.

4

p.

m.

c o n

d-

Maine

Evenings by appointment.
4itf
Robert F. Din ton.
Kai.vh I. Morse,
Notary Public.
S

MITCHELL A TRUSSELL,

pipe your house

by telephone and

let us

talk to you.

TELEPONE NUMBER
AT

62-12.

IH 1.

Phenix House Slies,
BELFAST, MAINE.

8-i.

DUNTON &

WRINGERS,

___

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

I here is ii" better COAL obtainable than you
get when you buy here.
Moreover, you may pay more for inferioi
COAL, but the highest prices cannot buy better.
It will pay you in dollars and satisfaction to
deal with us.

Paints, Oiis anil VaraisliEs,
JAP-ALAC

us

during your spring
houss-clssnircj
Drop
us a postal or call us

J. IIAICH,
(Kepresenting four companies)
K.

hi

Highly
Sold by R. IL Moody.

Lamson & Hubbard

Is upon us with more 1 lit*n its usual damage. It
lias come early and struck haul, espeeia dy live
stock.
Protect yourselves by insuring in our
<.ei
Maim- Mutual Co'mpanns and save motley
tin- Maine standard rod-w without riders and exceptions. I have insured for seven years in city,
country, factory, faim. horses, cows, everything,
anywhere, in companies that pay their tosses.
Write or telephone and I will call.

suburbs, through
■■■.
that the cars project j
!—‘Deed
walk, scattering pedesiearest

1906.

J

t

•s'

Farmers and dealers can save the speculators’ profit by sending live stock on commission. Will start a Live Stock car from
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of livestock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write

j

l.ipiiitor are to be
y lay climbing, unless
cooler regions, like

••

M MNE.

&

Adult Tickets.

NEW, NOVEL AND GORGEOUS STREET PARADE 10.30 A. M,

j

possibly lie used.
point of view,

scenic

Require

f

••

them, for wheeled

■on

jr

BELFAST,

THE LIGHTNING SEASON

Honey and 'i'ar (•o.igh >yrup. Contains
'disequeiitly the rise opiates. Isold by II. 1!. Moody.
"i

The AcUertiser of Facts.

4>

———

t

Northport

..

c

FRED A. JOHNSON,

X

Children Four Years of Age Half Price.

The

MASON & HALL.

idea!

drag along.
K»•::iie<ly'> Laxative I

;t

f

T

1
!

—

It
queer.
hills and -the valley

B\ mail. 12 cents.

t

“General admission and reserved seat sale tall seats have foot rests) at
MO( >1)\ ^ DRUG S10RK, corner of Main and High streets, commencing at p.mo
a. m., on day of exhibition, ami at the same
price a*; sold at ticket wagon on
show grounds.

Order by the name and of the authorized
astents only,

.St a

as

ex*

The MOST ECONOMICAL Paint made.

..

'.dm;

10-cent Pattern

|

INDIANS FROM 51

36, 38,4c. 42 inches t

54.

perience

impression you get ol -links impends on the
circumstances under wh.-.di \<*u meet him.
If you’re there to colled •mut-v, you won’t
ere t<
Ue 1 m, but it y<
pa] money
W ashingtuu
he seems a love, < harart-

d town is this Maran-

32.

\

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT S INDORSEMENT
P‘111-American Exposition would have made a real mistake if they *T
lie.
,4^
had failed to secure Col. Cummins'
Representation of the Various Indian Tribes."
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Druggists are an: 1;<»:'zed to leiuml
money if l'AZO 01 Vi Ml NT fails tu cure
in (i to 14 days. bOc.

few white blossoms,

!

Guaranteed Cur*

|

POOR & SON, Druggists.
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Death From Lockjaw
follows an injur} dressed with Buck
Its ant septic a mi heallen’s Arnica >alve.
ing properties prevent blood poisoning.
( has.
Oswald, merchant, of Rei:><eiaersvi.ie, N. Y., writes: “It cured >eth Burch,
ol tins place, of the ugliest M-re on his neck
1 -vci saw." dues Cuts, Wounds, Burns
and Nues. 25c at II. 11. M«»* •!;.*> drug store.

with scarlet-
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that is becoming
No. 4153 of

designer
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Ami all the great features from the famous New York City H Il'POoROME

j. ONLY TROUPE OF LADY ZOUAVES, direct from the Empire Theatre, London
THE RENOWNED MAZZETTE FAMILY, World’s Greatest Acrobats.

/Wild, but fine flavored.
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STRANGE PEOPLE from every clime

never

trees
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fure

dentist said you'd rum your teeth if y-u
ate so much candy.
Jimmie—But rude
Bob said that was nonsense. Mamma—
Don’t you think the dentist knows more
:mm:e—
about it than your Uncle Bob
Well, there’s only one way to piwe which
one is right.—Cleveland Dealer
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EDUCATED WILD BEAST EXHIBIT, HIPPODROME, MENAGERIE,
SOCIETY HORSE FAIR, FIRE AND FLAME SPECTACLE.

Wear.

Cigar from

I

frequent’\ results from neglect of clogged j
bow eis and torpid 1 wr. until constipation
J his condition is un- j
V A. Herren, Finch. Ark., writes: ‘*F«- I becomes chronic.
Icy's Hooey and Tar is .lie best {'reparation ] known to those who use Dr. King's New ;
f..'i coughs, colds and iungtiouble. 1 know j I. :fe Piii'ithe nest and gentlest regulators
tii.it it has cured consumption m the hi >t ( ■ f .M»-mach and lioweis. (Guaranteed by li. j
't.jg-'." You nevci hear.I of any ••Me using II. Moody, druggist. Price J5e.
Foic\'» !loiie\ and Tni and not being satis- I
“Ilow’d ton like to be my brother-inlie,!.' K. II. Moody.
law?" asked little Albert. *‘J would like it |
'an
is
a
i.ai.
‘A'on say tile man
y«»n
very much." the young man answered. ;
re that I
was
"W (
••Do you think there is any hope for me‘.'"j
prove
a
iiiciub* ! of the Senate when the ia. i".oi •‘Weil, 1 dunno. >is and ma seem to think
Ph.ia-lciwas
discussion.
Ullder
fate
so, but pa says you're hopeless."- Judge.
pii.a Ledger.
Deadly Serpent Hites
You cannot indue a lower animal to eat
are as common in India as are stomach and i
V
sick
wed.
dog
wli»*a
not
feeling
heartily
ii’.vi disorders w ith us. For the iatter, howThe ever, there i> a sure rented} ; Electric
and gets well.
starves hini'Olf,
have
lest
must
stomach, once overworked,
Fitters: the great restorative medicine, of
\uu don’t which r A. Frown of Fennettsville, S. C'.,
the same as your feet or eyes.
have to starve t" rest youi stomach. KO- says: “1 lie} restored iu\ wife to perfect
DOL Ft>K PYsPLPslA takes up the work health, after years of sintering with dyspep- ;
foryour stomach, digests what you eat a d sia and a chronically torpid liver." Elec-,
gives it a rest. Puts it back in condition trie Hitters cui° Moils and fever, malaria,
again. You can’t feel good with a disorder- biliousness, lame back, kidney troubles and
Sold by K. H. bladder disorders. >old on guarantee by K.
ed stomach. Try Kodol.
Price 50c.
Moody.
II. Moody, druggist.
W

of :uw mountains

ge

“Mr. Dliggins contends that in this world
nothing is so trilling as to be unworthy of
Consideration." “That lheoi\," answered
Miss Cayenne, “will possibly account for
the importance he attaches to his own
ominous."— \\ ashington Mar.

The low-browed party w th a pistol in
on- hand paused in t rout of th- pedestr'au.
“I'm goin' to hold youse up." he said.
1 that’s real k-kind of you, I’m sure,"
answered the pedestrian. “I h-had a sinking '-sensation vhen I saw you a-appiuaching.'*— Cliicag- I>a»iy News.

Ideal for Summer

CUMMINS' WILD WEST f

T

Day

Thousands annually bear witness to the
efficiency of Early Risers. These pleasant,
reliable little piifs have long borne a reputation second to none as a laxative and
cathartic. They are as staple as bread in
millions of homes. Pleasant but effective
Will promptly relievo constipation without
griping. Mod b\ 11. 11. Moody.

rl.o

-ss.-bs drawing not more
a
This is
water.
ot

Cold in One

Not a great while ago Love was engaged
in robbing some honest people of their
peace of mind, when a loud knock sounded
at the door. “Poverty, of course!” cried
Love, in the utmost vexation, and flew out
of the window, leaving his booty behind
him.—Puck.

American.

For Over

;i

and popular of
the most
the season's shirt-waists.

A FIND!
Ten cent value, but
selling them lor

II.

There is no need worrying along in discomfort because of a disordered digestiontret a bottle of KODuL FOR DYSPEPSIA
and see w hat it w ill do for you. Kodol not
only digests what you eat and gives that
tired stomach a needed rest, but is a corrective of the greatest efficiency. Kodol re1 eves indigestion, dyspepsia, palpitation of
the heart, flatulence, and sour stomach.
Kodol will make your stomach young and
healthy again. You will worry just in the
proportion that your stomach worries you.
Worry means the loss of ability to do your
best. Worry is to be avoided at all t ines
Kodol will take the worry out of your
stomach. Sold by R. II. Moody

“How does Senator Catehit explain the
“He
provisions of that bill he introduced
disclaims all responsibility for it. He says
in his haste to bring about beneficial legisiation ho inadvertently substituted for the

.•public,
not

B. W \ni>.

our

ue

Capital

ii:

n

R.

“He isn't at all well fixed, is lie P*’ “Don't
haven't seen him
you believe it! You
lately, have you'." “No. but I know he
doesn’t make any more money now than
when I saw him last year, and it was as
much as he could do then to live within his
income.” “Ah! but he's living beyond it
now.”—Philadelphia Press.

on

you can take
ttie matter; but if you
to stick to the native
member that it is pro-
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much of its commerce.

so
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Tablets.

charmingly

THIS picture stylish

COMBINED WITH THE

t

Take LAXATIVE RROM0 quinine Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
F. W. DRO VE’S signature is on each
cure.
box. J5c.

southward had diverted and absorbed

and certainly

.■nty

Pernambuco

and

or

and Chic.

WalterL.Main Shows!

f

are

To (are

years ago. when the population
was much greater—before Para to the

,;i the Portuguese and
comprise the bulk of

cents, Tea

j

Porto Rico.

She—lie married her for her money.
Wasn't that awful .1 11«—Did he get it
she—No. He—It was.—Judge.

fifty

oehran's

l

35

|

in Hesh.

gain

to

A New

Moody.

himself made marquis
city lias now-a-day snot more than Go,oou
!.led it Mar.mhim, and inhabitants and a
general air ot having
Lngoshmeii vv ho come gone into a decline. Time was, say
n

!

.Judging from the number of “Lover’s
Leaps” at the various mountains resorts
th** favorite amusement of the aboriginal
maiden must have been jumping over
precipices.—Philadelphia Record.
When the baby talks, it is time to give
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. It's the
greatest baby medicine known to loving
It makes them eat, sleep and
mothers.

built of stone, those of the better
class being two-storied, with balconied

ly

began

| CoohComfortable
illustrates

Verv trulv v-nirs,
M RS. LENA C. HILL.
A normal, healthy digestion is priceless. But the True "L. F. Atwood's
Bitters has cured hundreds and costs
only 35 cents a bottle.at all good stores.
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BE LFAST,MO june’25
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! have this week on hand over Jo hr:u! ><i aU
kinds of useful horses, among them several pairs
weighing from j:0i< to jsiuo lbs. one
^ broken
latiy’s or gentleman’s saddle horse, lb
range
from $40 to $3( 0 each. Some of these hor-es have
been used in Boston. For sale or exchange; all
guaranteed as disposed of.

Rp,ll Fcfafp 1 have several house lots in
IIUIII Latent,
searsport village, for sale at
reasonable prices. One good sized dwelling house
with one-half acre < t land J miles from Belfast,
on the shore road to Searsport.
It would make a
desirable stunner residence,
steam engine and sawing machine,
one six horse power portable steam engine ami
saw table, all in good condition.
>\ 1LI.IAM F. GK1NN KM..
Telephone T-li, eltast. or
*'

goods of every de
scription. Furniture, bedding, carpets,

stoves,

3-13, Searsport.

etc.

Antique furniture
specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
soil. YACHT
LOBFI.FI,-’ 40
i
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
feet long, 13 feet beam, t>i feet draft, iu firstWALTER H. COOMBS.
I class condition. Enquire
of
Comet
t
toss
feiui
Petiflal
•
ly6
bts., belfas
4w22
F. S. LOHI), Ellsworth, Me.
a

Ilf AIITPH Polite, smart and activ
Ml Q M I ■all house to house can vassers.
VV Fill I
Very liberal terms. Apply
iSt
A) the Portland Flavoring Co.,308 Commercia
tf!3
Portland, Me.
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YACHTS AND BOATS.
|
Reports from Washington, 11). C., state
day, June 12th, McGeeJmade a social ealljon
that Mrs. E. C. Burleigh continues to"imand
his
is
after
and
Business
the
departa prisoner at
jail
rushing at the Macomber
intention within
Coombs shops in completing new launches,!
discovered that lie had prove, and it is the present
Flimflamming and Liquor Sel- ure Turnkey Cuddy
Burglaries,
a few days to remove her to Atlantic City,
1906.
JUNE
21,
of
TllCKSUAY,
BELFAST,
repairing and fitting out others.
left, as a souvenir of his visit, a bottle
ling.
N. J., where she will remain until strong
the stuff that inebriates. Wednesday night
The speed launch built the past winter by
Published Every Thursday Morning by tb
to
Maine.
the
our
last
in
issue,
journey
to
novel
The dime
enough
begun
complete
the Gross Bros, has been out fer atrial trip,
Deputy Ilurd of Xorthport made a trip to
Co. with the
Journal
in
a
den
Publishing
Republican
discovery of tne robbers’
Karl McDonald, who went to Rockland and bids fair to meet the
Cape Jellison, and on his return McGee
expectations of her
deserted house and the arrest of one of the was added to the inmates of the stone edi- intending to make the voyage to;Philadeland builders.
designers
mornstreet.
Thursday
OHAKI.l S A P1LSBI K\
“heroes” in Bosto", was brought to an abrupt liee on Congress
phia with his father, (’apt. E. S. McDonald,
v»usim*s> Mnnatter
The steam yacht \avis and schooner
ing McGee was taken before the poliee
conclusion in the police court June 14th. court for trial, found guilty and sentenced in the schooner Annie B. Mitchell,was obligXawidgiwaw have been launched from Gilcosts.
M.
of
and
of
Clarence
the
a
line
his
of
critical
and
$20
entering
in
and
who
ed to return home because
to 30 days
The breaking
jail
That Camden man
kept
chrest's marine railway pud are at moorand a like He appealed and was held for trial at the illness of his
grandfather, Mr. Patterson.
liquor in a safe thought it was sate, but Knowlton’s store in East Belfast
term of the S. J. court in the
ings. They are for sale.
September
with
break at the cottage of W. 'V. Oakes,
it wasn’t.
Wm. H. Quimby, Mrs. B. B. Foster,
sum of $100.
launches
One of the best ami
other

A CHAPTER OF CRIMES.

The Republican Journal.

the

many Waldo county friends salute Commander F. 8. Walls of the
11 is

j

Maine G. A. K.
And
ed oi

now

it it, said that tlie long-talkis to he built, and

Cape Cod canal

that it will he a tide level canal.
The Portland liquor agency was reopened last week, but there was not a
great rush of business and some requests for liquor were refused.
the readers of his paper
will regret to hear of the serious illness
of the editor of the Waterville Sentinel,

Many beside

familiarly known

as

and will wish him a

“Tom” Murphy,

speedy

recovery.

at South Paris
The P.epub'iean
Saturday elected delegates to the second district convention, the vote stood

theft

of

a

rowboat

among

Herbert and Wm.
land at 9.30 a.

Saturday afternoon Deputy E. W. Ellis
things, the visit of the police to the pirates’
made a seizure at the Windsor Hotel. An
lair, the identification of the burglars and inuocent looking sugar barrel addressed to
the arrest of one of them in Boston, was C. Lancaster was delivered at the rear
told last week. City Marshal Kimball, who door of the Windsor, and was at once seized
the deputy. The barrel was found to
had located the rowboat and thus got on the by
contain a 20«gallon keg of whiskey, packed
to
record
a
made
trip
trail of tile robbers,
in sawdust. The liquor was taken to the
the llub. Leaving here by boat about 5 p. jail for safe keeping and Monday morning
there
was a hearing on it in the police court,
at
7
the
Boston
hi. June 12th, he arrived in
and no claimant appearing the whiskey
next morning, secured his prisoner and ar- was condemned.
E. A. Jones, proprietor
rived home by the evening train. The pris- of the Windsor, was also before the court,
and the usual proceedure followed in Ins
oner was Harold Ilatfield, and he talked
case.
Friday evening Deputies Cuddy and
freely with Mr. Kimball, admitting both ilurd visited the Common wealth Hotel and
breaks and telling of the movements of secured a dozen bottles of beer and a quart
A. Warhimself and companion. They had expected of whiskey. The proprietor, John
ren, was up before .Judge Rogers Saturday
soon to be joined by other boys and organafternoon. He waived reading of complaint
ize a regular pirate’s gang. His companion, and warrant and officers’ return, waived a
con.Sidney Ilunninghain, is older and larger, hearing, pleaded not guilty and was
to pay a fine of 5100
and when it came to dividing the money victed and sentenced
and costs and 60 days in jail. He took an
from Knowlton’s cash register they had a appeal and was held in the sum of 5200
as
scrap, in which the latter was victorious with John Rogers and Fred M. Staples
and kept all the cash. Hatfield then sold surities.

Quimby

built here last year is ottered for sale by her
owner, Orman Hopkins, .‘she can be put
overboard at short notice ready for use.

summer.

Belfast was represented at the recent
Christian Science convention and dedication iu Boston by Mr. and Mrs. Howard L.
Whitten, Mrs. Robert F. Patterson and
daughter Gertrude, Mrs. N. G. Pettingill,
Mrs. Maude E. Follett and Charles F.
Townsend.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Evans, their little son
George G., and maid, will leave their home
in New York June 28th, for Belfast, and
have taken a suite of ^rooms at 29 Miller
street. Mr. Evans will spend some time
here this summer, and they will be welcomed by many friends.
George 0. Lower, the upholsterer, has
bought, and taken possession of, the farm
and buildings of George C. Rose in F.ast
Northport. After trying various climates
Mr. Lower has become a permanent resident here, and will continue his upholster[ ing business on lower Main street.

-^SPECIAL*-

prettiest

Foster left Port-

Saturday in Mr.
Quimby’s new automobile and arrived here
at 5.43 p. 111. Mr. Herbert Foster will act
chauffeur during the
as Mr. Quimby’s
m.,

June Sale of Fine Lace

J. Murray Forbes’ handsome 30-foot auxiliary yawl siesta is at Marblehead for adjustment of her compasses in preparation
Her home
for her season in lVimbscot bay
port is Isiesi oi<« Boston Globe.

and Muslin Curtains

—

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Our delegates will .support Edward Evans
for county commissioner at the Republican
county convention in Belfast, Aug. 1st.

This sale affords

The Ladies’ Aid Society are to serve ice
in the cl.inch parlors Friday aiternnon, June 22nd. >upper will be served at
the same pi ace from 5 to 7 p. m.
The U. of M. special farming train that is
to come down the 1 mi I rut branch June 22nd
win stop at Brooks Horn 1.30 to 3.25 p. m.,
and it wi.l without doubt pay our farmers
to be present ami got xone practical ideas
in regard to advanced agriculture.

high

cream

Some 25 names of students for tlie prothe rowboat for S4 to a fisherman to get
Saturday afternoon sheriff Carleton and
posed summer school for teachers have
a reand
of
Boston
to
gave
barrels
to
return
half
lager
money
1
been obtained, with ennOdmable territory
Deputy Ellis seized 25
It
it £ thought the inquiryet uticai vassal
ceipt which led to bis identification. Hat- on the steamboat wharf in Searsport.
was addressed to G. S., Stockton, and supnun b»-r of 45 will lie secured.
ed
Any
without
for
Boston
113
leave
to
and
Swasey.
field had consented
148 for Littlefield
one of the
for
been
intended
to
have
teachers who wish to laV- advantage of this
posed
This is the shire town of the hitter’s requisition paper and his father arranged Italian camps. No claimant appearing, the
at
mimes
cliei*
should
forward
opportunity
G.
once to out school superintendent, E.
to he here at the trial in the police court. lager was libelled Monday. Monday Sheriff
county.
and
Carleton
and
Ellis,
Cuddy
has
fare
RockRoberts.
One
deputies
of
half the regular
j Last
The latter left Boston by the City
Friday several members of the New been obtained on the railroad and Belfast
Ilurd searched the S “arsport House and
\\ aterville’s valuation is S-VJ.vi.•'•'»>, a land June filth and found on board his son’s seized two barrels of bottled beer and three
England Insurance exchange were in this people and others can easily board at home.
was
The
ga.n fv-ni his! year of F'lfT.u-::.
quarts of whiskey. The usual proceedure city inspecting the addition to the shoe faccompanion, Sidney Puimingham, who
followed.
wholly in real estate, there be- employed in the pantry, lie telephoned to in such cases
tory in regard to the automatic sprinkler
gain
when tiie boat reached
ing a little billing off in the valuation tlie City Marshal
system. They were Messrs. George Neiley
kland and the arrest was made on the
1 hese figures
of the Royal, J as. II. Campbell of the Conof personal property.
t""k
trial
tbe
and
arrival of the boat here,
tinental and Jos. Givernand of the London
show that \\ aterville is sharing in the
1
place in the police court lliursday morning.
Miss Julia Annis of Camden is the guest
genera! prosperity.
with
Hatfield was anaigued first, charged
Cast Commanders Henry staples and I.
of friends in town.
stealing the boat from the Oakes cottage
A. Conant of Thomas 11. Marshall Cost and
was in
Boston
of
K.
Patterson
Charles
He also gave the Judge
Mrs. John \V. Nash, Mrs. F. A. Gridin, Mrs.
e(.;t manifest m many sections ol the and pleaded guilty
town for graduation.
a list of the property taken at Knowitoh's
Daniel Kimball, Mrs. Etta Savery and Mrs.
anti
———■.may he Cue work of his enca short time at
two
\Y.
Stevens
in
cash;
Albert
spent
follows:
Sn.nii
as
store, about
^ Smart of
Thomas II. Marshall Ladies
i.i .-.
10 hope by this premature
week.
last
of
box
from
Orono
a
of
home
small checks: three-quarters
Circle attended the annual encampment of
seiitr '.-lit of ids candidacy to kill him
Over
cigars: live p:ngs of tobacco; four cakes of
Carrol Carter was at home from Boston a the Grand
Army and the Ladies’ Circle of
..i;
,,t genu. ie but misguided friends, j
be
said
lie
chocolate and some cookies,
few days the first, of the week.
and Arms Had to Be
in Cortland last week.
Maine
111- uliy h::d iiasiuess does not apply destroyed the checks with some other paMiss Ilattie IIayford is at home from Oakand
Looked Dreadful
Eight of II. M. Crentiss’ Sunday school
mdidates. Much may pers. Tlie Judge found probable cause and
Grove Seminary, Vassalboro.
class, accompanied by Mr. Crentiss and
uvet to the September term
Hatfield
bound
in
two
for Three
Suffered Untold
years.
'happen
Lev. I). 1.. Wilson, left Monday morning,
Miss Edith Eilingwood is at home from
of tbe S. .1. Court in the sum of i;'.no. lie
summer.
the
at
1
for
11.
a
Cond,
for
week’s
Georges’
Prov idence,
Years— Better in Two Months
camping trip
distinct Democratic Congres- w as subsi quently admitted to bail, w ith
The
Thomas
In the party were:
.1. Hickey
Joseph \Y. Hamlin of Stockton Springs Liberty.
sional convention and ihe Democratic Hon. \V. 11. McLellau and Orrin
Bowker, Donald Thompson, Linwood
and w ith bis father, Mr Clifford lias been appointed a notary public.
State convention were acid in liangor | as sureties,
Howard Heath, William Dunton,
Hatfield of Dorchester, Mas-., left that af
and Mrs. George E. Johnson are Jones,
judge
a
was
1*.
foregone
vesterday.
eoncln-; ternoon on tlie Huston boat.
Bert Dodge, Houston Small and Ivan Kimat The Battery.
their
cottage
t
alais
ol
occupying
sion that Ceorge M. Bauson
ball.
s1dncy Duniiingliam was then arraigned,
Walter II. Richards is in Boston to buy
.rouId be nominated f : t 'ougress and !
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. John
with tbe break at the Knowitou
diaiged
for bis custom tailor department.
CvrusW. Davis ot Watervdle for D"V-1
■Mr. KnowJ- goods
C. Carey will be glad to learn of the prosstoic, and pleaded not guilty
has
been
who
spendMildred
Slater,
Miss
ernor. Major lMaisted of Augusta
toi. tlien look tlie stand and testified as to
perity which has attended their sons who
who
is now twenty-two
home
Monson,
returned
in
“My
Union,
a week
The elder>
went to Colorado in 1902.
sided at the convention.
tke articles taken, and was followed by ing
years of age, when lie was four months
day.
(
folwho
had
as
Daniel
Erskine
developed
arey,
old began to have eczema on his face,
Hatfield, who testified substantially
Tl,e Democrats are evidently sore v j
Miss Louise W. Richards arrived Tues- tuberculosis of the lungs, is entirely recovlows
They had been out on the night of
spreadii g quite rapidly until he was
ot their effailure
summer
tiie
the
at
to
from
spend
and
of
a
Farmington
ered
and
is
lisappuiuted
proslarge
nearly covered. We had all the doctors
manager
June nth and started up the railroad track. day
around us and some from larger places,
The younger
to ns to commit ti e llepublican party When tic > reached the building used by at home.
perous ranch in Greeley.
but nc one helped him a particle.
It will be noted that the train crew icar tlie lower bridge they
to resubmissiou.
Philo C. Blaisdell of Bradford, Pa., has son, James Dixon Carey, has just received
The eczema was something terrible,
in their eaue..i-:es and conventions tims went in and built a fire and Hatfield went opened his cottage in Xorthport for the his diploma from the School of Medicine of
and the doctors said it was the worst
the University of Colorado, graduating
At times his whole
case they ever saw.
far tliev have fouglit shy of the ques- to -leep. Duniiingliam awoke hint late at summer.
a
with
at
and
is
Timnath,
rob
the
store.
to
honor,
practicing
and
they planned
body and face were covered, all but his
Mr. and Mis. E W. Berry of Rockland
ts tl mselves. The only exception night
feet! I had to bandage his limbs and
They entered by removing a square of glass are visiting friends and relatives here for a a growing town oil the Colorado and Southis that the Somerset Democratic county
his scalp was just dreadful. I
arms
ern railroad 25 miles northwest of Greeley.
and took the articles mentioned above.
fafew
in
days.
a
resolution
conven*; m adopted
used many kinds of patent medicines
Duniiingliam then withdrew in-,plea of
at
home
were
before trying the Cuticura Remedies,—
of the
Ralph W. and Daniel Gould
vor of tin- vigorous enforcement
OBITUARY
He was unnot guilty and pleaded guilty.
from Bangor to attend the graduation |
i all to no avail.
able to furnish bail and was committed to
prohibitory law.
“A friend teased me to try Cuticura.
exercises.
Angelia II. Dodge, wife of Alphonso
to await trial in September.
At last I consented, when my boy
Mis Nicholas Longworth was seated jail
died
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at
her
arrived
Thursday
Dodge,
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Howes
home,
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was
three years and four months
next te King Edward at his request at
the summer vacation from Main street, Lewiston, after an illness of
old. having had eczema all that time,
The day of the trial of the burglars in the evening for
two
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weeks, aged
years, .she was born in
and suffering untold misery. 1 began to
Bradford Academy.
the ekihoiatt dinner given by Ambaspolice court Delfast bad a visit from one of
use all three of the Cuticura Remedies;
the daughter of (’apt. Henry E.
sador u;i! Mrs. lieid at Dartmouth the iiimtlam gentry
lie tried to work the
Mrs. E. K. Pierce of Cincinnati, Ohio, I Belfast,
the,
Cuticura Soap helped as well as
King Ed- game in at least three stores and finally was in Belfast a few days last week visit- and Sarah Carter Brown, and her early life
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the Ointment. He was better in two
was spent in this city.
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Edward.
from
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then
ward.
succeeded in getting ?■">
ing relatives and friends.
months; in six months he was well;
she went to Lewiston and for a number of
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Mrs. Fred M. Dutch and children and
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and
hi*, vis:: to tins country in 1800.
years
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for
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ore year,
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Mrs. Walter B. Dutch left Saturday fora
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think,
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for
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she was
Mayor
bathing, and do now a good
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Miss black counted out the change and the
deal. He was four years old before
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saying
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lcM.cn many times since.
and partlj finished outside. E. F. Sylvester | tion with
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TIkk'mnd Opinion
mission to publish this letter for I am
Walker, who was with her in her last illaudidates lor the legisla- si so that lie would not have to break his
Always glad to do good when I can. I
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and two brothers, Henry and Edgar
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the
when
think I have told you all there is necesHtack
Miss
agreed
,tiger bill.
thi\ from Boston, where she has been
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home
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class,
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j ,ut ot the store. The sheriff and the police of Music.
dev. William J. Taylor, pistor of the First
Complete Externa! and Interna! Treatment for ee-ry
Crockett from Ins. ami says of the latter were at once notified and City Marshal KioiCniversalist church, Lewiston, officiating,
IIuuiwr.fr 'in Pimples to .Scrofula, fr-m It,fan- y t■> Age,
town
Walter Bird of Kockland was in
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on his motor cycle in about
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through
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even the best physicians fail.
Aldockland was leaving for up-river.
Charles II. Bray died yesterday at his
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I. court.
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TheKumford Falls Times intimates iwait trial. The Sprague boy was bailed
The Eight Reverend Rishop Codman
that Prof. L. C. Bateman, erstwhile
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The City Uni Bank of Belfast
Absolutely

deposit
ings. Our
Highest Grade—Security of Principle being
consideration—they
always
public’s investigation.
Pay

j

High

Burglar

found in

Deposit

|

State.

;

Total Responsibility Oyer $132,000
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WATCHES, i
We do tirst-class work and GUApani
CLOCKS,
JEWELRY, (
POSITIVELY NO TROl BLE 10 SHOW

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

Maine State Prisor

Savings

prepared
give
prompt

protection

—^WE

and Harness

Carriages

at the Maine St..
I have a heavy stock of the above, manufactured
light Concord wagon built anywhere—light and *e

The neatest

etc.
wagons, contractors’ wagons,

HARNESSES of all kinds—team, farm, express, light.,
too, so that I
single and double—bought before leather advanced,
ow.

(OMl’ANT
special agent for tire S. If. BAILEY .V
PNEUMATIC WHALEBONE CARRIAGES, and also carry a g<>f~ New York and Western Carriages and low priced harnesses.
"

I am

Horse Goods, Robes, Blankets, Whips, Brushes,
turn-out.
;oes with a tirst-class

E. R.
FRONT STREET,

etc.
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CONNER,

NEAR M. C. R. R. STATION,
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Journal
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are on

Republican Caucus. A caucus of the I
voters of Belfast was held at i
tlie courthouse last Tuesday evening to
elect delegates to tlie State and District
conventions. Judge GeorgeE. Johnson call-}
ed the caucus to order and read the call, j
Tileston Wadlin, Esq., presided and Carleton Doak was clerk. The following delegates were chosen to attend the State convention in Portland June 27th, and weie
Edward Sibley, chairman
not instructed:
\Y. J. Dorman, Charles G. Havener, Charles
\Y. Lancaster, Fred D. Jones, Dexter T. [
Guptill, A. 0. Stoddard, Charles A. Pilsbury The following were chosen as delegates to the 2d District convention in \YaterCharles A. Pilsbury,
ville, June 26th:
chairman, Clarence 0. Poor, Samuel G.
Norton, Frank L. Field, Samuel \Y. Johnson, Robert F. Russ, Benj. Kelley, Geo. E.
Johnson. Both delegations were authorized

Sanford Howard is building for Mrs. J.
Brooks, a piazza on tbe southern side of
j her residence, 144x20 feet.
The Belfast Band gave the first open-air
;
! concert of the season from the band stand

j

id\ NEWS OE BELFAST.
sale at the

Republican

G.

sehoolhouse common Wednesday eventing, Juue'13th, and attracted a large and
•
These open-air
appreciative audience.
I concerts are a very enjoyable feature of the
summer season and we hope the public
generally recognize the fact that the band
boys give their time and music without
on

\* the
■nos.
At

f
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the po<t o
>t«*re of

:.ce.
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D. .J. Dickens.
Ui*s K. M. Hall.
iit.
lirooks. at e autliorTiptions and adver-
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post office.
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PUBLISHING CO.
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charge.

has bought out the milk
Hall ami will run the route
,n East Belfast.
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Those famous fun producers, Tenbrooke,
Lambert £ Tenbrooke, will present at the
Opera House Thursday evening, June 28th,
their latest musical comedy, “Peck and
This is the largest
His Mother-in-law.”
musical organization on the road, and will
play only a limited number of one-night
stands, and Manager Clifford, with his
usual foresight, has secured it for his patrons. This should prove a gala night for
fun lovers, as the piece is full of music,
dancing and clever specialties, pretty girls
and a strong plot.

o

..

the Uuiversalist sucietj
>ale at the church vestry
at 2.30 p. m.

I

\
5

Nickerson of Swanville ship
hay Tuesday to the Sockat Howard, R. I.

j

Castine took the delegates
i vicinity to Rangor yester
-oerat e state convention,
;

1

.:

■

anient

Society will

meet

to-

The Lowell, Mass., Courier-Citizen says
that more than 12,000 people attended the
performances of Col. Cummins* Wild West
Exhibition Company, given at the fair
grounds in that city Monday afternoon and
evening June 11th, and that the entertainment throughout w as of a high class order,
interesting, amusing and instructive as
well. The company will be here on Monday next and will give a street parade in
the morning and performances afternoon
and evening. See advt. on the 3d page for
further particulars.

my. afternoon at 'J.30 o’clock

Bradbury, Northpori

arles

!

'•fing made for a union ternto be held Sunday evening,
i :,►• principal address will be
>v .1 W Hatch.
_

,-r-n >o many enquiries repu'.ar play “Quincy Adam?

Manager Clifford lias been
•
iate ii the near future.

Temple Height.-* will
meeting Sunday, June 24th.
"f

;

The large space occupied by the report of
the graduation exercises of the Belfast High
school compels us to defer until next w eek
publication of much local matter, including
a report of the Congregational conference
in Freedom, obituaries of >i’as Franklin
Peirce, Rev. Justus Erskine, Mrs. Telford
1 dirham, Mrs. sylvina N. Smart and Mrs.
1 "i.;sa I). ^horey. an interesting paper oil
Agiicultim* read by Mis. Sukefortli at the
iece?:t meeting of Waldo Pomona Grange,

il.«-r mediun.s will be in
cordially invited.

i

Aare

'} meet with Mrs. M.
Main street, Friday afterA in’! attendance is dei:.geluents for the conven-

1

1

w

—

North port avenue, lost
week, it s supposed
1, ui been offered >250 for
hr* \\a? u.'.ng in a 10-cent
a*i

county correspondence, etc.

I uciuimed letters in the Pel fa-t post
for the week ending June loth: Mrs.
'■
A ee M. Bryant. Mr>. II. C. Brown, Miss
i:. trees »-1. --pi»-•>;te sides
ad for ?cine time past B. 1 L)ecrow, Miss Mai) Barf, Mrs. Meder
a>:
>ears, but this y ear j Fre-man, Mis. Sam Gra\. Miss Mai) KiiMrs. Fannie March, Mrs. Sarah
on the north side i gore,
j McIntyre, Mrs. < harles Russell, Mrs. Xor*; v ;; advance of the other.
*
man White,
Miss Isabelle Wall, Mr. and
rsons were \ ay iug
J in > B. Ames, Clarence Bennett.
Mrs
>»
'i '-rial liquor tax in
Jin Harmon, Roy Hatch. Mr. II. B. Pratt
.os
it Waldo Count.* are
i
P. F. Randall, George 11. Newton
J
rlia't
Frankfort 1, Pro?- Mr.
•dice

: t

Springs
J:day last wa> for

ekton
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The transfer of the steamers Fimbria ami
the stone shed of Ileal A Tremont to Massachusetts left Bangor
The tire depart- j v ithout an excursion boat, and the board
_r <treet
:
but their services weir ; .if trade of that city have offered such induc.-m-nts that the steamer Fastine will
nrc had been, extinguishi hitv.- her head juarters there after July 4th.
; arrival.
she will be much missed here, having
\ i*i > men who ati-nded the
a spare boat on the Belfast aud
Portland last week 1 served its
-i.r
u
Fastine, Bucksport and Camden routes, as
pi aises of the hospitality
as a general excursion boat.
sworth r*»>t of that city. a towboat and
she may be available
xpert, It is thought, however,
pari of the time for excursions from here
; inner alone was worth the
aud can be secured by telephone.
•••.-].
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the largely inhas been necesi't* ! b-valuation somewhat to
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took supper at the
June l*>th, attended
.iter, and ended the evenIi j
ilent by a theater party.
■• 11 e d that all the members j
;
be pie>ent. More of them ;
Ks.

iitfaii la>t night, however,

will run an accommoiii .stockton Springs to lielconnecting with the 1.2C
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Seal.>port connecting
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niton, principal of the Belfast
a- been offered a similar poight<>n, Mass.^ Under a four
with a larger salary at the
early increase, and will nu
Mr. baton is an excellent
Belfast will be sorry to lose
fun with ludicrous situaeach other w ith a rapidity
risibilities, combined with
;;>tiibuted
throughout the
des•rtune moments, aptly
arvard Girl,” which will be
■:'ast

Opera House, .Saturday,

bile arrived in town last satand was supplied with gasofones hardware store. It was
•ported that one of the occu-•,ov. Hill of Augusta, but on
bf* Windsor it wras found to be
etson of Bangor and a friend.
vil service examination for
:if*r in the Belfast, Me., post
hf*id m the post office on July
-lock a m. in order that an apnay be made in the office and
intments as occasion may refurther particulars enquire oi
it the post office.
■

Herrick went to Monroe
for installing a farline with <k> subscribers,
have been added to the far:!ii> city : Charles Waterb- T. Littlefield, 77-b; F. A.
h;tiles W. Stephenson, 77-4
has been established in the
Follett & Son on Churct

lent

arrange
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t

on
its tour over the
June 14th, is due here to
day, and will have session!
m. and in the evening an il
o-cture at Seaside Grange hall
■
was spent on the Vanceboro di
1
'-‘-ond oifthe Bueksport branch
'here the special covered Han
Washington counties. A specia
il
ihe first trip is the forestry
'oral car, which shows the pro
M i-r-making from the log to tht
duct, and a complete demon
n est preservation.
A portior
hit is furnished by the Unitec
"ininent and Prof. Tower, heac
Uege of forestry at the University
he, is in charge.
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at
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look place
uoon, at the residence
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‘jP* John Adams,
when his youngest daughter, Katherine
of Mr.
Celina, became the bride a former Henry
princiBenjamin Ladd of Belfast,
pal of the Els! Boothbay High i-ehool.
the
handsome
The rooms were darkened,
home brilliantly lighted and tliioiiged with
relatives and friends "( the bride and
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Chas. F. Merriam moved I a pleasant evening spent. Although Mr.
from Morrill to the William M. Woods I Mosher has been in Belfast lit le more than
John F. Stephen- a year lie has made many friends, who
house on Cedar street
M
and Mrs.
extend congratulations.
sou moved from the 11. N. Lancaster house
on
Cedar street to the Lurkett house on Mosher were the recipients of many beautiMain street. Leonard White, who recently ful gifts and have the best w.slies of hosts
moved from Island Falls to the Lancaster j of friends. They will for the present reside
house, is to occupy the Sleeper house at the I in Belfast. No cards.
corner of Congress and Franklin streets.
The marriage
Arciiibald-Thompson.
Melvin Parker recently moved from the
of Henry O. Archibald and Mrs. Addie M.
Frye block on Court street to the Wooster Thompson took place at 14 Oakland avenue,
Parker house, High street, and John PatterBrockton, Mass., at 4 p. m., June 18th. Rev.
son from the McFarland house, High street,
Allen Hudson of the Congregational church
w
to the Frye block.
ho
has
Kugene Ilowe,
of Brockton performed the ceremony. The
boarded, lias begun housekeeping in the
bride is a well known lady of Brockton,
Hill house, Hay View street.
Chas. II.
where she has a large circle of friends.
moved
from the George
Chamberlain
The groom was for some years a resident
Fletcher house, Hay View street, to the
of this city, where he was employed in the
Mellon house, Pearl street. Fred Rackliil
job department of the Belfast Age, and was
has bought the Crowley house on High
the compiler and publisher of our latest distreet aud moved thereto from the Ellis
rectory. He made many friends here who
W. II. Richards moved
house, opposite.
will wish him and his bride a happy and
from the Crowley house to the William M.
prosperous voyage on the sea of matrimony.
Welch house on Union street. Mr. RichMr. and Mrs. Archibald are now on a wedards has bought the George Fletcher house
ding trip to the White Mountains and points
and w ill rent it, after making repairs. P. W.
(fnillA
Mil
♦ Kai
.it!1
Webber recently moved from Auburn to 62
Congress street. Orange, Mass.
Mrs.
the Mitchell block, Church street.
Tibbetts-West.
Mr. Harold Grant
Maria Goodhue has moved from the F. M.
Staples house, Miller street, to Swanville. Tibbetts and Miss Mattie May West were
married at the Methodist parsonage by the
Mrs. Emma Hanson has moved from the
McClintock block, Spring street, to the pastor. Rev. John W. Hatch, Saturday
Ilazeltine house, corner of Court and Miller evening, June 16tli.
They were accomOscar F. A lien wood has moved panied by Mr. Cyrus E. Tibbetts and Mrs.
streets.
from the Frye block, Miller street, to the Emma West. The bride was becomingly
home farm in Belmont, after spending the dressed in a pearl gray suit with white silk
Edwin A. Chapin from waist and carried a bouquet of carnations
winter in town.
Monroe to A. A. Small’s Longfellow house, tied with white ribbon. A very impressive
Miller street.
ring ceremony was used. The groom is a
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Whitten Bros.

IN

THE

CITY.

i

Undertaking

COME IN AND SEE US FIR'T

R. H. COOMBS & SON,
Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods
Calls answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

53^*We also carry

a

or

night.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Bkt K vst. Mk., .(line 11. lOuu.
The annual stockholder' meeting of Odd Feiovvs' Buildin,_' Association "ill be held at <Mu
Fellows' Hall, in Belfast, on Wednesday. July 4
UWt>, at 7 o'clock t*. m.. for the choice ot officers
and the transaction of such other business as
may uronerly come bef ore said meet ini;.
K F. lH'NTON. President.
3vv24
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The undersigned have'mutually agreed to close
their respective places of business all day July 4,
1906.
Fogg& Brown,
Whitten Bros.,
F. O. Smith,
Swift & Paul,
a. a. Howes & Co
Shales & Follf.tt,
E. Wilson,
H. E. Bradman,
K. H. Moody,
B. D. Field,
w. o. Poor & Son.1.
Thomas Gannon,
Dutch Bros

A Bookknparat the DINSMORE STORE.

Apply

at a net.

a

safety fund

709.42
All

over an

its assets

as

regards

as

the

gives

the

es-

51,532,932.31,
of
S233,«

depositors

I above all its liabilities.

moneys received on deposit

win

go

on

interest

u.e

FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH
and on the first days of June and December of each calendar year there will be
dividend of interest made up, which in the past has not been less than :! per
cent per annum, payable the first Mondays after the same. All dividend interest
a

“wanted
—l

Asst. Treasurer.

The last statement of the State Bank Examiner

showing

and at

vas.

THE DINSMORE STORE.

HERBERT 1. FIELD.

fiscal year December I. 1005.

will be
m

dainty, feminine

MAINE.

This bank commenced its thirty=ei glith

Standard

No. 4 Bell Street, Belfast.
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K -p; PP.-an* of M.mrvi.e* are h.Py : ••
pa' the North liidge meetitig-'n.'U'
:
••.!
in -a:d n v. a, on *aturda\. .Tua
m
for the purpose
a: two o'clock p.
1:h*‘
...'.tig .if.••gate' tu the FUstrict Conv-e; tan, t
!..♦
VVatervihe. dune g.irfi. to rite st.it- <
veution at Portland. dune •JTtti. to th- t a :iiy
Convention at Belt a**’. August I't. to -1. n>*—
town committee. and ’>> .ft on any other bu-nue-'S
tFiat may come In-tor- -aid meeting.
Ft*i Order U-puhli-an Town Committee.
Montville. dune l_. *.J.HH> —dwji

HAS THE AGENCY FOR THE

MRS. C. S. WEBBER,

the “Dorothy Dodd”
Pump. Made in Gun Metal,
Patent Leather and White Cana

COLLINS

i'i

Treasurer.

President.

J

give quite

■

Stockton Springs. Maine.

\v2

WILMER J. DORMAN.

ROBERT F. DUNTON

DODD”
“T\0R0THY
if properly fitI

pump last possessing unusual
fitting qualities. There are few
other shoes so stylish or that

«

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK,

and comfortable.

|

K

ip

CAUCUS NOTICE.

stockholders’ Meeting.

Annual

Thursdays. The Spirella Corsets are
guaranteed to be unbreakable, healthful

11

Main-

new

a

..

BELFAST,

H. M. Black’s Store, 63 Church St.,

Pumps,
ted, will not slip at the
heel. They are narrow at the
top, this prevents gaping at the
sides. An invisible elastic gore
holds them at the instep. They
have a special cling fast lining,
and are made over an exclusive

n

FULL LINE of

and do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.
Films for any size or make of cameras. A dark
room free to all.

on

|

fly

POSTOFFICE SQUARE

NO, 4 BELL STREET,

I

North'*:
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rapidly: them > » urgent d-;u mu
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CENSED EMBALMING;®. F. A. Follett & Son

i

WILL NOT SLIP.

Of tin*

F. W

and will demonstrate them at her home,
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FOR RENT.
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Larger line this year than ever.
Quality Better. Prices lower.
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For Hotel Man.

turn

Spirella Corsets
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Opera House,

Belfast. Me.
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From 45c. to $1.40 sq. yard
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showing

$1.00

Saturday Evening,June 23
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DRY GOODS, SMALL WARES and CARPETS

1
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A. D. CHASE & SON

1

tlieir granddaughter, Maggie
They j*
Joseph L. Blake.
.pientsof a number of beauti
and a very pleasant evenins
Uefreshments were served
tag'.' enjoyment finished witl
i by Mr. and Mrs. Patterson
md Strout furnished the music.

ersity of Maine Farming Specia

pretty home wedLadd-Apams.T^
high
oth,
Tue.'day J

ding

_

|
Lorenzo Patterson gave r
tlieir home on Searspori
Belfast, in honor of the

a

Barrik-Joiixsox. A very pretty wedding took place at home of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Johnson in Waldo, June 19th,
A Y.'ORO IN MOTHER’S EAR:
WHEN §
NURSING AN
IN
THE
INFANT, AND
when their daughter, Miss Annabel, was
MONTHS THAT COME BEFORE THAT S
|
united in marriage to Mr. Join. Barrie of
Lawrence, Mass. The parlor was prettily
SCOTTS EMULSION
j
The bridal
decorated for the occasion.
a SUPPLIES THE EXTRA STRENGTH AND %
j
of
and
under
an
arch
stood
evergreen
| party
J? NOURISHMENT SO NECESSARY FOR J®'
j
THE HEALTH OF BOTH MOTHER AND
1
lilies and were attended by the bride’s
I
V? CHILD.
f
and
Mr.
Leona
! friend, Mi>s
Ruckiin,
by
-Cnd
free samr'.e.
If
2
j
SCOTT .V I’1 >\V ,\
S'.
Chemists,
Sidney Johnson, a brother *of the bride.
it wil 1 take place on Friday evening.
x’r.v York.
1*1 400-415 I'e.tr -Sr-vt.
1
}
I The ring service was performed at high
5.;ud»>i.jo; all druggists,
^
! M'l.AMi k N'cn v The Clyde line freight noon by Rev. Ashley A. Smith. The bride
is now
was becomingly gowned in Swiss muslin
| steamer Benefactor, < apt. Emerson, for
the
on the Boston and
Bangor route
and carried a bouquet of bride’s roses. The
J
clearing up the bridesmaid was prettily dressed in white j
Eastern Steamship
W. J. CLIFFORD.Mmiaser
fieight, which the two passenger b■ >.it> silk musb'n and carried a bouquet of bridal>he discharged 1 wreath. The groom wore the conventional
wore
unable to handle.
black, immediately after the ceremony a
cargo at the different landings, arriving at
Bangor Saturday morning on her l:i>t trip bountiful dinner was served in the spacious
east and left Monday for Boston on her
diningroom of the prettv home. Green and
The Benefactor is a steel white ribbon was artistically festooned
I return trip.
SPITZ & NATHANSON
of 874 from the ceiling to the corners of the table,
: steamer with a carrying capacity
Amusement Co.
The steamer City of Bangor arrived The happy couple were the recipients of
tons..
j
PRFSENT
here last Sunday on her first trip since the ! many useful and beautiful presents. Mr.
| collision with the City of Rockland, and and Mrs. Barrie left on the boat for Boston
shows no marks of the accident —The of- j amid a shower of rice and the hearty conAt
ficials of the Eastern Steamship Co m Bau- giaiuiawuijs ui men menus.
into
their
new
have
moved
permanently
gor
A quiet wedding
Moshek-Hay ford.
(juarters on the wharf. No expense has
! been spared in providing every facility for
took place at the Uuiversalist parsonage at
horus
handsome
j w ork, and for the care of passengers. The 8 o’clock Wednesday evening, June 13th,
offices are large, light, beautifully furnished when Marion Edith, eldest daughter of ;
Funny Comedians
and command a w ide view of the Penobscot Loretto and the late Hattie Pierce Hayford
Magnificent Scenery
beautiful Effects
| valley. The waiting rooms are spacious aud of this city was united in marriage to Benhandsomely fitted and will be much appre- jamin R. Mosher, formerly of Orono, by
ciated. The steamship men are delighted Rev. Ashley A. Smith. Mrs. Mosher is one
PRICES 25, 35 Alfa 50 CENTS.
with the new sheds, with the slips and ar- of Belfast’s most popular young ladles and
Seats on sale at Box Office Friday.
rangement for receiving and discharging is well known in this city. She taught for
a number of years in the public schools and
The following are resigned her position to preside over her
Spking Moves.
! among the families who have changed their father’s household. The bride was prettily
'places of residence recently: James P. attired in a becoming gown of blue cloth
Hall, the
|! Wight bought the Clarence M. Knowlton and was attendedofbyherGrace H. her
home
class at
place on Miller street and has moved there- only young lady
I to. Mr. Wight has leased his farm to his school. Ralph Hayford, brother of the
! son, William H. Wight, who occupies the bride, acted as best man. Upon their re- :
I farmhouse, and lias rooted the other house turn they were received by Mr. a id Mrs. i
! nearby to George Wing, who moved from ! 11. B. Toothaker, refreshments served and

|

a;

The Misses Knight and McCorrison are
gi e their 8th annual opening ball at
Dirigo Hall, Searsmont, Tliursdsy evening,
June 28th. They are to have hurdy gurdy
music and Thorndike will prompter. Herbert and Josephine Knight will be the door
managers, with Miller Hobbs and Everett
Heal as aids. A lunch will be served at 4C
cents a couple. Tickets to dance, 50 cents.
Spectators 25 cents. Ladies free. Although
Misses Knight and McCorrison are later
than usual in getting their dances started,
they hope to make up m quality what they
lack in quantity. A new piano from the
Pitcher Music store, Belfast, is to be in,
stalled in the hall, and later concerts will
be given by out of town talent. The opening ball is sure to be a success. If >r ormy,
to

b- .i;>.>n the tax rate for this
be 2 per cent., against 17;

and the bride

Of Cyrus E. Tibbetts
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. West,
wish, s
all of this city.
They have the best
of a large circle ot friends.
sou

immediately credited

depositors,
principal sum.

to the accounts of the

for at the time, will bear interest, the same as the

and if uncalled

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present depositors, and will he pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exenpt from taxation.

This bank will be open for business daily from 9. a. m. to l
Saturday from 9 a. m. to 12 ni.

Saturday

HOWES, ROBERT F. DUNTON,
BROWN, FRED G. WHITE, BEN 0. FIELD,
Belfast, December 1,1905.
JAMES H.

*

<

ARTHUR
Trustees.

I.

p.

in.,

except

V

SS.—In Court of Probate. heln
Probate Court held at Beifast.within and for
fast, on the 12th day of dune, lio,.,
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of Juue,
k
Rackliff. executrix of the last w il:
A D. 1906.
in said * u
RACKL1FF. executrix of the last will of ! man. late of Lincolnville.
ed. having presented her first ai.u finai
Emma Freeman, late of LincolnvOle, in said
a* ministration of said estate for ail< w..,,..
Ct unty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a |
market value of
Ordered, that notice thereof be
petition praying that the actualnow
hands,
her
in
weeks successively, in The RepiiHu.
of
said
deceased,
the property
subject to the payment of the collateral inherit- newspaper published in Belfast, u.
that all persons interested may a:?*
ance rax. the persons interested in the succession
thereto, and the amount of the tax thereon, may bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of
July next, and show eat.-*
be determined by the Judge of Probate.
why the said account sb
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice have,
lowed
of
this
a
ineresteu
copy
by causing
to all \ ersons
GKO. E. JOHN.-11'
order to be published tlnee weeks successively in
A true copy. Attest:
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
P. Hazelti.m p.
Chas.
a
Probate
ear
at
n Belfast, that they may aj i
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
A
I>.
of
of Probate :
Court
10th
1906,
July.
VITAL DO SS.—In
day
county, on the
if
last, on the 12ih day of June,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
of
said
de
the
administrator
F.
petitioner
ert
have,
anv they
prayer
Duuton,
why
the will annexed, on the estate
should not he granted.
m
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Wentworth, late of Waldo, in
Attest:
A true copy.
ceased, having pieseuted his fit-t
Chas. P. Hazeltixe. Register.
count of administration of said esta

|
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POLITICS!

MAINE

INTERESTING LETTER
Sarah Kellogg of Denver, Color
Bearer of the Woman's Relief Corps,
Sends Thanks to Mrs. Pinkham.

Mrs.

f Hancock county iu convention assembled leave no doubt as to wheie
thev stand on prohibition and resubmission.
They endorse the former and condemn the
latter. The Ellsworth American says edi-

Republicans

The following
letter was written
by Mrs. Kellogg,
of 1628 Lincoln

:

‘*ln the strong, forceful and courageous
words of the chairman : in the nominations
that were made, in the ringing resolutions
that were enthusiastically adopted are embodied the sentiments of this section of the
“stand by Gobbi" “Down with reState,
“Enforce the
submission 1"
prohibitory
are slogans that will be heard from
law
until that night in next September
jiov.
when tile sun shall go down upon a party
pledge i to good government, and these

Ave., Denver,
Col.,to Mrs. Pink-

ham,Lynn.Mass.

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
For five years I
was troubled with a
tumor, which kept

growing,causing me

intense agony and
great mental depression. I w as unable to attend to my house work, and life became a burEdituria.lv the Ellsworth Enterprise; den to me. I was confined for days to niv bed,
lost my appetite, my courage and all hope.
:
the
convention
of
says
I could not bear to think of an operation,
“The Republicans of Hancock did some- and in
my distress I tried every remedy w hich
.'ide nominate a ticket which is
thing e.>e
I thought would be of any use to me. and
strong in every particuiai. They placed
reading of the alue of Lydia E. Pinkham's
that ticket up<-n a piattm m that *uaml'for
Vegetable Conn>ound to sick women decided
the 1:;jiie>t principles «•! Republicanism.
to give it a trial.
1 felt so discouraged that I
The great question at issue ;n this State to- had little
ho]>e of recovery, and when I began
issue
ami
this
s
that
ol
temperance
day
to feel better, after the second week, thought
The matter it
was :i;-t l'aii'y ami squarely.
only meant temporary relief but to my
wa> ban lied without g «»v*es, with no resergreat surprise I found that I kept gaining,
vation
equivocate1 whatever. Til re while the tumor lessened in size.
was ii•
■"oijg11 g but the resolutions, as
"The Compound continued to build up my
urahiiiii n>.y
adopted, pronounce in the general health and the tumor seemed to lie
most empha't ic main.-!, the endorsement of
absorbed, until, in seven months, the tumor
the view s >f Goven or 1 obb by the 1!
1 am
was entirely gon° and I a well woman.
cans of Hancock county amt their beljef
Bo thankful for my recovery that I ask you
The to
the law.
in the rigid enforcement
publish mv letter in new spapers, so other
Republicans are linn• y entienched upon w men may know of the wonderful curative
the p ationn of enforced piohibitmn and powers of Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable
have !;.’in.nated to enfi.u’ce this law and all Compound.iaws a ii.an wlmse record 'hows him to be a
When women are troubled with irregdiscip of rigi i enforcement.
ular or painful periods, weakness, dis“T.ci.et and platform a:*' ali right and
both will be Imaitily endorsed by the voters placement or ulceration of the female
of Hancock c >unty at the polls next fain"
organs, that bearing-down feeling, inflammation, backache, flatulence, genTim 1 iepublleans of Mt Desert are m> eral debility, indigestion or nervous
,ess dec led in their portion on this v.ta!
•prostration, they should remember
\t a cuiventioii June g*d to nomiissue
is one tried and true remedy.
nate a •ainiidate for
epn>entat:\e uf the
Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Comchi's towns of Mt. Desert, Trenmiit, N.
cnee removes such troubles.
Harbor, .v-vans is ami and Cranberry I'les pound at
George R. lladlock wa- nominated and the
No other medicine in the world has
received such widespread and unqualiKesoiVed, That we emphatically and mi
fied endorsement. No other medicine
reserved!) approve of (b.v. Cobb's extorts
And that |jas such a record of cures of female
to enforce the law.- of oar state.
ills.
we
) ledge him our full confidence and
active support in carrying on his commendMrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
able work.
to write'her for advice. She is daughterKe.-olved, That we favor the maintenance in-law of
Lydia E. Pinkham and for
and enforcement of our Prohibitory Law
her direction
and that we ask our representative to use twenty five years under
her
decease has been
and
since
ad honorable means to defeat any legislative act whose purpose is to abolish prohiadvising sick women free of charge.
make it less effective in the work She has guided thousands to health.
bition
>f suppressing the liquor traffic in our Address. Lvnn. Mass.

pledges kept."

**
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Jthere

Mate.
KhNMIBEl" KF.FM

i> T.TC A N S

MAKF.

SWANVILLE

NOMINA-

The Kennebec Republican County Conwas he.d
Augusta June 7th.
lion. Wm. J Thompson of South China,
in his address on taking the
presided,

nient of such laws as will give the laboring
man such hours of labor as will give him a
just and fair share of the combined efforts
.,f labor ami capital; favors a strict enforcechair he -aid, among other things;
uf the child labor law ; declares for
\\
'.hat
the
be.ieve
Republican party ment
tie- initiative and referendum ; views with
should be the Id st to advocate the princ p
aiarm
the increase in expenditures "f the
that the people are to carry out: that the
and demands a return to the
Mate sliou.-i more largely contribute to the government,
.a;*
f the unfortunates; the education of >ii!111!!(• ty that becomes a republic ; opposes
am of power at Washington,
1
the
centra::z
ih«* ch i-lreii and the building J -highways,
!
thus equalizing the burden of taxation; an*: pledges enihusiastic support to the
*!:•'
co!;vel;tioll.
d
nominee
that some form o' initiative and referendum j
a
be a'loptfd w Imi -b) tli,J people call ha\
MMuei set C--U\ also ha.- gone on record
iii"i> d.i- et v<' ce in iegi-iaiive matter-.
T lie* resolutions
: ( oi»1i tie! p:«■!.; 1 i: am.
“The lb-, un, i.n party ,n this Mate has
convention in Skowstood foi the piohildtoi \ law and its en- adopted at th* cimniy
•••
-e
.1
:
the
line
i'j:h.
candidacy of
i'oioeinent, because it i.- right and be.>t and liegan,
s
De«
nmei
ol
the p-upm want it. The 1 mmoeralie pc.; t) Governoi
This qUe-imn speech, oppose : es i: mission, favor the in:.a.- -t .od foi a
ceiise law.
caacurefoim
rei>
:
and
itiative
eiidiim,
,'M.ijiii tied ro the people at evei;. el.-t.-t.oi,
1.1.
n.
i.
-...
ami the
have answered it as tie;.
need
of
skow
j
1 i-aow there ar-- n- Walton
aii.-wei
t this lad.
mmm-i <ft ••‘•net
m liis
of
the
sentiments
dua
n the p.uty wle> think that the
! address, lie .-aid. in p
pi< iiibitoi) amei.ouient should be -umir.tled
I >.miething ! as been doing tl
pa.-t two
?
!
■; tl e Mai. of M
an-:, 1": ; ui ate.
of
and
,t
a
in* l.-.-ue,
matter
poiic).
oi.l;.
it
w
tl
t el
e,
poll the Repub! a: pal t\
.»
»te the
man w
! be o..nd enough bi
-t- tinle.-pousibi’iiy for what ha.- *ca |
1 O'jii'-c• atic ticket s•‘•cause he is not
A more strenuous nit* mat has
cha'.K-e to .a ?e the second time*.;, a matter ; •urn-'!.
enforce the Rjoinbito y i,.tv.
j bee II: tde
.iu.de in our party
In.
the
j a i: i
jeep
Mtn
1
I
!e.-e
jlow 1: of .‘l-;'.dlje;d. Ceojge
: lM.it! oi n;> : to
stamp out nullified n. In
-i
oi C ;..
and Wi.iiam A. A)ei were ivit;: i: -ti.ee ! th -.-hpaM the so-eai:.-.| Mur•
W Was | a-.-cd
\ 11*1 because ot the.-e
1i n
eigradt was ,
and
i.-siie confronts u- toda;
i.u-ts a ne
ikew
mu
tied foi a thiid term
much
exeu-i.-ed thereat.
.are
many
people
.I.'.MUMIII
11
.1
'1 he i.-siie now presented ;sthi-:
'i.: ! »Il ful' i'.-gi-lcl «>1 d‘-<IS
lie
! n> we really desire enforced pi ohibition,
ri i)i-- —coml b,tl!<*r, his competitor.- be:n“
heretofore declared for, and promised in
aand
h.
h.
.V.
W'-.-t
Gardiner
'i:i;
>p-ar
It
vei y evident
1 Vai■< !•: nf Dead field. .James K. ikancluud : <*ur party platforms*.’
*•

•■-

■

••

1

»

.1

1

1

>r-

'»

'•

tint’ some, who call lliemselves Repaid::
•: a mi ted for trea- u: er after a 1; v-.y
or po.itwith George A. < u.bunio; Augu-M. cans, are afraid, either on per.-onai
to answer this question in the
G:i> A. 11 duivth ul Gardiner was nominated ] ica, gtounds,
have
nut
affirmative.
They
apparently
e
!'
ciint; attorney on tiie second bailor, t'
111 oil being contested b\ K M.Thomp-oii taken tlie deciaiations in our party platj
them
a.made
inum.seriously, regarding
f Augusta and Dana 1*. Foster of V.
; fid effect; to catch the temperance vote.
vi le.
The most exciting contest of the eonwn- ! They seem to think that tic- Republican
nary of Maine possesses neither pimciples
■:j
was for the office of count> couimist
nor*, courage in its treatment ol this great
.ner, there be'jig seven candidates. Gln.s.

j

—

of those
]•
Kiibretli ot Wmthrop winning on the and important question. 'They
time; afterward
The other candidates were “who endure but for a
fourth baiii t.
Waiter >. Fuller of Wd-.-t Gardiner, Ge.uge when affliction or persecution anseth for
W Paul ot I-dil in ngihtie, .lames K. Flint of the word’s sake, immediately they are
Over against this faint-hearted
>.
Fa.lowe
P. FelUer «>i
iinton, 11. (». offended.”
stands the clear cut,
Pei.t of Monmouth and 1 har,e» Wentworth view of the situation,
of Gov. Cobb in liis
declaration
The resolutions adopted de- superb
of Waterv.'ie.
&
speech at 1 leering :
i.ire for the initiative and referendum as
“1 hail hoped to .-<) conduct the affairs of
applied to -•atutoiN laws, a revision of the
as to enjoy the confiadministration
my
s.-st-m o ‘.1 xat on, good sclnnds,good roads,
of the
good admi nistration, ami 1 dence of my paity and the respect
«i mi
g. o<i
l
willingly forfeit
commend tie- public service of Gov. Gobb pei.p.e of Maine, but
ale to he won and retained
:f
thev
both
j
o’i:i'i-.»iiiii!i
aT;d
are

iiurleigh.

sTCX/K

A1.

-IAN!i>

15Y

I

GOV.

r.

..

.....wl

COBB.
1

words worthy to be uttered by
Governor of Maine; one elected by Ke-

These

are

held in II on Aon
|a
attend the .State and publican voters.
I
lieie is his platform :
•"'iveiiiions the following resolu:
•] Relieve that enforced prohibition, the
w t-i e adopted :
t
kind .hat many counties enjoy today and
W p, the Itepubiicans of Iloultoii, in cau- !
many more might enjoy under the c uitiol
mined, stand soiiuly for Gov. Gobb ,,f local officials were it not for political
address
endorse
his
n.ph.it caby
I c.u option, i the best and most satisfactory
.i-ouethe Deering Republican
ub. mi;hod to regulate the liquor problem in
.• 1: Jj .in, are opposed to local op'ion
■\e.
| Maine.
.c-nse and even more -,o miiiiiicati .il.
ai.<:
his stirring apAnd here, agent emeu,
Wrhe
,-ve that enfor'i*ed prohibition
i |.eal to ;lie members of tile* party which
-atisfactoiw
method
of
,.j;d most
r-gu- ; elected him
tt i._ the iquor problem.
“I had hoped that the Republican party,
•’I-oi Hu- iea-.m we have no de.-in* for
having been committed t<» the principle of
j
-.
a
demand
submission
on
bn’
ibm
t prohibition for
many years, would not be
•••
wlin wi-h to violate the
part I til
cowardly as to abandon that piinciple
I
c-.n-titui .on of Mai .e.
! upon being confronted lor the Jirst time
•A.- a. jev--every county -hon'd enforce
j with an enforcement that meant the downv\!
otiiciai.- without state
j fall of nullification, but would stand firm
We
believe
reiice.
also
that
(iiterfei
,i
as a rock for past} unity in giving enforcecl.ief .-xeciltive <>'. the 1 ment a fairer trial than can be secured in a
tn- gov.-imu, the
the constitution
w ho-e dlitiimi-i
year’s time under present exciting conh'tn to sep that the laws of the ! d'itions.”
..-.pi
a:*- i.dtlii n..\' enforced, should have
li i> not necessary for me to ask you who
tic- lm-aiis at his command 'o ••morce >tate
of .Somerset
rep: -sent the Republicans
.;
vlp-i evei ocal officials
ss devotion to
this ff t
w hetliei
cot
I p. !:'•]..*■ in t In- face of timid counsels and
strengthens
1' V
IN
1! SI I
riM'ATAl,»riS COUNTY. I >trot;g opposition enthusiasm. your loyalty
j;;
I and ai onm*s \ our
\\ i• i:.i v>* been watching tiie trend «•: reW <*
and w it.li Gov. Robb upon these dec,; ;

Ik-publican

;.*•

-•*

;•

caucus

o-gaMs to

1

o

,..ii

-'iPn

.mi

ar»-

sat .sir--,

that

its I lam ions.

;n
t!»• towns, cities and cuun- I
\\e know that bis .statements as to the
the prohibit- \ aw is not weli j hei.eliis (h rived from onfi.rced prohibition
is
is
W
.aw
it
i.eitinenforced,
tnfojoeh.
| are true. We have seen the banei u) ellects
In ! Iscataqu ;> county, while there of uuililication and tie* improvements caused
v. *-ak
believe Unit ! py enforcement. We know of the converts
are -ome people wiio honest.\
e.-;i cmis-;oi' would remedy existing evil.-, i the latte: has made among the members of
all pai lies. '1 lie prohibitory law enforced
we ii.iv*- pot found any considerable sentiThe executive officers to
Most of the advocates I i> w hat we want.
me. t in fav r of it.
I r-'-ubmission base their argument on the ; he nominated by you toda} are already
1
reoi tiie pi -liiDit.ii > law; but is that
pledged by their past efforts and successes
We are
failure where an honest effort is i to a most rigorous enforcement.
ia*.,- a
It does
We will not attempt not disturbed by the Sturgis law.
eniorce it .'
m
at; exiemled argument <«n this point but
not trouble us in the least. We have, no use
resubmission
to
the
for
either
il
attention
present in Somerset county
nip y c
condition of Piscataquis county as com- or the Sturgis deputies.
pared with what it was 30 years ago when
Then, liquor
the writer came to Dover.
Franklin county also has spoken. At the
eight towns in the
was sold in at least
w ill
Republican county convention in Farmingnot
records
county; now, the court
resolution was
show'more than two or three where sales ton June 12th the following
adopted:
are attempted and the complaints are pracCobb
Governor
“We stand squarely with
tically confined to one. This statement can on State issues
and pledge our hearty supbe confirmed by every person who is fahonest effort for the enforcemiliar with the history of the county during port to every
ment of laws and the overthrow of all forms
the last 30 years.—Piscataquis Observer.
of nullification.”
MeGII.LICl.TJDY DEFEATS MONTGOMERY.
The Republicans of Waterville are also in
In a very largely attended and enthusias- line.
At their caucus June 13th a ballot
tic Democratic District convention held in was taken on the question of resubmission,
Auburn June 7th Hon. D. J. McGillicuddy for the benefit of the delegates to the Mate
of Lewiston defeated Hon. Job 11. Mont- and district conventions, resulting ’-1 tor
gomery of Camden by the vote of 210 to 157, and 511 against the proposition to resubmit
and was then unanimously declared the the constitutional amendment relating to
Democratic nominee for Congress from the the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
second district. Mr. McGillicuddy then ad- liquors.
dressed the convention and was followed by
Dr. G. Langtry Crockett oi Thomastou.
A blessing alike to young and old; Dr.
The platform adopted makes no mention
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry;
of the prohibitory law. It denounces the
nature’s specific for dysentery, diarrhea
system of protection and calls for a reciprocity treaty with Canada. It asks for such and summer complaint.
legislation from congress as will restore the
Cures croup, sore throat, pulmonary
merchant marine to the position it held
over pain of every sort.
nder Democratic rule, favors the repeal of troubles—Monarch
favors the enact- Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
labor

stienati,
t

ii.

,,

eeonspiracy

law,

,,

ance.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 12th day of
June. a. D. 1906.
J W. ManehespLARA W. MANCHESTER and
ter. executors of the last will of Eunice A.
of Waldo,
in
said
Palermo
County
late
of
Cain,
t-ceased. having presented a petition praying
that this Court ma\ determine who are entitled
balance of said estate now in their hands
fur distribution, their respective shares therein
amt order the same distributed accordingly
uers give notice t<
Ordered, That the said pd.
.,H persons interested by eausim- a copy "t this
rder to be published three weeks successively in
fiie Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Belfast, that tluv may appear at a Probate
asaid
r.Mirc to be held at Belfast, within and for
1'. 19Ut
County, on tin 10th day •■! July. A.
ami show cause.
ii; ten ot the clock her ue m-oii.
,f any they have, why the prayer of said petition-lionId" not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A cost
A true copy.
Chas. 1’. Hazkltixe. Register.
At a

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareit i> Pleasant.
It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups,
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor mlc ;• Narcotic
substance, its age is its guarantee. It ... Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures DiarrSn. a and Wind
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cim < < oostipatiou
It assimilates the Fond,
and Flatulency.
.1 ales tlio
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and
iteral sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's 1 1 e.-uti.

CENTER.

at BelProbate, he
of June. 1906
W. Mauchester,
Eunice \. Cain, late
rs of the l ist wi 1 ot
Palerm*>. in s:u<i Count v. deceased, having nr*
ted their -ecocd ami tiuai accrunt id idniitiistra-h'i! of said estate furalbnvan e
ordered. That notice thereof be given. Three
Ret ubliraii Ji ii nial. a
m
♦ ks -m cessive!v. in The
in -aid County,
newspaper published in Belfast,
Proy attend at
all ner.-ens interested
V-e 'c.-uir to be he'd at Bella.-t,if on the loth day
sln.w
cause,
ami
any
have,
they
,iu 1 v next,
ivln trie said n-vunt >lmu d not be a.lowed.
GEO. K. lollNSttN. Judge.

98

It Co

CASTORIA

|j
j

A

the

ALWAYS

Chas. P. Hazki

j

ie id v—Attest
as.

SEARSJIONT.
Mrs. Janies

Chappell of Windsor, Nova
visiting her sister, .Mrs. Fannie j
Luce... A. 1. York, M. D., wife and son of
Wilton are visiting Mrs. York’s aunt, Mrs.
Ii }.; Holmes.Mr. Ambrose Thompson
ilied 'of typhoid pneumonia June 15th after
Mr. Thompson was
a sickness of 48 hours.
a highly respected citizen and a prominent
Mason.’ The funeral took place, at the
church Sunday afternoon. Rev. C. F. Curdy ]
officiating. The musical selections, “Lead j
Kindly Light” and “Why Weepest Thou,” !
The
were finely rendered by the choir.
Masonic ceremony was performed at the ,
a
is
survived
by
Mr. Thompson
grave.
w ife_Harold C. Cobb and Irving Tooth-

The Kind You Have Always Bought

is

|

irA 1.1 >(» ss -In * «>art -t •
\> last, "i the 12th .i\ >0 J
1
Tyler, administrator on lie-

\h.r>e, late of Troy, in .-ai
having presented his final

THE

CENTAUR

COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET.

NEW YORK

CITY.

1

P. Ha/.FLUNK. Register.

fast,

in Court of Pr< 11.»:•
lr A l.Do ss
H
fast. on the 12th day ..! •!
A. Barker, administratrix oi t * eK. Barker, late of Trnv. in said 1
having presented ln-r final act* unt
ti n ot -aid estate for allowance.

M.

\] ,niv

In Use For Over 30 Years.

,,unt
anee.

1

>>f administration of said

estate

for uliow-

Tj-.at notice thereof he civet;, three
a
week- *ucce-siveiv. in The R. \ uldican J< urna
Reliant, in -aid ( ounty.
new-paper published in
at a P'>atteiui
interested
may
that all persons
the WUh day
ouit. to be held at Belfast. «»n
ext, and si ow ause, it any they have,
of Ju 1 \
allowed.
not
be
should
wh% tlie said account
GE< >. K. JOHNSON, Judge.

1

(ijJticd

Ordered, That notice thereof p,I’he Repub'.!
weeks successive.y.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may artei
bate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, i.
of July next, and show cause, it at
d b*
why die said arc.unt slumn
GEO. L. 1 OHNS*
A true copy.
Attest
( has l’. Hazi li in

>

A

Republican
WII.I,

HI

HALL,

CITY

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile
(iinunent will cur*’ Bind,
ami
Bleeding
Itching
Piles. Ii absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at onci acts
las a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams' Indian F:!e Ointment is prepared for Piles and IteliEvery box is
of the private parts.
v.
ranted. By druggists, by mail
ami
cents
#1.00.
,'»0
WILLIAMS
ot
dipt
price
MANUFACTURING CO., Crops., Cleveland, Ohio.

State Convention j
HKI.U IN

PORTLAND,

Wednesday. June 27, 1906,

aker are at home for the summer vacation.
Dr. and Airs. Turk and Miss Lillian
Holmes will spend a few days in liangor
this week_Miss Sarah A. Farrar is visiting her sister, Mrs. R. F\ Duntou, in Re!-

\ true

copy—Attest:
(

HAS. I*.

Hc.ZKLTi.NE.

Register.

[

probate < ourt held at Belfast, within and
tlie Countv of Waldo, on tlie 12th day of
June. A L>. 1906.
G. TAINTER, guardian of Stella L.
4 NMK
of
Tainter of Winterport. m said County
a
Waldo, having presented a petithm praying for
certain
and
sa.e
convey
a;
license to sell
private
:eal estate of said ward, described in said petition. for purpose named therein.
to
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
of this
ail persons interested by causing a copy
in
.,ider to be published three weeks sru ces-m cly
I lie i.epubliean Journal, a newspaj er published
a
Probate
at Belfast, that they may appear at
t.
-aid
Pont, to be heni at Belfast, will p and
I>.
11*
A.
of
h day
July,
it
:«-u of the Oioek before noon, aim -!i"W cause.
said petitioner
i;\ they have, whv the prayer of
-1
-d.d iiot he granted
GKO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest
\
e c py
Cmas. 1*. Hazkltink, Register.
At
for

10 .0 1 >'» I.OCK A. M
fur the purpose of m ii mating a candidate for
U
be
GOX'el liul
sUppulted at the Septen.hel
flection, and transacting am other business
1’or sale l»y II.H. Monily
that max piepei I\ <•< nic etorc it
The ha-ls of 1 epfe-mlatl' H x\ .!! be as Jol’ov, s; ;
Kach fit v. town and pianlattou will he entitled;
KNOX.
to (II.e dt' legate; and tor each To votes cast lor j
the liepublicaii cainiulare lor (.Governor in P.04 an !
J. li. McGray recently bought a fine pail
additiona 1 de,» gate ; and t« 1 a 11 aetioii ot 4- vet* s ;
of
well matched; gray mares of Alton J ill e\et*ss uf V'\n'e».
a luithei additional dele- j
Iliehai dson of t linton.Mis. Charles gate. Vacancies in 1 lit delegation ol any city, :
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Ordetetl, That notice there* 1 n*
weeks successively, in The Kej
newspaper publisl ed in Bellasthat all person* inten-.-ded mi,.
bate Court, to be held at Be'fa*;."!
of July next, and show cause, n
whv he said account should run
*iEo. K. JOHNS'
Attest:
A true copy
Chas. 1*. Hazfltin-

t rat ion <d

Maron tbe 12th day of June. 190R.
Reynolds, executrix of the last will of
Kdis. late of xlonroe. :n said County.de..,1'e'd. having presented her first and final ac-
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tie
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Ordered, that in-nce there":
weeks successively. in'lb*- hep
a newspaper published in Be'
tliat all person* interested ma
bate Court, to be held at Belt.-day of July next, and sh \v
lia’\e, whv the said a< count si
GEO. E. .'OH > s'
A true c py. Attest:
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Ordered. That notice there*
weeks successively, in The Rej
newspaper published in Beifathat all persons interested m:
bate Court, to be held at Belfas
of July next, and show cause, h
why the said account should m
GEO. E. JOHN.-*
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What is CASTORIA

found on
had an iil turn last week and was
his face
the floor in an unconscious state,
in the head
1 covered w ith blood from a out
better
j caused by Hie fall. He is somewhat Crooks
now_Lillie Morrell and son of
Real, over sunj wi re w 1th her mother, Mrs.
dae... .David Moody is much better.
is
visiting Mrs.
of
Seurspoit
Delia George
in
K a. Robertson.... 11. I*. White was
A. Rob...FI.
1,looks and Monroe Sunday.
counteertson has been wearing a smiling
: nance Since last Saturday. It is a girl, Rescame last
ball
a
w
as
There
li...
! sie Kthely
Monroe
Saturday on the heights between
and swanville. Tl.e score was I to nothing
There will bo a
in favor of Swauville.
G. Hussey is
..ame next Saturday...-Dinar
Lee Hucklin lias sold ins
gaining slowly
Richatd l.ubettson is at
horse for sv’50
woik for George Cartridge in seurspoit.
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Remember that it is Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound that is curing women. and don't allow any druggist
to sell you anything else in its place.

1 ION-.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per/)
sonal supervision since its infancy.
'~ta*vY,
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

a new
Ephraim Littlefield has bought
Horatio Marr
rubber tired buggy wagon

Scotia,

"■*.

...

CENTER LINCOLNVILLE.
I. V. Miller of Helfast has been visiting
in town fora few days... H. E. Rankin,
who has been at home front Waveriy, Mass.,
rereturned Wednesday....Frank Gray
Mrs.
turncd to Stonington, Wednesday...
Camden
from
Alice Miller arrived home
of the
Kridav_Miss Georgia Miller, one at
the
members of the graduating class
a ten
on
has
gone
Castine Normal School,
1 lie
davs trip to Washington, D. C-■ the
for
schools in town will close this week
summer vacation.

:

WALDO

I:»l)NA

MONROE.
Mrs. Franklin Chase went to Farmingexton last week to attend the graduating
one of the
ercises. Her daughter, who had
to spend her
class parts, returned with her
and Mrs
Mr.
home....
at
vacation
summer
week to
F 1 Calmer went to Cortland last
the G. A.
of
State
Encampment
attend the
is
Ii_Miss Viola Nealley of Hampden
White....
visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry
to do
Susie Howden goes to Seal Harbor
table work for the season.

WRITTEN BYA NOTABLEWOMAN

Hancock County tor Cobb and Prohibition.
The ringing resolutions adopted by the

torially of the county convention

County Correspondence.
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EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The su!
W>
by gives notice that she has an
pointed executrix of the last will
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ALONZO SUI TE, late of ho1
x
County of Waldo, deceased,
demands
against the estate
having
t
same
ed are desired to present the
and all indebted thereto are reques
payment. immediately.
in the

MARGARET.'
Belfast, Jure 12, 1‘JO‘N

EXECUTRICES NOUt K The su» s,
by give notice that they have
will a;
pointed executrices of the last
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WILLIAM 0. FOLSOM, late of In\
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the
in the

tlement, and all indebted thereto
make payment

to

immediately.^

an-
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were members of a
Naval court martial convened at Xewliern with Commander II. K. Davenport President and Paymaster Stone of
the flagship Minnesota Judge Advocate.
Kight here let me state that it
best six weeks' schooling 1
was the
ever had, for b\ it 1 learned to rely on
myself. This court was composed of
>even members, oi which I was the
junior, and in Naval court martials the
J junior is always called on to give his
opinion first, so tlint he shall not be in1 had to rely
I rtueuced by his seniors.
| on myself and render my verdict from
mv own standpoint, with no knowledge
whatever as to what the verdict of the
others was to he. 1 studied DeHart on
court martials much, for the court combined in forenoons only, presuming
that some of the officers took wine at
dinner and would not be in condition at
all times to render a sound verdict, i
soon found that in a majority of the
cases that came before us a majority
of tlie court was of my way of thinking,
and 1 also found that'in matters of that
kind I was a better man than I had
This court adtaken mvself to be.
journed "the first of February and the
relieved
was
Commodore Hull
by the
gunboat Underwriter and we were
ordered to take up our position in the
Trent river below the town.
Having now been in the service for
about three years, without one day's I
leave of absence 1 applied for and ob- I
tamed thirty days leave in order to j
At that
visit my parents in Belfast.
time Belfast was on the outside: there
was no communication with it except j
bv stage via Augusta. I took an ocean
>tearner from Morehead City, X. C.. to
Fortress Monroe, and a steamer from
there to Baltimore, and failing to make
connections had to remain in New j
York over Sunday, so that 1 was a long j
time in reaching my home, and you
car; judge ot my astonishment when 1 ;
'.eau' in" the paper the morning after
iiiv arrival that the rebels had made a
n-.’gin attack on the gunboat Under- |
w riter which had relieved us hut a few \
li.ivs before, that the captain and two
officers and several men had been killed and tiw steamer burned and that
the rebels all got away. Tins daring deed
le our lines and within 5im
was el u< in
yards of one of our forts. T-e Cotiwho
led this expedition was
teelerate
i.ieut. John Taylor Wood of the Confederate navy, grandson of ex-PresiI do not know as 1
det;t. X. Taylor.
care to speculate as to what toe result
would l ave been had we remained
there instead ot being relieved by the
1 know that we
fated Underwriter.
oiu'.d have put up a better tight, for
ours was a bigger boat, higher out of
water, had a hoarding netting to keep
'■n boarders, and kept a better watch.
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Xot
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trees, many of I
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we were up the river
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t d these trees would
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the river but not
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doubt thought they
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twenty rods it did
lie
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ommander Flusser
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away tlie rebels
ution. he ordered I
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each vessel, j
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the Miami
ordered the Coin•f
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Cue river while the
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and at midnight
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ad done the rebels
tli nit the loss of a
lie

again ordered
ictober of that year

we were
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wife died and lie ol>ntl:>’ lease of absence
ed in temporary com-itationed for a time off
and later ordered to
i to enlist a crew of
itioned in a previous
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•lanuary, 1S64, Captain

returned and assumed
we returned
to Newi'iaeed as tlie guard ship
river above Xewbern.
unrs that tlie
enemy was
mg North Carolina, as
before when all was
Potomac. Our forces
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winter quarters a
had come south to
country and to threaten
ii forces in the Sounds.
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guard
Neuse river both Captain
we

me

lay

as
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no rv.
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nights, and the
by Flusser were
anxiously awaiting it. The tleet was
composed of the following vessels: viz.,
Miami, Lieut. Commander Flusser:
Southfield, Acting Volunteer Lieut.
Ceres. Acting
French:
Charles A
Master H. H. Foster, and Whitehead,
W.
Barrett.
G.
Capt.
Acting Ensign,
Flusser had made Ins plan of attack on
the ram when sue should appear. lie
placed the two biggest boats, the
Miami and the Southfield, abreast of
each other but spread 30 feet apart bytwo spars of bard pine timber and when
the ram came in sight they were to go
ahead at full speed and get the ram between them and so tangled
up with
them that if they sank she would sink
also. The Whitehead was sent up the
river to note and report her approach
and the Ceres was tube the tender to
the two bigger vessels and do duty as
occasion required.
Everything hud
been arranged so far as the Xavy was
concerned for the protection of its own,
and lmd not a change been made to go
to the assistance of the forts, which
were hard pressed, all would have been
well with it. as the last letters written
by the gallant Fiusser will show. They
were as follows:
the attack for several
little fleet commanded

heavy growth

ugh

tb-

j

and they bad a
seines for taking
11,i1.L’ iftie seine each
fur future use and
v ider to the lames
The
the river.
ad our ship will
'o come later.

>

if

O..,,

a

Hull had been captured it would not
ive >een until somi of them had bt t n
killed on the other side.
winter
d iring i1
m that time <
ami early spring the rebels were pressing us I ard on all sides. They were
l’iyipy ng t'.a- peuinsuiai bet w t.
1110 i: >’11 the lioauoke river and New.
with
headhem on the Neuse river,
quarters at Washington at the head
waters of the Pimlico river, the place
where we had been beleaguered, and
had defended so well the spring btlore.
but which had been evacuated by us
since that time. Plymouth and Newborn were no miles apart across country,
with Washington about midway between, while tor us to change from one
of these formications to the other it j
all water transportation and a
was
distance of lsu miles, and the army
having but few transport steamers the I
work of carrying troops from one place
ti the other was extremely slow. Every
gunboat in the Sounds was called into
requisition and they were continually
playing battledore and shuttlecock betwo places, expecting
these
tween
daily an attack on one or the other or |
both. This was kept up for nearly a
mouth. To add to the excitement it
was rumored that two rebel ironclad i
rams we re being built on the upper waters of the Hoanoke and the Neuse
rivei and that they were nearing com-'
pietiuii and as soon as completed a j
simultaneous attack was to he made on
One of these rumors
both piaces.
proved to he a fake, for the rebels were I
on the Neuse river.
no
ram
building
But tlse other was no dream, as we
learned to our sorrow, for on the night I
ot April la. l>i'4, the rebel ram A.;
marie, built at Edward's Ferry. I.'1
miles above Plymouth on the lioauoke, j
made a night attack on our fleet, sinkjug one gunboat and driving the rest
out of the river, causing the death of !
Lieut Commander Charles Flusser. <
one of the bravest and most loya; officers that ever lived, and c msing the unconditional surrender of the ;aud forces
the next day. Here again had it^not j
have been for assistance ( aptaiu Fins- |
ser was called upon to render the army
rhat night this sad affair might not j
have occurred and the result would !
have been a victory for us, as Flusser
had predicted.

-Pa- town of Mura
line
was
t-re
;
town was near
saiu {•'
an
jnr.-.t

lloanoke
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X t'., April IT, 1*04. I
enemy are about the
town. They have lired on us today
pretty lively. The Ceres (with her
usual bad luck had one killed and
several wounded. 1 expect an attack by the ram, before daylight in
I feel confident of
the morning.
success as far as the Xavy is concerned.
My plan of defense prevents me giving the army what aid
I should wish before the ram is
whipped. You need not be uneasy
I have written the
as to the result.
Admiral as I write you.

Plymouth,
sir: The

Yery respectfully,
your obedient servant,
C. XV. Flussek,
Lieut. Commander, U. S. X.
To Commander,
II. K. Davernport.
wrote his
Twenty four hours later
last epistle on earth, as follows:
he

U. S. S. Miami,
I.
Plymouth, X. ('., April 18, 1804. 1
Sir: We have been lighting here
all day. About sunset the enemy
made a general advance along the
whole line. They have been repulsed. There is no firing now, at 9.30.

1

j

j

Let the greatest athlete havedyspepslj
and his muscles would soon fail. Physical strength is derived from food. If a
man has insufficient food he loses strength
If he has no food he dies. Food is con
verted into nutrition through the stomIt depends on the
ach and bowels.
strength of the stomach to wfiat extern
food eaten is digested and assimilated
People can die of starvation who hav«
abundant food to eat. when the stem act
and its associate organs of digestion anc
nutrition do not perform their duty
Thus the stomach is really the vital organ of the body. If the stomach is”weak1
the body will be weak also, because it is
upon the stomach the Uxiy relics for it:
strength. And a- the Indy, considered a:
a whole, is made up of its several mem
bers and organs, so the weakness of th<
body as a consequence of "weak” stomach" will lie distributed among the orIf tin
gans which compose the body.
body is weak because it is ill-nourished
that physical weakness will be found ir
ail the organs—heart, liver, kidneys, etc.
The liver will be torpid and inactive,
giving rise to biliousness, loss of appetite,
weak nerves, feeble or irregular action oi
heart, palpitation, dizziness, headache
backache and kindred disturbances and
weaknesses.
Mr. Louis Pare, of Quebec, writes: "Foi
years after my health began to fall, my head
grew diriy. eyes pained me. and my stomach
was sore all the time, while everything 1
would eat would seem to lie heavy like lead
The doctors claimed that
my stomach.
it was sympathetic tremble due to dyspepsia,
and prescribed for me. and although 1 toot
their powders regularly yet I felt no better,
My wife advised me to try Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery—and stop taking the doctor's medicine
She bought me a bottle and
we soon found that I began to improve, so 1
kept up the treatment. I took on flesh, rnj
stomach became normal, the digestive organ*
worked perfectly and 1 soon began to look
like a different person. I can never cease tc
be grateful for what your medicine has done
for ine and 1 certainly give it highest praise.’

on

Don't !*• wheedled by a penny-grabbing
dealer Into taking inferior substitutes foi
Dr. Pierce's medicines, recommended tc
be "just as good."
To gain knowledge of your own bodyin sickness and health—send for the People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser. A
book of 1003 pages.
Send 21 one-cen1
stamps for paper-covered, or 31 stamps
for cloth-bound copy. Address Dr. R- V.
Pierce, 063 Main street, Buffalo. N. Y.
I am fearful our upper fort may be

anything

cone, but do not know
tain about it.
The s'tli

cer-

redoubt repulsed three severe assaults, but the
enemy still occupy a position near
it. The ram will be down to-night
or to-morrow.
1 fear for the pro1 shall have
tection of the town.
to abandon my plan ot fighting the
The
ram lashed to the soiithlield.
army ought to he lvinbuved at once.
I think 1 have force enough to whip
the ram, but not suilicient to assist
in holding the town ns 1 should like.
Reports of killed and wounded will
be forwarded as smui as time is had
to make them out.

|

J complete
to them,
j had done proved a hindrance
i and was no doubt the cause of the
sinking of the Southfield. 1 hey had
succeeded in getting the two spars that
spread them apart into position and

t servant.
W. IT.rssiii:.
Lien’, tVinmaiider.
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Xow follows the report of Actim :
Master AVm. Wells. Kxecutive Olliee
of the Miami, the morning after tin
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REPRESEN 1INO OVER FORTV-EIVE .MILLION ASSETS
Eire, Lite, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, a in,.:
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate l>o,.dp ana

tlmaa

trial,

»» much *• the
or BO cent sin.

Ou and after June 4, 1006. trams c >nnectiug
Burnham aud WaterviLe w.th thr n.gh tain*
for and from Bangor, Water nie. i' rtlami and
Boston, will run as tol!o\i>
.it

AM

at th# Lab*
oratory of E.C.DoWltt
a Co Chicago. P.B.A.
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SOLD BY It. U. MOODY.

Belfast. depart
[■ >iiu.
Waldo
BroOKS
Kn.'x
Thorndike
I'nitv
Burnham, arrive
Clinton
...

Commencing Monday, April

30. IdOii.

w irerv,

the

% apes and both sexes, affordiing permanent relief in all
.2 cases caused by impurity of
the blood, such as Kidney.
ConBladder and liver Complaint*.to Cores
peculiar women.
atipatlon sod Weakness
where all other medIt proves successful in cases
No sniferor should dcsicines have totally failed.
untried. It has an nnpair aa long as this remedy isover thirty
for
years, and has
of
aucceaa
record
broken
ForsaleValldruggiste
won host, of warm friends.
Rondout,
ot write to Dr. David Kennedy’s Sons,
booklet.
for » free .ample bottle and medical
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‘Flair soirion
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
from Belfast and a'. 1 st.it now n Branch.
Through tickets to all points \Ye*t ami North
we>»t. via all routes, for sale B\ Lnvo Sanb«»«s,
r, E«>. F EVANS
Vgetit. Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E Booth by. (len’I Pass, and Ticket Agent.
55.00

Mom

covers

JOHN S. FEHNALD,

rile

COTTAGE LOTS.
Any size from a few hundred feet to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast t<
Saturday Cove. Fine view of oay and islands,
also have a large list of city property and farm:
all sizes and prices. Send tor book.
r. S. HOLM r.S,
Real Estate Agent .Belfast, Me.
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MAURlCKW. LORD. City Clerk.

* p.
Akhivk—stoekton 2..>S p. in., searsport
in.
Leaving Caribou 7.i.*> i. in Pres.) ie isle .41
a. in..
a. m.. Fort Fairfield 7.15 a. m.. Boulton 0.15
Ashland 8.10 a. in.. Millinoeket it.15 a. in Milo
p> 23 p. in So. Lagrange 12.50 p. in., Bangor .via
B. By. & K. Co.) 12.40 p m.. No. Bangor 1.20 p. ni.

Akhivk—Stoekton 8 02 p. in.. Searsport s.l- p.
Bres.pie Isle 12.55
ni. Leaving Caribou 12.25 p. m
in
Moulton 2.25 pm
p. in., Fort Fairfield 11.53 a.
Fort Kent 11.50 a. in.. Ashland 1.25 p. in.. Milli
IP.'.
Iiockt-t 4.111 p ill., Mil.. p. 47 p. UP. I'.r.'.'tivlll,'
Dov- r «.Y Foxeroft 5.77 p. in.. So. La5 05

tinder an order passed by the City Council on
.June l. liXKi, 1 am hereby authorized and instructed to advertise for sealed proposals for building
street to
a sewer on Main street from Church
from
Congress street, and also on Cedar street
as per
street,
near
Franklin
Main street, to end
Wheeler.
plans of Parks
p m.
Such proposals must be received prior to
....

v

-Stockton
Leaving Milo 7.if.

BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY.

Sewer Construction
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Second hand hack, top surry, open surry,
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President.
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NOTICK OF LOCATION.

LIVERJCURE!
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SALESMEN.
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To all whom it may concern:
The Stockton Springs Water Company of Stock
tit,
ton springs, Maine, hereby gives notice to
public ami especially to all who are interest,-,
therein, that in accordance with the
of the statutes of Maine, it has tiled with tin
of Waldo
County Commissioners of the county
Maine a map or plan of its location, togethei
of
its watei
a
location
description,
by
with tiie
known a*
pipe line from Boyd’s Pond, otherwise
Half Muon Pond, in the tow n of Searsp >rt to sau
Stockton Springs, on the fifth day of June, law
ot
and a copy of said location was duly recorded
said fifth day of June, in Waldo ( ounty Registrj
of Deeds. Hook ‘JS4, Page 14.
STOCKTON SPKINGS WATER CO.
its

M

—

I’nity.

WANTED!

B U R F A l>,

BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE,

Frank W. Collins,
June 15, 1906.—3W'J5

i'
7

r.

In Lffect

ADVERTIS -MENT in the Kaglt
costs little, hut brings large results, he
cause the EAGLE INFORMATION l»l
REAL is constantly helping it.
Write for listing blank and Advertising
Rate Card. Address

you

7 20

‘..X'S'jW'S’
10
replaced.

MAGAZINES BOUND.

advertisements than any New York
at tin
paper. It stands l'RE-EMINENTRY

i

a'

1( 3"

Benton
Clint-'u.
Burnham, depart.

REPAIRING.
the

r 3 :

:

26 Miller Street. Side Door. Belfast.

STOCKTON SPRINGS WATER CO

Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy is adapted to all

italic

Book Binding
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The Brooklyn Eagle is the best advertis
ing medium in tlie world, it carries inert
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4 35
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at n.do a. m.

| Books loose
cents up.

s
47.
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FRE1> W. BOTE. Amrnt.Belfast
t A1.Y1N AFSTIN.
President and Hen'! Manager. Boston.

By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can you
take a few? If so, list your house in tin
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE FREE IN
FORMATION BUREAU, for which pur
nose a printed Blank is provided.
The service of the INFORMATION BU'
RE AIT

.«■

E* !>

All eartro, except live stock. \:a tin- -t>“.umuof thi-company, is in-a * d against tin1 and marine risk.

i

!

1
-1

7 :11
4>
7 77

From Hampden and Soarspo [ Monday-. w
| Pol-hind..
m-sdays and Friday-.
From Bansjor. via Wmterpoir and Bmk-po:;
i Warervii.e.
; daily, except Sunday-, at i..m p m

i

■

Ba.

ml Kook la ml.
)>
For Si airsport and ll imp l.-a F. r
day- ami Mimlay- at 7.4' a m.
i'.:
For Bucksport. >'uuorport a
•:.
o\«vpt Monday, at 7.4' a m
■•;•••:.
summer from Bo-ton.
If F. I I'lfNINti.
From Boston daily. r\ •••p» ^• ;mi > at *1 p.
t- -oin lo'iklaml.' via Fanid-n. <:ail>.

Monday,

M

7
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BELFAST

City

Prepared
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mmm®
SUMMER SERVICE.

Nose and Throat.

g Dr.

Grip In Two.

Cures a Cold in One Day,

I

;

ToUarbottlThoIdTsH"

1 advertisement.

obedient servant.
\VM. i\. WELLES,
Master and Executive Officer.

M A 1 > i:

FROM

Brooklyn, N. V.

KIDNEY

—

Remember the Full Name

Always

(i TKirSA WEEK TO HOSTOX.

Digests What You Eat

Mention the paper in which

la Every Heme.

l\\

I

Laxative

I had stomach trouble and was in a bad state as I
had heart trouble with it. I tor < Kodol Dyspepsia
Cura for about four months and it cured me.
f
D. KAUBLE. Nevada, 01

I

Core*

'ke 1

u

the t-ye.

t

NOYES & NUTEER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

distress me by makin*
After eatir.f, my food w.-j
my heart pa.pitate ar.i 1 vr-.ild be-.-erne very w eak.
an : it cave me immeFinally I cot a bettie of K
diate relief. After usinc a iew t riles I a:n cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS. Penn Yan. N. Y.

o

Take.

pleasing

AGENT. BELFAST.
_MANI FACTIKK1)

digests what you eat. takes the strain of!
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigr-'ticn, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucoui
membranes lining the Stomach and Bigestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach-

fellow struck you
“1 didn’t know him, and it is our rule not
an\ attention to anonymous contributions.”— The Bohemian.

to

attractive

their

work are

Cure

Dyspepsia

to pay

FUuait

have a

not

KINEO RANGES
with

Kodol

when that

Powerful

Why

kitchen.

1UAu

to

j

ISil

Kineo Ranges

—

„„

Ur. IVC.NIMELUY

Dumm,*

range that not on y hakes -.veil
but adds to tlie looks of the

attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
swell, and puff up against the
expand
heart. This crewds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the course of
time the heart becomes diseased.

An Editor’s Reply.
you

sad tfce-.r

Insurance and inspection.

viile.
Harriet A. Piper, Monroe, to Anna L.
Wildes, Belfast; land in Monroe.
Daniel B. Plummer, Montville, to Roscoe
P. Downer, do. ; land in Montville.
Nellie K. Sherman, Palermo, to E. S.
Kitchen, do.; land in Palermo,
Andrew J. Stevens, Belfast, to Ellis M.
Wallace, do.; lanu in Belfast.
Sarah E. Steward, Belfast, to Charles 0.
Dickey, Nortliport; land in Northport.
Caro E. Turner, Somerville, to Leonard
L. Fish, Appleton; land in Liberty.

“Why didn’t

-t a

the kitchen is the best room m

I

Melvin Willey, Clinton, to Ruel Willey,
Unity ; land in Cnity.
A. 'll. Nichols, Searsport, to Alonzo Leadbetter, Belfast; land and buildings in Swau-

j

K .sir.

more

the house.

Springs.

r

written in haste and under grea t
excitement and he did not have th 6
s
opportunity to go into the details, a 8
both he and Acting Master Newmai If
Executive Officer of the Southfield, di i
was

o?

'RUE 6l CO., Auburn. Maine.

t

.,

respectfully,

Acting Hear Admiral
S. P. Lee,
Commanding >’orth Atlantic
lilockading Squadron.
This report of Acting Master Wellt s?

..

came wt:h an

■wnf"' s?'•t

Fish, China, to Abram L. Fish,
Liberty ; land in Liberty.
Fred*G. Flinn, et a
Hampden, to Fred
W
Flliugwood, W intei port; land and
buildings in W'interport.
Bertha t). Hall, Frankfort, to Albin Kenney, do.: land and buiiding> in Frankfort.^
Amasa S.
Heal, Bedard, to Dana E.
Fh-tcher, Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville.
Dannie E. Jenkins, et ah, Monroe, to
Harriet A. Piper, do.; land in Monroe.
Emma L. Jameson, C'earsmont, to Kulus
L. Choate, Montvihe; land and buildings in
Searsmont (:! deeds).
Joseph F. Kelley, Unity, to John McDonald, Freedom; land in Freedom.
Willis M. Kelsey, Knox, to Charles E.
Mixer, do.; laud in Knox.
Mary 6. Lewis, Liberty, to Lenora L.
Fish, Appleton; land in Liberty.
Charles 11. MeQuarne, Ashland, to Lizzie
Magee, Stockton springs; land in Stockton

of the ram. While firing one
of these guns with liis own hands
and while the lock-string was still
in his hand, a fragment of his own
shell, which after striking the ram
broke into several pieces, rebounded on board the Miami, striking
Captain Flusser and cut him in two
and lie was thus killed by his own
hand. The loss to the country of
such a brave, gallant, zealous and
energetic othcer is irreparable, and
To speak of
for him we mourn.
him is but to praise him, for to the
last his example was that of patriotism and of honor to the liag.
I have the honor to be,
voi

•>

convulsions-^

>c. and

Humtihrevs’ Mel. Co., William A John Sts., N. Y,

John W

[

in

\;;-^ner
aeaso

[

irn. Me.
son shows symptoms
f liavn g worms, and I know
■me will give prompt rel.et
Mv oldest son now a
•n a boy. si.-kly and u p.•
health. We gave pim
ew and thrived or. .t.
We
it saved lits itfe

40 years, the only success-^
ful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $3.
Sold toy Druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.

x.ox.t.xx,.

mor

very

n

w

•stimonta!

over

roe.

j

2S,

l:t ti
l;;its

j

lUE’S ELIXIR

DEBILITY,

No.

at go
ou

indirect.
c

t

ue

irely vegetable worm remedv ever compounded It
all waits matter, eaving t'.-.e Moo.',
and pure
Known at. i use successfully for
mg and healthy.

Weakness and Prostration from overwork and other
causes.
Humphreys’ Homeo-

pathic Specific

thugs

T e tatniltar
distud cdheal:
sympt.msct
Ranged
stomach, lurred t mg tit. van. Ve ,.t
u- ami
chtng -I nostrils. :n’.oleuce. malaria irnia'iltv j.;s.
eeth, slow fever and often tu children

Vital

The following transfers in real e.-date
were recoideb in Waldo Count\
lh-gistrj
of Deeds for the week ending June 18, lpmi:
Alfred Stinson, et a is.. Searsport. to Guui!
ite Grange, No. i*L’, do. ; land and buildings
j in Searsport.
Annabel Cross, et ah, Ponkapog, Mass.,
!
'to Ada li. Greenlaw, Belfast: land and
buildings in Belfast.
Ezra B. Carpenter, Brooks, t" Mott shible>, Jackson : iami and buildings in Mon-

dispatch

from General Wessells stating that
the tire from t ie gunboats was very
satisfactory and effective; so much
so that the advancing columns of
the enemy bro*e and retreated. lie
desired that the Miami might remain below tl e town to prevent a
Hank movement by the enemy. At
10.30 p. m. tl e Southfield came
down and anchored near. At 12.20
a. m., all being quiet on shore, the
Southfield came alongside and we
made preparat ons for rechaining
the two vessels together as they
But before this could
were before.
be fully accomplished the gunboat
Ceres came down the river and
passing near give the alarm that
the ram was close upon us. The
commander immediately rang four
bells and ordered both vessels to
steam ahead and run the ram down.
In obedience to these orders in one
minute both steamers were steaming up the river toward the ram,
and in two minutes were engaged
witli the ram, which struck the
Southfield upon her starboard bow
causing her to sink later, but she
kept tiring at the ram until she diu
As soon as the batteries of
sink.
the Miami could be brought to bear
upon the ram we commenced firing
solid shot and shell from the 100pounder Parrott rilles and 9-inch

NERVOUS

stimulation Without Irritation.

to

patched

Even after the ram laid rammed the
St»ut h lie id it come near being a partial
victory for us. ami this hung by anFrom the Confederate
other 'thread.
report of the affair it appears that alter ramming the Southtield she undertook to back off in order to ram her
again, but found toat they could not
do so. The ram of th. Aibcrmarle had
got caught :n the timbers of the >outh1 an I they found t at the Sout 11 eld
was sinking and wa> taking the ram
down witii her. dust as the water had
began to pour into the bow port of the
ram the Southfield struck bottom, anil
thi> shock in some mai ner released the
ram. so that she came up all right.
Had the water been but six inches
deeper where the Southfield sank the
'nave tided and
ram would certainly
they would have both, laid on the bottom of the Roanoke r ver. and the subsequent lights with her would never
Lieut. Cushing
have been recorded.
would have been unknown to fame.
and C. A. Houteile would not had an
oppo it unitv to have blown his own
which assisted materially in
horn,
making him a member of congress,
and subsequently being placed on the
retired iist as a captain in the regular
navy. These subjects will be a part of
*L O. Johnson.
my next.

In CM"** of stomach ami liver trouble the
proper treatment is to stimulate these origan." without irritating them. Grim) Luxa1
tive Fruit Syrup aids digestion and stiiuuI lutes the liver ami bowels without irritating
these organs like pills or ordinary cathartics. It does not nauseate or gripe and is
K. II. Moody
! mild and pleasant to take.

,Mused the

fall back, after making
enemy
three’attempts to storm the fort.
At 9.30 p. m. tiring ceased from the
enemy, they having withdrawn from
Commander Flusser disrange.

t'ie cause either orc-ct's
cent, of the ailments
t
frequent cause ot hit:

: m react.

|

rest.

Jo, lsi,4.
1 beg leave to submit the
sir:
following report of the attack on
l’iymouth, X. (.'.. by the Rebel
forces: also the engagement on the
morning of April 19th between the
hours of :J and 5 a. m. with the
naval ileet and the Rebel ironclad
ram. The siege began Sunday afternoon, April 17th, by an artillery tire
upon Fort Gray. Karly on the morning of the Istli. between the hours
of h: and r, a. in., the enemy tried to
carry by storm Fort Gray, but were
repulsed. In the afternoon of the
isth heavy artillery opened upon
the town and breastworks. Then
the light became general.
Fp to
this time the gunboats Miami and
Soutlitieid were claimed together in
preparation to eneouiitei the ram.
The
but they were then separated.
Soutlitieid moving up the river opened tire over the P an, while the
Miami moving down the river opened a heavy omss lire upon the enemy, w ho w ere making a charge upon
Fort Williams The firing from the

numerous little
W -ett t <

children.^

■

l'iior fellow. :ie could not know tlia
in the next re)" 1", ot the killed am l
wounded his nann would lead all tin

April

the cause cf
wrong with

are

j

Acting Rear Admiral,
s. P.
I.ri

MIAMI. /
(Ml mouth of Roanoke River.

8

effort made to prolong the life of the patient until her arrival. Wednesday evening the son left his father's bedside and
went to the station to meet liis sister and
train arrived the father died.
just as
Mr. Parlin was for many years an engineer
j on the Maine Central railroad, but for the
past year had resided in Searsport, being
foreman of the roundhouses in Stockton
and Searsport.
Ilis wifedied several years
ago and he leaves only the two children
j
above mentioned, to whom he was a kind,
devoted father.

HUMPHREYS’

oh, ba

OAT

WORMS

secure!v chained. Clue of these spars
the other just
was just before and
abaft the paddle boxes of each ship,
They had j
both being side wheelers.
I Give Honor to Whom it is Due.
the stern lines made fast and the spring
line from the stern of the Southfield to ; Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,
of Rondout, N. Y., cured me of Bright’s
the bow of the Miami fast also. But ;
Four of the best phydisease and Grave
for want of time they were unable to j sicians had failed to relieve me.
I have
make fast the spring line from the j recommended it to scores of people with
stern of the Miami to the bow of the: like success, and know it will cure all who
Southfield, and worst of all they could try it.—Mrs. E. P. Mizner, Burg Hill, 0.
not make the bow lines fast, which was Price $1.00, all druggists; 6 bottles $5.00.
the most important of all. before the
No one would ever be bothered with conand ( aptain
ram
was
upon them,
stipation if everyone knew how naturally
Flusser gave tlie command to go ahead, and
quick Burdock Blood Bitters regulates
full speed, ringing four bells on the the stomach
and bowels.
Miami himself.
As it happened the j
Miami getting the order and being in
j readiness started ahead a few seconds
This brought j
i before the Southfield.
i the spring line from the bow of the j
WITCH HAZEL
Miami to the stern ot the Soutiuieiu
OIL ::::::
taut and as a natural consequence I
Southfield J
j pulled the stern of the caused
her
toward the Miami which
|
1
hi• w to swing oil and the Southfield
FOR FILES,
ram. and
the
to
v
broad>ibe
as
|
brought
1
ONE APPLIC ATION BRINGS RELIEF.
it was an easy matter for the ram to
she
SAMPIE MAILED FREE.
| pierce her and .-ink *er.it Indeed,
it she had
; could not havt
! tried, and we could iwt have rendered
did
; the enemy a greater lavor t aan we
At Prugclst*. 25 cents, or mailed.
more time.
j for the lack of one minute's
Humphreys' Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
that victory or Street? New York.
I so that it will be seen
defeat at times hangs on but a single

;

<

UNSUSPECTED

Horace E. Parlin of Skowhegan was
brought to the Waldo County Hospital last
week suffering from strangulated hernia.
The attending physicians recognized his
case as hopeless from the first and all they
could do was to alleviate his suffering. His
son, W. A. Parlin of liangor, was with him,
and his daughter, Mrs. Charles Porticos of
of Schenectady, was sent for and every

i result so tar as the N avy
Both
f’ereiit.
would
h ive
been
! these officers said t; at the plan of
! Captain Flusser up to that time was ;
perfect. After shelling the enemy and
to
driving them out they undertook''ere,
join the ships together as they
1 lie
; before but failed for want of time.could
ram was on them beiore they
their work, and what they

Respectfully.
vour

OBITUARY.

later, but not officially- Both these
officers were personally known to me
I as I had served with tneni as a member
I of a board of court martial. I listened
tlie affair from
j to a detailed account ofthe
opinion that
them and both were of
I if they had not separated the two ships
to shell the enemy at different points
essei s the
at the request of General
was concerned

NO MAN 15 STRONGER THAN
HIS STOMACH.

.Joselyn and myselt

v.'iiUlfR NAVY.

p. in.,
B. By. A K. o.
grange 8.25! p in..| Bangor* (via
8.20 p. tn.. No. Bangor 8.50 p. m.
C.
(' BKOWN.
W. M. BIIOWN.
(ien'l l':i" Agent
Gen’l Superintendent.

m
Men or women, loeawiTm
represent 11«n.*a ».»r
t a*»h
hi rh el.iss m igazine. Large Commissions,
*0 K »st Wash
.1.
N.
TKYlNKK.
prizes. Write
N.
ugtoa a iuare, New York.

Vw ANTED-

SEARSPORL LOCALS.
( apt Aiuos A. Row
liostou.

Fred J. Blather

arrived^Sunday

from

coin 11. Nichols of Searsport ; bark Davnl
Nickels id Searsport, 193 tons; Capt. Willard J. Treat of Searsport, bark Henrietta
of Searsport, 286 toils; Capt. Daniel M.
l owle ot searsport, brig ToplilT of Belfast,
144 tons; Capt. W illiam 11. Park of Sears159
port, brig G. W. Pickering of Searsport,
ions; Capt. Welcome Gilkey of Searsport,
161
tons;
brig T. P. Perkins of Searsport,
Capt. Allen Noyes of Searsport, brig Lewis
Bean of Seal'port, 180 tons; Capt. John
Park of Searsport, brig Viator of Boston,
142 tons ; ( apt. Elisha Lamplior of Searsport, brig Tel os of Searsport, 146 tons;
Capt. William Rendell of Prospect, brig
Henry Atkins of Prospect, 145 tons; Capt.
Jonathan C. Nickels of Searsport, brig
Catherine Nickels of Searsport, 167 tons;
Capt. Elisha Lamplior of Searsport, brig
Tilest of Searsport, 248 tons; Capt. James
G. Park of Searsport, brig Isola of Searsport, 193 tons; Capt. N. W. Clark of Searsport, brig Isaac Carver of Searsport, 196
tons; Capt Benj. Randell of Prospect, brig
Netheroy of Belfast, 184 tons; ('apt. Lebbeus Curtis of Searsport, bark Solomon
Piper of Searsport, 196 tons; Capt. Benj. B.
Colcord of
Park of Searsport, bark B.
Searsport, 293 tons; Capt. Wilson Hichborn of Prospect, brig California of Prospect, 181 tons; (apt. Parker W. Grant of
Prospect, brig Sea Belle of Searsport, 149
tons; Capt. Robert Hichborn of Prospect,
brig Benguela of Prospect, 197 tons; Capt.
Nathan G. Hichborn ot Prospect, sell. Madonna of Prospect, 14(i tons; Capt. Clifford
L. Stowers of Prospect, brig Forest Mate
195
of Prospect,
tons; ('apt. Jeremiah
Sweetser of Searsport, sell. Marcia 1 libou
of Bueksport, 157 tons. This is the last of
the old time records clippings.

I

.Sunday from

arrived

flavor Crosby and vife of Hath

were

in

lu^n’Friday.

Miss Maude B. Colcoril arrived Friday
from Orouo.
Mrs. A L. Sweetser arrived from Portland Saturday.
(.apt Albeit \V. Rix arrived Thursday
fniiii Stonington.
Mr. and Mrs. John \\. Webster arrived
Saturday for the summer.
Louis Auspluud of Kockland is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Towers.

Eilen"l.

Leib arrived Thursday
Mrs.
fruiii (»rono for the summer.
Mi.-s Gertrude 1. Bowen arrived Friday
fruin tlie Normal school at Castine.
i. ( Yerxa, yard-master at Mack's Point,
hot by train Friday for Boston.
visit
Mrs. E. .1. Cousens returned from a
with friends in Sandypo.nt Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. r. Tuttle id West New-

Mass.,

ton,

were

in town

Saturday.

Mrs. Rebecca Woods returned Saturday
from a visit w ith friends in sandy point.
James W.
rapt. Nathan F. Gilkey of sell.
Pam, Jr., airived Saturday irom Portland.

ter.

l'attee of Belfast
in. >, r l'attee,

line-

was

the guest of
days last

a lew

week.
o

new

■.

Demociatic caucus held June 12th
the following delegates were chosen to attend the State, district an 1 county conventions: State convention nt Bangor June
jorii, W. J. Creamer, M. K. Colcord ; Congressional convention at Opera House, Fairi:eld, June 28th, J. G. Lambert, M B. Littlefield, Samuel Grant; county convention at
Bel last, K. 1
Mudgett, Walter Trundy,
James Pierce, Frank Marden. A new town
W
committee was also chosen as follow s
J. r reamer, Aurelius ( nose, M. E. Colcord,
Samuel Grant, Alfred Berry.
At

Miss Guida C. Homer went to Buckspurt
to attend the K. M. C. s. com-

Tuesday

a

K. B Sutton, Captain J. 1’. Butman,
sailed fit'll) New York, June 14th, for Turon
and Haiphong.
>ch. Andrew (i. Fierce, Jr., arrived Frithe
day with ,C»u tons of stove coal for
Seal sport t oal C o.
Hon. A. K. Nickerson and J W. Black
returned Friday from the State CL A. K encampment in Portland.
Mrs. L. A ('ulcoid and Prof. F. K. Sweeti'‘turned Friday from the commencement exercises at Orono.

ressr>,

r.

Your

Pay

arrived
apt. ami Mrs. B. F. Plummer
Thursday from Philadelphia and are the
kel>
Nit
C
J.
of
Mrs.
rests
g
1! Sprague a son oaded soli Ju.ia
tons of
Baker at tlieii pier Friday w ith
soli coal for Castine parties.
soine of our sea. sport items were s » dei under tin- new mail arrangements
that we were unable to print them.

Bills
BY CHECK ON

Colcord arrived Friday
M -> Joanna
from (Mono. She received hei degree from
the University of Maine last week

Searsport fdtional Bank.

The iiVe-masted schooner Helen a. s.etz
was'F'lckec ai Mack's Point Monday imiui
a:al the woik ’.i discharging begun.
sher.J Aims F. Caileton ami deputy
KheiIk A. Fills s-dzed-Jo barrets ot beer
at the Fasiern s. s. Co. wharf Sunday.
Hr. and Mis S. s. Porter arrived from
Thursday, and have opened
M.omtta, '»
....
cottaat Nav Bove for the summ-i.

TI-o»e w
tli* 11 t apj

I Hi ye

rvci

i-t*• M"

tried

a

checking account

••■■iiYtnifiices

orimiiu,

o* luciu

iui

and advau-

Savannah, June 15. Ar, seh. Jose Olaverri, New i ork.
Jacksonville, June 15. Ar, brig Gabriele,
New Yoik; sld, sell Lizzie K. Dennis-' !,
Portland.
June 15.
Ar, seh.
j Geoigetown, S.
Celia F, Providence.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
sells.
Geor. *1
id.
June
sld,
Fe:
mt!.dina,
"■
Snow
Scl
V. .Ionian, New York; Mat of the Se;\
t
s\.i ill day at the "••a;
nu (. o.t i
Guidci. I loss lrll {>,<*. No. 11, ItatlihoilH I Hath, is, sld, seh. .Jacob M. Haskell, New
i-.ck ami sailed sumlay for Bock!',M
I Sisters, will hold theii Memorial services York.
land.
l’unta Gorda, Fia., June IS. Ar, schooner
1 in
Pythian hall, Sun lay, June L-tth. The K. Edith G. Folwe.-i, Norfolk lor W eymouth,
J \dains, son < arisai
V.rs.
M.
Jes-ie of Brook ii he, Mass., of P. are invited to attend.
i,, 11 _!;
Mass).
..-sis of (.'apt. and Mrs. Henry (L
au-ih
FOREIGN I’OKTs.
Aii members ,.| the l;aii«b--He Sisters are
!
Fitj;ii do. May ■_'«*. In port, bark Mannarequested to attend he next regular meet- i
i de iim* steamw Bern‘factor,
Tie- .d
June 22nd, as business i Swan, for New York.
im-nibi-’, inu, Friday evening,
an IV'd satui day
a, : 1 ii.--;
of importance comes before the Temple.
with a .ar_m amount of freight for the Fasti:i I PiiM.
en! v- s. < o.
!
Golden Cross Temple, N't*. 11, Kathbone J
Mrs. Nellie ("ok is visiting her daughter
Mi-, i'ora How and Mrs. \Y. K Grinned
Sisteis, wiil have the graphophone drawn j
in Poston_Miss Hooper, who lias been
•‘tir lied Friday from Bangor, where they
that is being sold by tickets, and a public
attended the funeral of Mrs. Lillian Uiap; very sick* is much improved at this w riting.
; supper, Tuesday, June 20th,in Pythian hall. !.Mrs.
ir.aii savage.
Spinney has moved into the
;
Aii are cordially invited,
i Williams house—B. C. Sleeper, who has
Miss Mary Sargent of Alton, wlm has
( has. II. Sargent, E. F. Eitt’elield, ('. W.
■-Hi the guest of her aunt, Mrs. F. < >. Sar- j
bought the Dr. Mitchell house and is t •
Foilett and Harvey Gray went to Portland j
gent. left last week for Washington, 1>.
will paint the buildings inmove in
visit.
i
weeks'
for a few
! Tuesday to attend the annual meeting of i side and soon,
out.The Ladies’ ( ircle will
< apt.
U.
M. the
The
steanmr Alaskan,
Council
and
Field
of
Day
!
Department
; meet Thursday with Mrs. Inez Bellows in
Nicliols, from New York, May 7th, for suti the Patriarchs Militant, I O.O. F.
IF.^uo and san Francisco, touched at Punta
A
11 a
'sTniii of Macel!,til. June 7tll.
Palestine Coniinandery, K. T.. will make ! ing away.
matter how
"inn!! your lii'-t <l» i<<*->it may be
Interest allowed on deposits of s.-,tio and over subject to cheek.

(»l*en

an aivoum

with

;->

■

*•

E-

.,

H

■>

Pres. F. W. • 'nun "f the* 11. A .A. railroad,
with a party *»i friends, arrived on the '1To
train >aturday in his private ear, No. 200,
returning t-> Pangor Monday morn.ng at
ti.05.

Kheritf Amos
slier: ti F. W. F'

F. Carleton
were

in

and

town

deputy
Saturday

e'ewsoii the recent tragedy at
working
Kidder’s Point- where an Italian laborer
was shot.

Havener and M. II. Pook have
ce cream business of Misses
\ Piack,aud will furnish icecream
0. c '; *
store on Main street during
11.•
Hamilton
,x\
the summer.
Fhar'.es P

bought

he

F: d \V. Wentworth
doing some very
.: t >tp.
painting and other work in the
-'! c*• and rooms at the .Searsport House.
Mi. Wentworth is one of the best painters
a his line of work in the State.
>

is

!

to Camden tomorrow, Friday,
assist in the institution of Camden Commandery, No. la, K. T., and will have as
guests Eight Eminent George \V. Gower,
Grand Commander of the Grand Commandery of Maine; Manning s. Campbell,
Grand Generalissimo; Warren C. Philbrook,
Grand Junior Warden, and several other
grand officers. The trip will be made in the
steamer Castine and the Rockland band
has been engaged for the occasion. The
a

pilgrimage

to

Sir

Knights

requested

to

ium.

will Find Comfort in
a Belfast Woman.

give up,
Discouragement has lost n any a life.
Fight it out. Try every means.

Don't

Failure in

in full

one case

does not

means

that

sue

impossibility.!
Everybody makes mistakes.
Experience is the modern instructor.
Profit L>y the experience of others.

cess

an

It may save your life.
The experience of friends and neighbors.
The testimony of Belfast people

bring renewed encouragement.
Here is a case in point.
Mrs. Judson E. Cottrell of 24 Union street. Belfast. Me., says: “It has been so long since I began
to suffer from kidney complaint that I have near
jyforgotti n the time. I was much distressed by
pain in my back and under the shoulder blades
and fit s< metimes even extended up to the back
of my neck. {Sometimes it was a dull grinding
ache through the loins and seemed to bear me
down and made me very miserable, indeed. Often
Will

!

|

1 was unable to do my housework and many
times I lelt like “giving up" But 1 kept on under
tin' strain and misery and tried in many wajs to
I used medicine and wore plasters
cure myself.
but did not obtain any peimanentirelief. I saw

Doan’s Kidney Bills advertised, not as a cure-all,
but as a specific for kidney complaint, so I got a
box at the City Ding Store. I was overjoyed at
finding relief almost liom ihe first dose, and
when I had completed the box I was immensely
improved. I continued .the treatment for some
time and can positively say that ? never used a
remedy which gave such entire sat'sfaction,
ail dealers. Brice 50 cents. FosFor sale
by

ter* .Milburn

Co., Buffalo. N

t lie United States.
liemember the
other.

name

no

yards more of those 25c.

quality mercerized Ko.tniie

*FLAGS*
For Fourth of July
STANDARD WOOL BUNTING

White Embroidred Belts

3 ft.

by

3 ft. by 6 ft., Price 2.43
4 ft.

by

8 ft., Price

2,98

OTHER SIZES IN PROPORTION
*****

F. A. FOLLETT & SON,
POSTOFFICE SQUARE.

tf23

:>oo more white wash duck belts,
embroidered backs, in different
designs, gold or silver buckles,

regular

fifteen cent

quality

for

waisntius at I

1
white non shrinkable duck
with detachable goid buckle at
in

i

Made of white linen, embroidered it

iniceii

Ask to

£

o

—

$1.57

from

to

.r

3c each
k.

New Nemo seit=Keaucmg
I

1
y,
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i
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s*>■

/
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/

;

v

k

>
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'1

"

N
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Ki-.n SELF-REDUCING

I

js

j

corsei

Covert Coats Closed Uutat

|

but some sizes in ail

styles.

$8.33

$10.50

now

7.67

9.00

Not all sizes in any one

$12.50

Coat now
“

“

11.50

style,

Coat
“

value

skirt for

$7.<h
6.i»h

"

New Black and White Check Skirts $4.98.
0 cores, double box plaited front and back, side plaited
a very stylish six
rows button-trimmed folds around bottom,

p,in’
d>

...■■•

White Indian Head Suits $2.37.
Waist made with deep side plaits
with

1 ii t

that give good fullness, seven
inch tucks and c inch fold around bottom, only

Peter Pan Shirt Waist 98c. Made of tine white merceiized hat
front with two breast pockets, plain hack, cutaway neck with

-J

^0<UU

roll collar, short sleeves,

*

.....

___

|

FRED A. JOHNSON,

j

|

masonic

The Advertiser of Facts,
NEWS OF

|

7, ii. in |Vn.»bseot. .tune s. to Mr. ami
"i,l nice,
Waldo County Pomona Grange
I Elierv F. I.eaeh. a (laughter.
t<> Mr. ami
Tuesday, ! m,,,,i»N. in Warren, .June
Dingo Grange, Freedom,
\\ illi> A Moody. a •iaugiiter. Hath Alma.
.Imie
IT to Mr.
,I ime 2(>th.
!
In Montville.
I'l-vNi v
>\vnnMrs. Wilbur Penney, a daughter.
At its hist meeting Comet Grange,
Grange,
ville, voted to entertain Granite

!

ami

1'-'
1
" aide. June
I'arrir «*t l.avvrenee.
and Mis Annabel Johnson ot \\ a Ido
In fall den. June 1J. Daniel
ns-'I < »iil N.

will
Hillside Grange, Fast Thnndike,
next satin
hold a fair and entertainment
have
day evening. Special preparations
been made, and a good time is expected.

In
H \1*H1 K-.liiiiNsnN.
A. Smith. John
Kev. A

I Ur
few of the faithful members of
Moon Grange, Thorndike, met at'lie
ball last Friday afternoon for a general
are
clearing up outside and in, so that they
if no more.
now in a sanitary condition,
afterAt the regular meeting, Saturday
in the
two candidates were instructed
A

V

Chicken®
Calf Skins,per lb.
Duck ® lb,
Fowl ® tb
(ieese ® lb,

!5'Turkey ®ib,
'-SpS
2JS3
14;Tall iw ® lb,
Mi
.4®15 \ eal ® Ib.
30
17 Wool, unwashed,
14 Wood, hard,
4.00®4.50
3.00
16 Wood, soft,
Retail Market.

l-ime ®
1.05(31.15
Beef, corned, ® tb, ggio Oat
4
Butter Salt, 14 lb, 18a20
MtaJ ® lb,
4
70 Onions ® lb,
Corn ® bu.
Cracked Corn, ® bu, 67|Oi i'i^eeljrPw,e' Sal., 14^15
5
Bollock
b,
67
Corn Meal, ® bu.,
^
11
Clieese
tb
17i&l8Pork P Ib.
118
Cotton Seed/p cwt., 1.65 PiasterJ? Ifi*
3
p lb,
Codfish drv, P lb,
8@9jKye.Meal
t*’
18
Cranberries, p qt.,
51
!U!»V’w?i£
12*
6
ib,
p
ispugai
Clover Seed.
I .P bu.,
40
Flour, p bbl., 5.25a6.00 Salt,1
9 bU"
3@4

Lai^; ®ib.

$5.00 REWARD

Warrants?

Bounty Land
Will pay $5.00 for telling me who lias one whether
n0t'
1
Kansas City, Mo.

R^KELLEf

j

ON

j

The

At South Shore, Northport
Camp Ground,
Lobsters and clams arc
Is open for the season.
served In all styles and fish dinners are a special3m26
notice.
short
at
Lunches
ty.

KOSS.

Belfast Coliseum Company.
The annual meeting of said company will be
held Monday, .Inly 2, at 4 o'clock p. m., at the
office of the secretary.
N. F. HOUSTON, Secretary.

June 20.1006.—2w25

;

on

GRADEN AVENUE.

|
1

El

|

II

DENST-.OW.
STOCKTON SPRING'

DrunMniT

j

Court ol
tIn- l’Jt-i 'ia\

TWTALDO ftS.—In

\>

TO LET

I

1'i.ner storv -t wooden huiM.ng on High sfivet
l
text south of Memorial building. A goo
sh,,(.,
Lion h*i upholsterer, earpenter or paint
1 KUM < <»
WALDO
to
A uplv
1
Belfast, Maine.

‘tf25

~

■

t.t>-

"II

l’rohat*
J’

e

becea N Edgeo-un1*. adn n-1:
mb. bite ol I
of Herbert W K
< ountv, deceased. Ikivih: pieseutncount of said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof laweeks successively, m 11c *:' f
n
a newspaper publisheo m
that all persons interested n a> ,M'fi
bate Court, ;• be held at He i~of July next, and show imhh1 n
whv the said account shoulo. n >t I
OK.o. E-.lollNF<
A true <<>p \. Attest:
Cit \s. 1* IUZFLI i'
••

WANTED!
GOOD LIVE

AGENTS»M',:;,.;,1„:;u‘:,T.:

tr<*«i!!«•«■ tin- World’s « halleimo Baker, tor m< am.
Ix-ans. and puddings. look" all day 'villioui
idding water. A gems arn §4 -00 and SO.OO a day.
V, rili- for partieulam.
CHALLENtiK Midi. CO..
Watervillo, .'lame.
2wj5*

101! SALE.
Marine Gasolene

Engine.1

,v,':

overhauled ;»nd iltted wiih tin* .Jump Spark sys- |

j
j

imiiM"ii, and a new bronze circulating
tem
minih. In A 1 shape and complete, with propellor.
shaft, sttitling box, etc. fall on or write

!

|
I

MPS. L. C.

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

,,

Waquoit,

INTEREST

Buiidins; Lots for Sale. 50x100,

FOR SALE

Telephone 78-21

i

■

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAIN

11

L. PITCHER.

■

MmamMm

1

B.

ace

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELFAST, MAINE.

■

Holmes’Mills, North Belfast.

"■
\

-----

111 Rockland, June 14, Lyelyn D
Tyi.kh
widow of Ha late a Idee. L. Tyler, aged 84 yeai-.
10 months and 21 nays.
Hi Nortliport, J line 17th. Khz a.
Wihtn \
A., wife of Wm. A. Whitney of Boston, air«-d
and 21 days.
7
months
years,
In Nortliport. June 17th. John M
Woohs
Woods, aged '.M years, 5 months, and 11 days.

„„„

bis moin-y reguia

WALDO TRUST COMPANY.*

\

Thompson.

Before going to New York I will sell at great
sacrifice:
One mare ,‘tyeais old, weight about lfion los
dam Knox
color seal brown, sire Marston
and Drew. She will make a first-class brood
and has a
road
or
horse,
mare
gentleman’s
right to be very last on the track. Isa perfect
beauty, fine disposition, absolutely sound,
broken to harness and ready for business.
One Top Buggy.
One Opel Road Wagon.
One Orocer’s Delivery Wagon.
Two Road Carts, single and double liarAll best
nesses, oray with pole and shaft.
makes and in first-class condition.

saves

I

...

j

f'iio

3 PER CEM

Parlm. aired 5t years.
L. Chelsea. Mass.. June I7tli, Ml\ma
S.MAKT10
N„ witeof Domimeus li. Smart, aged 7*- years,
23
months,
days.
AiiluomJune
15,
Thompson. In Searsmont,

passed

Prices Paid Producer

FUTUR

an Account wit
The best incentive to saw
will rapid
funds
where
your
do Trust Company,

Mosher,

ite Grange are well capable to prepare, was
Mr. and
partaken of. Remarks were made by
Mrs. Fred Parker, Mrs. Charles Allie, Mrs.
Xait, Miss Drake, Chalmers Clark and others
Nickerson and Mr.
of Venus Grange, .1.
Mr. and Mrs.
Seeley of Comet Grange, and
Fllingwood of Morning Light Grange. The
was
fery pleasantly by all.

75® 1.0<> Hay P ton. 10.00,® 12.00
Apples p bu.,
9
7 Hides p It*.
.tried k> ii»
20
2.00a2.25 Spring Lamb p lb,
Beans, pea,
.skins.
50
Lamb
Yel’eyes,2.25112.50
8
l8@20 Mutton P lb
Butter p lb,
.J2 lb,
52
G®8 Oats P bu.,
Beef, sides, p lb,
s p bu.,
,0
1
otaten
f>
Beet fore quarters,
60 Round Hoy,
Bariev ® bu.,
811,1
>5 Sll'a" * tonCheese ® lb

Is before the young nun

!

Manning

ProsLight, Monroe, and South Branch,
to and a
pect. A tine program was listened
bountiful repast, which the sisters of Gran-

BRIGHT

A

In Rrilnst. .lime 13th,
Miisiikh-IIavfork.
|
by Rev. A-liIev A. Smith. Ren mini K
of
formerly of Orono. ami Marion h.lith llayford

present from Comet, Swanvilie, Morning

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

*

late at

,,

Belfast'
Tibiiktts-Wkst. In Belfast. June ii.tli, by
South Branch Grange, Prospect, is nourII.irold <1. Tibbetts amt
and fourth Kev J W. Ilateii,
third
the
conferred
It
ishing.
Mattie M. West, both of this city.
June
lath,
members
six
new
degrees upon
I >1 Kir
after which a harvest feast was served in
the dining room to nearly 100 members.
Iii Brooklin, June 9, Robert E.
\ \11» hson.
Within the last six months this grange lias i \nderson. aged 24 years. 3 months and 13 days.
members.
new
Biti.ik. In Book land. June li. Samuel B.
taken ill a goodly number of
83
Butler, a native of South Tliomaston, aged
I!. M. Flames is the worthy master.
years, d months and 11 days.
In Belfast, June l'.iih, (harles H.
Bit a v.
of
Star
of
Progress
last
At the
meeting
rav, aged 74 years and t> months.
was a
In Montville, June 17th. Mrs. Mar
HKuivKN
Grange, Jackson, June ldtli, there
F. Bowen, aired 74 years. [Lowell, Mass.,
aret
a
new
has
large attendance. The grange
gapers please copy.]
stove in Hie dining room and lias made an
pDw. In Rockland. June II. Harold 2 Austin,
months
son of Mr. and Mrs. Austin P. Hay,aged
They have a line and
addition to the library
14 nays.
du.vi' u. hi Rockland, June l.>. ( apt. 1 homas
selection of books. The program for the
B. Ulover, aged 7d 'ears. 5 month- and 2» days.
evening was as follows: Singing by the
Hkatii. In Camden, June 7. (leorge \\ Heath,
by
Alberta
Fletcher;
story
aged 51 vears.
choir; rec., by
HnniiMis. In owned at Buek.-port. June 1-.
F. H. Brown; song by Ada Boody ; story by infant eliilt. ot Mr and Mis. Melvin Hutchins.
In Rockland, .Tune s. Harold *■ runeis,
BrothMason.
>1. Ii. Tasker; remarks and story by
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mason.
er Finery of Morning Light Grange.
Robinson. In West Brooks\ ille, June 10, Miss
Kate Robinson, aged about 50 years
Venus Grange, Frankfort, paid a fraterIn Winteiport. June 14. Mrs.
Mii.i.ikkn
last
North
Rachel A. Milliken.
Searsport,
nal visit to Granite,
In Belfast. June 13tn. Horace h.
Paulin.
Visiting members were
Saturday night.

Produce Market.

j

j

.Mass.,
Du k
John Diekens and Miss Ki itna Chesky lobin.
both of Camden.
linn 1»-SIMpsn.v In Dixmont. .nine i.», Frank
Crawford (imild and Miss Mam e Elsie Simpson,
both of Dixmont.
In M interport. Jem1 PA
CI.KMKNTSM<'M AN N
Klmer Clements of Winter ■*»t t and Miss Certrude
Me Mann of Massachusetts
In P.eimont, June 10,
Manninc-Skkki>s
ami Nina Sr.-kins, both of l.inJanies

vest

Cl liKKJiT.

mm*«

Mrs. i
..

Mrs.

MAUHIFt).

,) uly 2nd.

r.FI.PAST I’KIC'F

Temple^^J^lfastmaii

aHnEawKswar-

THE GRANGES.

with

evening

j
■

5c

per yard

4vc

Its ingenious devices produce results not hereIt gives per
tofore possible in other corsets.
the
feet symmetrical proportions and reduces
abdomen so 'iiectively Unit when worn the !ii>t
to
time the skirt has to he taken in from four
live inches. The new Gorset retains the original
added
has
been
“Self-lieriucing Idea,” to which
--the New lielief strap, the New Graduated
At
Front Steel and the New Double Garter
tachmeut.
It is so telliup m its ie
Wear this corset.
it. ap
suits and to inexpensive in price that
AA
peals at once to the common sense
of the stout woman. Frice

Rruccw”"*”

was

1000 yards Torchion la«
Insertions 8 to 12'cent valii'

patterns left in stripes and checks,
1J to U> yard patterns,

Stout women luive at last found what the;
have been looking for.
ACTUALLY RK
A CORSE!’ THAT
Mil
riii! HK WIITIOI'I
DUCKS THU
SLICHTEST DiscoM FOR 1\
The enormous sale ot the NEW NEMO
SELF KEDUUINC CORNET with RE LI I. r
STRAP, introduced last September, provesThis.

i

yards Val Laces am
tions.regularSc. value fur ^

Six dress

SILK 40c.

75c. WASH

a

^

Special I

ace

I <>00

50 CLNT foulard and figured wash
25c. per yard,
silks,
Kiyiht lire** pattern* hmt 1j to r»
in
a
pattern.
yaids

Fnn* M't't finished muslin, low neck,
rnw>
front and l ack tiimnied with
lace insertion and heading, neck and
t<»
match,
arnisi/e trimmed with lace
an exceptional value at
50c.

to close out at

l

I LIT FROM OLk SILK SALL

New Corset Covers 50c,

plain white hemstitched
handkerchiefs tised for decorations,

'*\v

v...

MLk BARGAINS

35 dozen

U...

eh-f

$5.00 each

them

see

Handkerchiefs 3c.

j

••

j;

50c

Parasols

Lingerie

New

lletail Price.

S ft., Price $2.03

Our store i»

today.

| ho \dcle Riuhie Belt

••

i—-i

want

******
500

Y., sole agents for

Doan's—and take

So start

We

money.

Don’t forget that.

for you.

...

Discouraged Citizens
the Experience of

get it.

to

going

and we are

save

<>C

first and second degrees.

at the

Waldo Lodge,1.0. 0. F., observed Sunday,
•June lltli, as Memorial day. The lodge met
The poverty sociable given Frida\ even- in Odd Fellows’ Hall at 10 a. m. and marching at the sociable rooms of the Pongregar ed to the Unitarian church, 48 men in line
church was a great success. Mis. P.
Adams and Mrs. P. F. Polcord were the in lull regalia. A large number of members
of Aurora Kebekah Lodge attended, but
ho tesses.
< »ijj H'AKY.
The many friends of Horace not as a body. The music was by a choir
K. Piiriin of this town, foreman of the composed of Mr. and Mrs. JO. S. Pitcher, C.
round house at Mack’s Point and Stockton, 10. \\ hite and Miss Blanche Sullivan, with
will regret to learn of his death, which ocThe
Miss Mary 10. Faunce as organist.
curred on Wednesday night, June 13th, at
th*- Waldo Pounty Hospital in Pelfast. Mr. pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz, preached on “Fra1’ariin tor many years was an engineer on ternal Ties.” At the close of the church
the Maine Peiitrai railroad but for the past
in line and
11 is wife service the lodge re-formed
rear had resided in Searsport.
‘iicd several years ago. lie leaves two marched to Grove cemetery, where tjie
children, W Archie l’arlin of Pangor and graves of 85 Odd Fellows had been previaiios 1 )orticos (»f >chei»ectady, N V.,
M
ously decorated with bouquets. The ritual
formoj-i\ Miss J-hliei Pariin of Pangor, to
memorial service was impressively perwhom lie was a kind and devoted father.
a
short time ot his death Mr. ! funned by Jacob K. Dennett, Noble Grand;
1. t ; wit11i•
Purlin wa< apparently in the best health
J Alt.<n K. Hraley, Chaplain; and Melvin C.
and spirits, and the news of his demist*
Mur eh, Marshal.
will I)** a great shock to the host ol frc-iids
witii win»m lie was a great favorite, ie-mg
citizen.
and
a
W. C. T. U. Convention.
in exemplary neighbor
good
The funeral services were held at the
As
previously announced tin* Waldo
afternoon at 2 o'clock. The interment was
County convention of the W. C. T. U. will
in >kowhegan.
meet in Monroe Tuesday, June 20th. The
The out of town guests registered lasl
will furnish baked beans and
week at the Searsport House were as fol- local Union
.lames Puttee, Belfast: .J. Mason, hut coffee and delegates are expected to
low.'
."omerville, Mass.; C. B. Dexter, A. A. bring the usual box luncli. The county
<7<-:'dou, Bangor; F. \V. Wood, Boston: Win. vice
presidents are requested to give two
Carroll. New Bedford; J. V. Herrick and
and purposes lor
wife, Old Town; James Spellman, Bangor; minute speeches on plans
A. II. Getehell, Providence; C. T. Nutter, the coming months. Mrs. J. R. Harney of
J.
J.
J.
E.
Millinocket;
Clark,
Bangor;
Providence, R. J., Prison Evangelist, will
Moore, Hingham; P. L. Bates, Bangor;Geo.
G. Crane and wife, Camden; C. 11. Black give a Bible reading at 1.30. Following it,
and wife, (Tie I sea; Samuel Cohen, Bangor; will be the welcome from the Monroe
11. Per rift, Old Town; L. II. Norwood,
Loyal Temperance Legion. Mrs. Harney
Greenville; E. F. Pendleton, Stockton; G.
W. Mayo, Houlton: II. W. Swan, Caribou; also gives the address of the evening.
S. B. Peering, C. McMann, Boston; G. H.
Memorial service at 1.30 p. m. in charge of
Davis, Belfast; D. Crooker, Boston; L. M.
Mrs. W. H. Twombly of Monroe, friends
Go wen, Ellsworth; C. N. Staples, Stockton;
W. E. Dilworth, C. Francis Harriman, Bel- are invited.
fast ; O. J. Tupper, L. M. Daggett, Sherman
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Mills; J. Mahoney, Bangor; M. W. Stone,
as they cannot reach the
Auburn; M. W. Stearns, Houlton; I). II. by local applications,
portion of the ear. There is only one
Perry, Boston;G. R. Youngs, J. J. Grindle, diseased
cure deafness, and that is by constitutionto
way
BosE.
Murch, Bangor; G. M. Keuzie,
al remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed
ton; H. S. Sullivan, Chicago; F. J. Biather, condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian
Boston; A. W. Rich, J. P. Whitmore, Stock- Tube. * hen this tube is inflamed you have a
ton; R. W. Estes, Bangor; J. H Pendleton,
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when
it is entirely closed, Deafness is the result, and
Northport; Horace Belaud and wife, Cam- unless
the inflammation can be taken out and this
den : J. Meltzer, Boston.
tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be
forever; nine cases out of ten are
licenses
of
coastwise
destroyed
list
is
Following
£
by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inissued in the port of Searsport and district caused condition
of the mucous surfaces.
flamed
of Belfast by Peleg Nichols, deputy collectWe will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
or, who was appointed by collector M. C.
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
Blake and served under administrations of cured by Hall s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
President Taylor and Filmore, in 1851 and free.
4124
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
’52; Capt. Robert Porter of Searoort, brig
Hall's
Take
Family Fills for constipation.
LinPeuiarara of Searsport, 192 tons; Capt.

dealings

YOU how to

can.SHOW

have the goods here and

Figured Muslins I2jc.

noon,

appear
Temular uniform, at 2 p.
m., sharp, ami the Castine will leave Lewis’
wharf at 3 p. in., sharp.
As\

are

we

square business

on

m \v, no

i

■

hesitate,

YOU^

^

of twenty live cent quality colored
We have just placed oil sale 500 yards
are twenty nine inches wide.
dimity muslins at 12 12 cents per yard, they
mercerized, warranted absolutely fast
finely7 woven and every thread
cents
at
25
pet ; ird
colors sold regularly all the season
| -n |
per
out at only
this lot of five hundred yards to be closed
|£

cciu^tui, :

ton.

or

saving institution

25 Cent

14, sld, sells. S. 1'. Blackburn, Bangor;
Henry L. Beckham, do.; 15, ar, sell. Ed-1
ward* 11 Blake, New llaven; sld, sell.
Martha B. Small, Bangor; 1(5, sld, schs. |
Helen W. Morton, Searsport; Edward 11.
Blake, Gardiner.
Norfolk, June 15. Ar, sell. James B. Jordan, New York ; 15, eld, seh. Van Allens j
Houghton, Searsport; in, ar, seh. Susan N.
Bickering, Stonington via New Yolk.
Port Arthur, Texas, June 13.
Ar, seh.
Maggie s. Hart, Galveston.
Pensacola, June 13. Ar, brig Jennie 11 ul- i
belt, Havana.
.June 14. Ar, sell. Par-1
Port Bo>al, S.
ie E. Look, Philadelphia.
June
15.
Ambov,
Sld, sells. Nor-;
Pert#
man, Belfast ; Adelaide Barbour, FernauKinnias.
Lord, Wilmingdina; Id, sld, sells.

>ei

(

money

_

A
last

shin

your trade

>

fund of nearly $160 was contributed
fall to celHbr*ate the opening «*l the
railroad into Stockton Springs, but owing
to the lateness of the season when trains
run the committee in
were scheduled to
charge of the affair deemed it best to defer
the celebration until another summer. Now:
that a Fourth of July celebration is proposed this sum of money has been placed
with the board of trade to help carry out
the program for the Fourth. The various
committees are hard at work arranging all
details, bards, games, boat races, fireworks,
closing with a grand ball in Denslow’s hall.
Excursion rates on railroads and steamers.

Mrs. F. W. Burr and daughte: of Brewer
of l onwere in town Saturday, tlie guests
ductor F. W Burr.

Money Saving Institution

a

FOR
Don’t doubt

Boston, June 12. Sld, sell. J. Manchester
Haynes, Charleston; 13, ar, sells. Thomas
11 ix, Rock port; Harry C. Chester, Bangor;
cld, bark Harvard, Buenos Ayres.
Philadelphia, June 14. Cld, tug Catawissa, towing barges Barry for Bangor, Oak
Hill for Searsport and Shenandoah for Banger 15, cld, sell. George E. Walcott, Bangor ;
lit, ar, sell. Allen Green, t'.tonington.
Baltimore, June 12. Ar, sell. Medford,
Punta Gorda; 13, cld, Ralph M. Hayward,
Providence.
Portland, June 15. Ar, sells. Frances M.
and Janies W. Paul, Jr., Newport News;
in, ar, sell. Maine, Philadelphia via Saco;
cld, sell. Mary L. Crosby, Stockton.
Rockland, June 10. ( id, sell. Annie R. !
Mitchell, Philadelphia.
Bangor, June 13. Ar, sell. Kit Carson,
New York;.sld, sells. A. F. Kindberg, New |
York: Kunna R. Harvey, do; 14, ar, sell-. |
Gov. Powers, Searsport, to load ice for New
y nrk : Irene E. Meservey, Rellust: sld, soli.
Alice E. Clark, coal port; 15, ar, hark Teresena
Ilal.) Yinalh.iveii; sell. C. B. Clark,
Providence: in, ar, schs. Susan Stetson,
Port Johnson ; Cora Green, South Amboy :
17, ar, sch. lzetta, Jersey City; sld, schs. I
Mary Farrow, Boston: Hattie li. Barbour,
New York.
Bucksport, June 18. sld, sell. Arthur V
s. Woodruff, New Bedford, witli ice.
astine, June If. Ar, sell. C. K. Wood,
Port Reading, witli coal to Castine Coal
Co.; sch. yacht Kndymion, cruising.
stoiiington, June 10. Ar, schs. .). Frank
seavey, Saco; Charlotte W. Miller, Boston ; |
Jeremiah Smith, coastwise; Fannie A Fay,
1
l.y un: F. ( Fendleton, coastwise; Mary E.
Lynch, Boston; Filienian, Providence. 13,
schs.
ai, scii. John llraceweli, Boston; sld,
1 lances Hyde, Connecticut river; Jeremiah I
Smith, New York: 14, ar, schs. Susie P.
Oliver, New York; Jonathan Sawyer, do;
John Douglass, do; Fred IS. Balano, Portland.
Brunswick, June 12. Ar, sch Joseph W.
Hawthorn, Norfolk ; 13, cld, sch. Frank Barnet, Boston.
June 13. Ar, at Dales !
Beaufort, S.
Creek, sell. Estelle, New Haven via New
York.
Newport News, June 13. Ar, sch. Cora

type.

-Hi
Powers, ('apt. Kent, was towed
ice for New
to Bangor Thursday to load
York.
Sell. Helen 1'. Crosby mushed dischargcoal pier Moning coal at the Mack s : unit
day noon.
of
.1. .1. Moon of llingliam, Mass., stipt.
tlie Sear-port Water Works, was in town
last week.
(

This Store

Wilmington.

mail arrangement which
went into effect this week the Stockton
mail for Belfast is sent via Bangor, and
this has so delayed our correspondence for
tin.' issue that we were unable to put it in
Pnder the

j

AMERICAN TORTS.

Ar, bark Ethel,
New York, June 13.
Charleston; schs. Emma S. Briggs, Port
K. Stetson,
Isaiah
for
Augusta;
Heading
St. John, >'. B.; Henry R. Tilton, StoningL.
Manchester
tou; L. T. Whitmore, do;
Hudson, do; cld, ship E. H. Sutton, Touron
and Haiphong; 14, passed City Island,schs.
Emily I. White, Hoboken for Belfast; Miranda, St. George, S. I., for Bangor; American Team, Elizabethport for do; Myronus,
Port Johnson for do; 17, ar, schs. Melissa
Trask, Stockton; I. M. Morales, Bangor;
Nellie Grant, do; Merrill C. Hart, Rockland; Charles H. Trickey, Swans Island;
18, ar, schs. Geo. R. Smith, Stockton; Hope
Haynes, Bangor; Mary’ Ann McCann, do;
Seguin, Calais, for Rondout; Adelia T.
( arleton, Nassau; bark Rebecca Crowell,
Pensacola; 19, ar, schs. A. K. Kindberg,
Bangor; Thelma, St. Simons; Ella M. Willey, Port Arthur; sld, sch. Emma S. Lord,

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

y..-- o. .J. Lawrence arrived Thursday
ill
f I,,111 Boston, where slie lias spent the w
.1

ShIPNEWS.

KEAI) MACHINE WORKS,
jw>25

44 Main Street, Belfast.

cid at
out
At a Erohate
for the Count v of W.iluo,
June A. D. 1 hod.
1

TNKZ
o|

1

K.;KKNIi.\I

I

Dolly Henna!!.

::

v

lab

i•••

■!

;:

on

'•

N\

■.•

Ido, decea.'f.b h,i\ in.
»'
n
petit ion pray mg the t In- ii:i; c
wlio are entit led to the
*:
now m his hands lor distil
tive shares therein, and ordo!
ed accordingly.
Ordered, That, the said pto all persons interested ny can:-disorder to be published three vvrt-ks
'Hie Republican Journal, a fewsp.i;
at Belfast, that they may appear
Court, to he held at Bellas!, w it Inn
County, on the 10th day of Jti >
at ten of the clock before not n. an
s
if any they have, why the prayer ot
er should not he granted.
CEO E. JOHNS!'
A true copy. Attest.
CHAS. 1*. H AZKLTIM
County

ot

W

a

Th.
IHWINISTHATOK’8 NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he hathe
estate
of
administrator
appointed
EDITH M FARRAR, late of SeaA

held
At a Vrebate Court
for the County of Waldo,
of June, A. D. 1906.

at
on

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

to be an an*
4 certain instrument, purporting
iV thenticated copy of the last will and testament
Con>f Walter B. Ferguson, late <*f Middletown.
necticut, deceased, and of the probate thereof,
with
a
praying
petition
having been presented
tiled
that the copy "i said will may be allowed,
for said Counand recorded in the I’robate Court

ty of Waldo.
in.
Ordered That notice be given to all persons
a copy of this order to be
te rested by causing
The
Rein
weeks
successively
published three
that
publican Journal, published toatheBelfast,
held at Belthev appear at a Probate Court,
second
on
the
fast within and for said County,
beTuesday of July neat, at ten of the clock
fore noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
and althe same should not he proved, approved
lowei1'
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltise, Register.

in the ('ountv of Waldo, deceased
bonds as the law directs. All pmdemands against the estate ot said
desired to present the same for >en
all indebted thereto are requested

immediately
ROBERTF
Belfast, (June 12, 1906.

inent

NOTICE

The subs,

IjlXECl'TRIX
gives notice that she has been
the last will and
executrix
of

!

dui

testam

ISAAC REYNOLDS, late of Bn
in the County of Waldo, decease'!
bonds as the law directs. All pmsoi
manris against the estate of said den
sired to present the same for scttlmnindebted thereto are requested to mak^
1’ri.EBE E. REN
immediately
Brooks, June 12, 1906.

j

